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Pain mingles
AWAY,

with

shadow

spread

the

After

new

Rose

| The
of
;

not to marry
have been di-

recent-

that

the people ofthat city would rather see it in

ashes than again under the control of the
_.Catholic Pontiff, That such is the temper of

sufficient evi

dence in the tnterance of the Papacy into the
politfcal arena from which it has thus far held
itself disdainfully aloof. The drift of events

The fulfillment of our

worst fears respect- |

poorly prepares us to

ex-

pect justice for the Indians.
The appointwent, too,
of Mr. Teller of Colorado as Secretary of the Interior is not encouraging. Colora-

do has always been a cordial I'idian hater, and
Mr. Teller’s views are schooled to the severest
rules of expediency and utilitarianism. We
trust he will not prove bean

exponent

of

the

bellicose border policy of utter extermination.
He has begun his career as nominal guardian of the Indians by determining to dis-

arm them, If this is not a movement which
points to added wrongs to the red race, then
we bave utterly misinterpreted the spirit of

«our border civilization.
‘The bill of exceptions prepared by the counsel for Guiteau has been presented and argued
“before the full bench of judges
isfactory results.

The

rulings

with
of

very satthe judge,

who presided at the trial, bave been unani-

mously approved and there will be no second
trial; District Attorney Corkhill says there is

only one more moye which Mr. Reed can

make before the courts to aid his client, and
that is to
ap ly fora writ of habeas corpus.
Guitean
placed in solitary confinement
undera constant guard, better

death

watch, May

23.

knows

as the

He ‘will be rigidly

guarded up to the hour of execution, and

no

Visitors will be allowed in his cell except his

spiritual advisers and persons especially authorized to consult and examine him, We trust
the secular press will spare us further disgusting
details touching the temper, appetite, loguac|

’

ity, ete., of this infumous criminal, and that he
will meet his just deserts on the scaffold, June
30. We have always been in doubt whether
the assassination wus due to wickedness alone,
or to a combination of wickedness
and in-

sanity, butin either case the sentence is just,
and the

more

quickly

moved the better.

and

Watchman,

quietly

he

is

re-

The location

und

sets forth the superior

old.

in spiritual harvesting

€hurch,in self-preserva-

tion, to secure a representation in the Italian
Parliament.
ing the Chinese bill

The fands thus received

by him

be

are

to

turned

over

to

the

are now to
the new field
to enter, the
&
all the more

Roxbury

line,

a

be only

unwisdom.

suaded

that when

in the

past, would

Sve are hence per-

the

whole

matter

in-

volved is carefully reviewed and censidered, this thing wi!l not be done.

With the property thus

our hands and paid
our permanent

for, -the

describedin
question

establishment

will be settled beyond a doubt.
The

undertaking

is,

for

in

us,

of

Boston

Mis-

a

very

only ordinary or local importance.

The

words that have come to us through Zhe
Morning Star and by many scores of

private communications,
have both caused

us fo feel our great responsibility, and, at

the same time,
made us bold.
As
individuals we shrink from the undertak-

ing, and would now, gladly abandon the
long struggle; but as, in some sense,

the representatives of whut has been
‘everywhere pronounced a most important

thing.

Success

will

be

certain,

if

all

aid from those

tunity worthy of our best endeavor.

Our

who,

though

now

worship, is to be a medium of inspiration,

This is hinted in the fact that infidelity is
songless.
:
The fact

that music is a part of wor-

ship is accepted more in theory than in
practice.
How often we see ministers in

mony with truth and

Is instrumental music

:

BY

Nf

concert.

How

to

use

music

so

as

to

enable it to best fulfill its mission is an
important
question. On this question
men have differed, from

the

time

when

David's trained singers praised the Lord
on the psaltery and the harp, the stringed
instruments and organs, the trumpet and
timbrel, down

quartettes.

to our

fashionable

church

Sometimes I wonder if we

have not retrograded in this matter. I
doubt if our highly artistic choirs and
music of to-day so truly accomplish the
desired end.as did Miriam and her followers when they chanted of God's great
salvation,
;
In order to gain the highest results,
first, get it firmly settled that your music
13 part of your. worship, and not sort of a

choirs ? is an open one.
In affirmation it
is said, * If men will not praise God in
any other way, let them sing his praise.”
are the reactionary
Strong arguments

Music

with

beneficial?

is

a

ban

late

insist on Mf. Smith or Brown 8f' South Carolina being seated.

hour, endeavor to bring their poet anew

They will go home and work

up their own districts.

‘before the public, and ere, their master's
voice is silent interpret his songs
10, the
people, so that if worthy of our laurelshe
shall not die uncrowned.
thn)
+ This movement may: bereally. called a

all

The Téaders are doing

they can to carry the’ Republican cases

through, but the defensive has the best position. I doubt if thus late in the season and

with the difficulties in the way, the Republi
cans can, with their

meager

majority, carry

their point and seat their contestees. I do not
think tbey will,but will: give up ‘trying ina

Browning revival, for, years ago,the poet

came much nearer the popular heart than
he has of late. His works have been di-

few days..

Then: the appropriation:
bills must

be passed, which will takeseveral weeks.”
The scenes during’ the filibustering proceed:

vided into two great classes by Mr. Kirk-

known,

where

he

is

known,

What child who came

across

by

his

eon,” of which Dickens said,

IDA HAZELTON.

| rned laurels on the seventisth anniver=
*ary of their natal day. To-day, another
poet, uncrowned as yet, claims our

hom-

has just entered upon his seventieth year.

The voice of the people has not, yet “ac¢orded him a place among the immortal
bards, nor added his name to that galaxy
of brightest stars whose clear shining il-

Jumines our own century.

Yetit

is no

these

‘ Pied

musical performances of such persons,
sing they never. so sweetly? Can they

sing with the spirit and the understand-

of late, both in England and America, to
popularize the study of Robert Browning.
The leading feature of this pronounced
acknowledgment of the poet's claims upon
the public is connected with the Browning Society, formed last July in London,
for the reason ‘“ that the manliest, strong-

est, deepest and thoughtfullest Poet of
our time has had nothing like due study
and honor given'him.” The Chairman of

the Society writes to the Literary

World

of March 11, (to which review Iam much
indebted for
many
suggestions
and
items), that ¢¢ in spite of

great

indiffer-

ence and opposition-we got 71 members
by the night of our first meeting and over
‘100 before the year 1881 ended.” Among
‘wis number are many

Americans, includ-

strongest

Browningites

in

the

States,”

Society, June 23; a paper on ** Browning's
‘Method of revealing the Soul to itself by
means of a startling.

Experience.”

‘number of Classifications of all his Poems,

preferred to the mercenary singer. Much
harm has been done in our Western coun-

to be written this year by Mr. Nettleship.
These are some of the early results of this

The sanctified singer is much to be

try by evangelists hiring ungodly men

which open the'way fora Browning Primer,

to. study in earnest of Browning.

Mr. Moody

accompany them as singers.

¢¢ The Return of the Druses” and

love.

And ¢¢ Paracelsus” is aremarkable

poem, containing audacious passages like
the following:
seesee ¢ Make no more giants, God!
Buf elevate the race at once!
We ask

To

put forth just our strength, our human
strength,
:
All starting fairly, all equipped alike,
Gifted alike, all eagle-eyed, true-hearted—
See if we cannot beat thy angels yet”?

1 say, begins man’s general infancy”?

mentioned
for want of space, are

The

not

includ-

ed within the first period of his writings,
and are fairly entitled to ‘and, indeed,

have enjoyed, a wide popularity.

So-

ciety will also encourage the compilation

of a Browning Concordance or Lexicon,
and its prospectus declares that ‘* without

Having

read and learned to value these, the pub-

lic can only wait with interest for the developméiit of the Society (with heads)
who have promised to interpret the severer ‘ brain-gymnastics
to which
this
closest of English poets has subjected his
readers,” in his later works.
In the
meanwhile, in the lines of Walter Savage
Landor,—
“There is delight in singing, though none hear
Beside the singer; and there is delight
In praising, though the praiser sit alone
And see the praised far off him, far above.
Shakespere ig not our poet, but the world’s,
Therefore on him no speech! and brief for thee,

Browning! Since Chaucer was alive and Hale,
No man hath walked along our roads with step
So active, so inquiring eye, or tongue

not objectionable, but, to confine the en-

have felt.

;

Thirdly, look to the character of your
music. The use, in part, of art music "is

tire song

service’ to

it, is pernicious,

Much of the art music of to-day, though
styled sacred, is more fitting on the stage
than beneath the spire. There is no

soul
to

in
promote

it.

*There—is
harmony

at

=a

lendency

the

expense

of melody, yet it is the melody that lifts
the soul near to God. [once attended a

and the most thoughtful,”
That there has been no

place

as yet

‘fixed for this ** most original and unequal

of living poets,” is established in the fadt
that his ardent admirers
hakespere and

above

rank

him

Tennyson,

with
while

many others rule him ‘altogether outside
the ranks of poets. Such a wide divergence of opinion among critics’ proves
that Browhing is. less really understood
than any
Other poet of our day.
It is quite

time, then, since he himself has declared,
®] have a head, and I write only for
folks with heads,” that such whom he has

ative. But
his nose and
no doubt.
down, when
up to Reed
hear, “ The

WASHINGTON LETTER.
D.

C., May

he ought

to

have

Reed is careless, and stood feeling
thinking of his prospects in Maine,
The * ayes” were called and sat
suddenly Taylor of Ohio stepped
and said in a voice which all could
noes (nose) will please rise.” A

yell of laughter followed and
from the room to recover.

Reed retired
CLARABEL.

*40-+

THE PRESS.
Those

who

hold

that Chinese

labor is

servile, that

the Chinese displace laborers

of our own

stock,

i.

that they send their

earnings out of the country, that they are
vicious, that they will not assimilate with

us, that they are destined

to overrun our

country,’ having asserted all these things,
take it for granted that all men must agree
in their conclusion that the Chinese should
be excluded from among us. That the
statements of fact put forward by these
persons are largely unfounded is shown, as
I

believe, in

tions which

the evidence

have been

in the first portion

and

considera-

briefly summarized

of this

paper.

The

methods adopted by them to force their
conclusion upon the country should be noted here. * * * * If I am right in my

views, then we are tending to take up a
policy as respects

the

Chinese

which

is at

variance with all that has been best in our
earlier intercourse with

them;

which is at

variance withthe
been observedby

prificiples which have
us in our intercourse

with

other states;

the people of

which

is

at variance with the practices of civilized
states generally, and which will militate
against real interests on our own soil and
the interests of our people engaged in

commerce.
from

We have yielded

to the cry

the sand-lots, and all the rest has fol-

lowed, as a matter of course.
It remains
to be seen whether there is good sense
and

principle

enough

in

the

country

to

bring us back at the last moment to a
“more honorable and a more discreet policy.— George F. Seward, in N. A. Review.

ol

|
i

Mrs. Livermore says, in a recent letter
to Miss Willard, while declining an invita.
tion to be present at the Chicago W..C. T.
U. Convention in August, ‘I hope all
and

conclaves, and

the

herculean work behind them will, by and
by, masg the Temperance sentiment of the
country into as formidable, wieldable and
unified

a power as the

liquor interest now

is.
Then something
decisive may
be
done.” To this we heartily say ‘‘ Amen.”

Our cause can never succeed

until. we can

lay aside not only personal likings and animosities, but also our unwillingness
to
work side by side with those who do not,
on all points, think as we do.— Our Union.

LONGFELLOW MEMORIAL.
‘The death. of the Poet Longfellow
taken from

the world

ove upon

has

whom

the

affections of all English-speaking people
unite. To provide some lasting memorial
which shall testify to future generations
the tender respect in whieh his contempo-

raries hold that pure and, gentle life is the
purpose for which
rial

Association

Cambridge,

WASHINGTON,

leader

been sitting, the Republicans being in the neg-

the Longfellow
has

been

formed.

MemoFrom

his early manhood Mr. Longfellow lived in

So varied in discourse.”

24, 1832.

Massachusetts,

in ay, house

al-

ready famous as for a time the home of
Washington.
This venerable house stands
facing the Charles River, the poet’s favor-

The social season of Washington is, about |*jte view, towards which looked the winover. People who represent this sort of honor
dows of his study, and of which he wrote
or distinction are now getting ready to go
tt —long years of mingled feeling
home or to the summer resorts selected for the
Half in rest and half in strife,
warm days’ sojourn. Congress will remain,
1 have scen thy waters stealing
however, for some time, and the interest in afOnward, like the stream of lite.*
fairs will continue to center here until it goes,
The Association hopes to raise enougis
-for, after all, Washington news has become so
important a part of our daily life as newspaper
money to secure that part of Mr. Longfelreaders that it is almost as essential as coffee at low’s grounds which
lies between the
breakfast. And Congress embodies and dishouse and the river, there to erect an enw

| tributes most of the news.

I was talking toa

member yesterday about the probability of adjournment.

‘ None whatever”,he said; * Con-

Mr. Sankey, saying, +I want you, I have entering on the next que¥ion of who is gress will not adjourn, it will stand it until about

been looking for’ you .a long time.” I the greatest living poet, Mr. Browning's
fancy if all our choirs were composed of admirers are content to accept the general
men and women who love God ‘With the verdict that he is both one of the greatest,

he is a Republican

these conventions

All of the above poems, and others

Al-

liber-

ion, and not of infidels, atheists, or

of

“A Soul's Tragedy” require more study’
and are not so easy reading.
‘¢ Colomb’s
Birthday,” again, is an agreeable story of
a sweet duchess who gave up all titles for

ready, in addition to a ¢ Browning Biblio-

ing? While the lips are voicing the graphy” by F. J. Furnivall, just completsweetest sounds, if there is no melody ‘in | ed, and the various scholarly papers prethe heart, is it pleasing to God? We pared for the meetings of this Society,
might, at least, see that our choirs are there is in preparation a fine series of Iicomposed of ‘persons who respect relig- lustrations of Browning's Poems, and a

als.

eastern

immor-

talized.

us

« When all mankind alike is perfected,
Equal in tull-blown powers—then, not till then,

who contributes af'the next meeting of the

the

another

barbarian whom Shakespere has

truly gréat poet.
* An organized attempt has been begun,

the dearth of truly pious singers.. Oa the
other hand, the pertinent questions are
in

- Flounse, reminds

And this,—

ity Prof. Corson of Cornell, *‘ one of the

worship

¢ I believe

new poet, nor one - wholly unknown to
fame, whe thus claims our study and
thought. For nearly fifty years his pen
has been busy, until now there are a dozen
or more volumes with which we may.
gommence our long deferred study of this

good that may coiiie to .the singer, and

this we are able to do. Beyond this,
we are
to have
ur or five months in which to
secure funds for the full payment,
no

FORT

Wit

this

| from my soul there -is no man living
What shall be done with Browning?
(and not many dead) who could have
For the past few years we have been busy, produced such a work.” ¢ Luria,” the
frowning our favorite poets with well- noble Moor who died rather than injure

1]

so

God.

tion during singing. And choirs often ‘age. Robert Browning, Poet, born in
seem to think their duty is to give a public Camberwelle, near London, May 7, 1812,

pure love of a P. P. Bliss, our services
would pulsate with a life-beat they never

In order that whatever may be given to

al

ices, but for the solemn, stately temple man in his Inaugural Address before the ‘ings in‘ the House are sometimes very funny.
service, the solid hymns that experience ‘Browning Society; ¢ first, those which Members who are under party discipline sit

doing

prayer has -been answered. We follow
cheerfully and hopefully the evident
leadings of God's providence,
In making the purchase we are required
to pay down a few thousand dollars:

interest meanwhile to be paid. I have
been authorized by our society to act as
its general agent in securing subscriptions, and shall, at once, enter upon my
work in this city.

| tittle devotion was inspired by them.
But every soul was stirred when the lead.er, for once, asked the congregation to
Join in the grand old hymn, ** Jesus.lover
of my soul.” Of late there has been a
tendency to.ignore the old bymn writers,
while almost frivolous productions have
been the rage. Some of the popular
songs may be preferable for social serv-

even

much, feel that they can do a little more AQuestion so well settled,
that to it we have Piper of Hamlin” ever forgot the ‘impresfor the sake of establishing in this great only to say,
Yes—if properly used. If the sions made by those vivid pictureg of the
center a reservoir from whieh shall flow
orgaa is eonsidered the music, and the Mayor and Corporation of Hamlin Town,
enriching streams‘ through all our de- voice
only an accompaniment, it is a nui- | in their emine-lined gowns, sitting in
nominational channels. =
sance. But if it is usedto give steadiness council over the vermin; or the queer
°
CHARLES S. PERKINS.
and volume to the singing, not drowning stranger with his long coat, half yellow,
half red ¢¢ with sharp blue eyes, each like
the
gentiment of the song, it is a help.
RELATION OF MUSIC TO WORSHIP,
.
After
all,
the
most
effective
singing is a pin,” and the magic pipe dangling at
EY THE REV. J. P. HEWES, Z
gongregational, led by an efficient leader, his scarf’s end; or.the strange rout of
The relation of music to worship is not: and a rich, mellow-to
ned organ. How rats, crazed by the music; or the joyous
like that existing between two unlike grand
the effect when thus a whole con- crowd of children, swallowed up by the
units, but like that betwéen a fraction j egation
other
unite in sending a volume of mountain side? Nor are many
and a unit, a part and the whole. For ‘praise-melody
to Him that sitteth on the songs less striking ; for example, ‘ How
church music shiould be an act of worship gbrone ! I
wonder if the angels do not they brought the good pews from Ghent
itself. If we try to make them distinct, hush their harps
a moment to catch the to Aix;” ¢ Incident ofthe French Camp ;”
we shall cripple both. The melody of strain, then,
joining with mortals, intensify ¢¢ Count Gismond ;" ¢ Saul;” ¢* The Boy
earthly worship lifts it into kinship to
and the Angel ;” «“ The Glove.” Among the
the song as it wafts throneward.
heavenly devotion, and music ¥oars highearly tragedies, a neater, cleaner speciEY
est as an art when tuned to God's praise.
men cannot be found in English Literaes “of musie, then, as a part
!
The mission
ture than that of «“ A Blot in the Scutchof |
ROBERT BROWNING, -

denominational cause, we feel that we realized the need of spiritual singing,
must rise above our inclinations and our when in his chyracteristic way he called

fears and give ourselves to the work.
We are fully united in the movement.
We have earnestly prayed for an oppor-

Sl

who recognize the importance of this | which the singer has long been
Nearly
familiar earlier products of his genius.
work will do, and do quickly, what they she can produce with greatest
effect. | all of his collected dramatic lyrics of this
can. Wedo not wish to further burden Music with which the hearer is
familiar period yield at once to the popular dethe already overburdened. We only ask affects him most.
and for clearness, and easy reading.

asked, Is there any real

great one. We should not think of entering upon it, did we consider it to be of

GE

thas honored roal

sion Society a lega! claim on our property bas sealed seem more in keeping
. If the may be read and enjoyed; second, those
to the amount of the funds given on this tastes of choir and congregation require which never will be.” This difference, by the peck, and vow in
then, one will break
4
condition. If any desire farther security, the use of some art music (much
a critic, exists between all of those “be Todopendent St Then the :
of it says
for money contributed, we shall be will-' dalsely so-called !—for
published
before
1861,
and
most
of
those
the truest art is that
around him and by petting him or threats
ing to furnish it to the extent of our which stirs the deepest emotions
in the of later date. From this frank confession “whip him in” to the party ranks again. A
ability. The full amount of the meoney- woul), yet
the most of the singing of an admirer of the poet, we understand sort of morose atmosphere seems to pervade
to be raised here und elsewhere is forty should consist of the old familiar melodies
how by departing from the simplicity and the chamber; everybody is mad and obstinate.
thousand dollars.
We mean to keep at that we sing without an effort, not having
directness of his ear] ier songs, and substi- This gives way to fun occasionally. YesterMr. Reed of Maine, who has
it, until it is all raised.
| to fasten all our attention on the produc- tating the metaphysical intricacies of his day, for instance,
Success in this undertaking will cost ition, —those melodies that seem to be the later work, he has well nigh sunk his a sore nose which is swollen to the size and appearance of a large tomato, was standing in
something, but it will be worth every- Spontaneous outburst of a soul in
har- whole literary craft. Indeed the poet is’ the aisle when a vote was being counted. As

full mile north and south, with a half
mile nearly in width, having an estimated population of 25,000 to 30,000, which
clearly invites the hand of the spiritual
cultivator, In the center of this territory
the old Shawmut Avenue Church had its
rise and growth, resenting a" history of melodramatic interlude, nor & means of
achievement hardly paralleled in our Bos- simply breaking the monotony of your
ton Baptist history. This large prosperity
is due not alone to the fact of a succession services, nor to rest the mind, nor to reof able and earnest pastors and co-operat- lieve the strain on nervous temperaments.
ing workers. It has been due hardly less Let the minister understand this. Let the
to the excellence of the field itself for congregation understand it. Above all,
Baptist church building, and to the fact
;
as well that our planting was--central in let the choir understand it.
Secondly,
look
-to
the
character
of
the midst of the field. Zt must be obvious
that to leave and so vacate a great field of your singers. The question, Shall unsuch confessed promise, field sv abundant - believers be allowed to sing in church

in

well worth a permanent form as any course
to which the Yale students have yet listened.

the Roman

Baptist

our offer for the

church.

Dover Streetto the

The prefect of Rome has said publicly

First:

first Church goes shall continue to receive that enterprising and careful consideration of religious builders which it has
so well and successfully enjoyed in the
former years. Here is a arriory from

ly delivered before the Yale theological students. They contain new thoughts on an old
but perpetually important theme, and are as

compels

the

auspiciousif, meanwhile, the very imrtant section of the city from which the

ministers of

book form of Pres. Robinson's lectures

the people we have, indeed,

delay

advantages of the lield we
occupy. Having spoken of
into which the Baptists ure
article continues :
The movement will prove

in for-

publication

for the donors.

to lift us into a devotional frame of mind.

every way adapted to our work.
The following,from & recent number of

]

call for the

long

the building is neat and substantial,

eign missions in the Free Church of Scotland.

the

Smith, Esq., of Concord, N. H., the
Treasurer of our Benevolent Societies, to
receive contributions and to act as trustee

of this church is all that could be desired ; | the pulpit engaged in animated conversa-

grows

There is a marked revival of interest

We second

i

Shawniut Avenue

Shall bloom for the ransomedin gardens above!

Providence,
R. I., have agreed
divorced persons, unless they
voreed for Scriptural cause.

;

Society has accepted

re-appear,

will

We learn that the evangelical

Ir.

OUR BOSTON CHURCH,
BOSTON, May 25.

fades

But roses shall wither and lilies droop low;
Eden,

yi

our eyes,

That Christ, through the Spirit, extends te our

brighter than
Love

life-giv-

Or departest in glory, in glory to rise,
May hope and muy prayer still be woke by thy
rays,
And thy going be marked by thanksgiving and
praise!
Then slow, mighty wanderer, sink to thy rest,
And rise again beautiful, blessing and blest!
— Christian Commonwealth.

And bloorg as a symbol of Heaven’s free grace

And

;

Yet pause on thy way,

gE

Only flowers of the Spirit eternal

thy

To the full hight of day,
For thy rising and setting are blest!
When thou coin’st after darkness to gladden

Still, trae to their mission, with each coming
Ee

from

Slow, slow, mighty wanderer, sink to thy rest,
Prolonging the sweet evening hour:
;
Then robe again soon in the morn's golden
vest,
>
To go forth in thy beauty and power.

For nature's endowments are death and decay!

year

thy bed,

over the

pleasure, and bope

On Nature's soft bosilithe flowers

the earth’s dewy

hopes drop like dews from thy

:

But Adam,transgressing, forgot this command,

Moses—B:

given to the Freewill Baptist Home

to expand;
Dreums wake into joys when first touch'd by
thy light,
.
As glow the dim waves of the sea at thy sight.
Then slow, mighty wanderer, sink to thy rest,
And rise again beautiful, blessing and blest!

tire.
deep

long

5

ing hand,
Teaching hearts closed in darkness like flowers

-|
This glad adoration that rose on the sight
Till it charmed all creation with finest delight,
Brought a message celestial to.Adam—our sire—
That in praising his Maker he never should

Sorrow’s
land,

light

rest.

skies;
And nature's thanksgiving for Heaven's great
love
language of flowers ascended
Through the
above.

And

thy

‘When awaking sublime,
Thou shalt rush all refresh’d

In Eden's pure garden Queen Flora's bright
eyes
With sweetest expression first looked tothe

authorized

shall amount to ‘twenty-five thousand
dollars, and when our Society shall have

.
through a

Aud to promise the time,

FLOWERS.
4. BY ADDISON F. BROWNE. .

pr

have

_ golden way,
Thou hast given us

breast,
Ere the starr’d curtain fall round

.

we

may be | Quarterly Meeting where nearly all the
pur- music was difficult anthems. But very

denominational

Treasurer of our Society when the subscriptions and funds, given in our behalf,

One warm look of love on

.

poses,

to

May thou aud thy Maker be blest
Thou hast seattered the night from thy bright

Slow, slow, mighty wanderer, sink to thy rest;
Yet pause but a moment to shed

+X
May

warm

1
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Rebel

¥

July 16th, and then members will run for their
lives. The hot weather will drive thém home.
-I should not be surprised to see it expire for
want of a quornm ; what with fences to fix and

the waste of time ovér the election cases you
cannot hold them together, Just now, the leaders on both sides seem determined to tight out
the contested cases, if it takes all summer. But
notice the list of absentees and the number ex-

during
to keep

memorial to

Mr. Longfellow, and

the spot, doubly

rich

in associa-

tions, forever open to the people. It is al.80 included within the plans of the Association to provide for the permanent preservation of the house, should jt ever pass:
out of the possession of the family of Mr.
Longfellow.
In order to accomplish this;
or to erect some other public and appropriate memorial near the scenes of the po-

et's life, this Association calls for a Na-

cused yesterday. The quorum is slowly melt

tional Subscription.

sort of thing will compel Republicans to with-

titicate of Homorary Membership in the
Association will be given. Contributions
should be sent to John Bartlett, Treasurer, P. O. Box 1590, Boston, Mass.

ing away.

Dead-locks
have’
proved such evils lately that both parties will

‘draw

from

It asks for contribu-

Three or four days more of this tions of one dollar each, for which a certhe

contest.

shun-them.”

ue:

En
——
a
de semen
ERE
“ Cannot the party hold its membership to-gether better than this?” Iasked. *‘Notaguinst
Though the good can distinguish the
self-interest”,
the M. C. replied. * You see the wicked, the wicked cannot distinguish the
nominations for next term are falling due. £ood,—and what they caonot distinguish,
not to exist.— Fenelon.
Members will not imperil their own chances to they suppose
LE

-

31, 1882.

THE MORNING STAR. MAY
ORIVE

E.

DANA.

If there could answered be

Qaly one prayer for me;
If to me it were told

Life but one good should hold,
And I myself might clioose
What thing to win or lose,—
This would I haste to say,
Thus would my spirit pray :—

every

upon

the glorious manifestations

a woe
are at
Meroz
of the

of ‘the Spirit -of God. There is
pronounced “against those who
«tease in Zion"—a curse upon
who ¢ came not up to the help
Lord against the mighty.”

:

' Hearkening unto thy voice Li)
fuch choice is every day,
Ofsoul | to last a way.

Each word of thine, and deed,
T6. or from God, shall'lead.
_ Something thou e’er dost lose

When thou one thing dost ehoose.
Dost thou, im every choice,

Obey that Holy Voice?
If self thou seekest most,

Thy gain is weary loss.
‘When others thou dost aid
Thy wisest choice is made;

is

5.
en desiring membership coyld be/placed in a class called,
probably, tire ** Candidates’ Class”, under
the conducting of one or more ladies.
These classes would necessitate a longer

town of the old Pine State,
March 29. I may. be pardoned an item | _ Ina certain
church has recently left.
a
of
the pastor
or two by way chiefly of correction and

reception of members—not an undesirable rule, and one carefully observed in

Shall bring thee sweetest gain.
The Presence sought of thee
Shall strength and comfort be.

ing that rest prepared for earth's unself-

In the Star of May
swers to my demurrer

years have

I think

etc.

is more valiant than many a legion; and
the stated work of the church goes on

and will go on®amid whatever difficulties
or discouragements. They are busy.men,

difference

:

everywhere

of

my

know their own faults.
bearing

than

Few

to
men

however,

of my

article have

in the Goldsboro Baptist Review. - I shall
probably soon furnish in another form
umple evidence of the justness of my po¥
Ball

:
declines

=
:
the. challenge.

bor in temporal affairs, look on with utter
indifference, while thé labors; to which

He does right. 1 made him no challenge
whatever, further than to procure from any
representative Disciple paper, writer, or

they have solemnly

guished, and the temples of our God be
changed into places of merchandise and
I have somewhere seen these
traffic.

“0, to be something, something.”

ended,

like

the

lamented

one,

is a much needed

those under their employ
after.

9.

Two

schemes,

whose

:

ore

When Jesus was assembled with his
‘disciples for the last time in bodily form,
he commanded them not to depart from
* wait

for the promise of

the Father.” He knew the place was fall
of enemies, and that when he was gone
they would be tempted to flee from dan-

feeble éxceptions; and (3) that F.

polity,

the view.

ger and be scattered, so he bade them

One thing is certain, if I ean ¢* discrimi-

wait for the Comforter. They followed
the Master's word, and went into an upper room where they all continued in
prayer and supplication. Day after day
they assembled, and, as they talked and
prayed together, the intensity of their
earnestness increased till they were filled
with the one absorbing cry. for the coming of the Holy Ghost. They needed the
preparation obtained by their ten days of
waiting, and the glorious results of Pen-

naté”, and that is that when Disciples
and F. Baptists approximate until there
is only “‘a trifling divergence in their belief”, the F. Baptists will come within a
trifle of making baptism such antecedent; for Disciples make no compromise
with Pedo-Baptists on this question ; and,
if with F. Baptists and Disciples the Congregationalists also unite, they will sup-

by

the

power

of

those which

were

vitally

viz.,

lunted

!

Mission

«J. F.", in his excellent and

to appreciate
a

man

is

demands,

preserving

the unity

a-

really

of ‘the

lation ought'not to be sundered by him

benediction,

secure

such results,

will other churches desire to huve the
benefit of his gifts.

Such men will have

frequent and unsought calls.” But the
very fact of a call to a pastor is frequently the beginning of decreased attachment
of his people toward him. They imagine
that another church would not seek him
unless he had given some intimation of
restlessness, and that if a call is presented to him he ought almost to regard it
with the scorn a true wife does the unlawful proffer of affection.

Jenge was made, are pleased to aceept.
O. E. BAKER.

his power multitudes may

BURDEN-BEARERS.
!
BY PILGRIM.

Thank God for them, the noble unselfish

toilers, laboring ever for God and humanity, undismayed:by trials,

dangers

nndaunted

by

. A bird's eye view of the religious world shows us many as hero in full
panoply arrayed, standing by his colors,
pursuing his voyage when the breeze

This is what Christians need to-day—
the gift of the Holy Ghost, that through

Those who have owned balky horses
know that .they.are extremely hard to
manage. They have a peculiar knack of |having their own way, and will go back- Baptists, who would be glad to be organward and forward at their own will, while
ized: into a church and begin, the work
no amount of coaxing can induce them to of building up a permanent interest, if
change their course ef action, when once they could have the assurance of sympathey have determined upon it. If they thy, judicious counsel and some help in
‘happen to take the backward move- getting started. In another city we have
ment, all has to stand still until their several brethren in prominent positions,
fancy changes, when they spring forward
working zealously for the interests of the
with force enough to carry the whole Master's cause, who would, no doubt,
load themselves, without aid from their prefer, if it were practicable, to put their
mates. We have seen church-members work and money into a church of- their
who remind us of balky horses. They own denomination. The same is true of
will stand still and do nothing them- other places in New England. The tenselves, and prove a hindrance to others; dency of population, in the East, is more
then all at once forward they spring, all and more toward the cities and large vilThey cannot do lages. If we wish to save our young
ambition to work.
enough while the fit lasts, and they begin people who are growing up on the farms
to whip up the members who have been and in rural communities we must have
pulling steadily all the time, and who ac- churches in the places where in a few
complish more than an army of these years they are to live and labor. Oaly in
balky ‘workers, who go by fits and starts. this way can we save ourselves from con— Methodist Recorder.
tinual loss by leakage. Let us have our
lp
churches ready for them when they go
Mr. Spurgeon, speaking of commun- into the cities, so that they way find conion, said:

‘There is nota Christian

be-

neath the cope of God's heaven from
whom I am separated. At the Lord's table I always invite all Christians to come

If any man were

But churches need to remember that,
sacred as is the pastoral relation, it is not

and sit down with us.

indissoluble like marriage, and that Lhey
themselves, in case of a pastor who, for
any reason, is declining in his acceptabil-

Episcopalian, the Presbyterian, or the
Methodist, I would tell him that he did

is

steady and the tideis fair not only, but
when the tempests rise, the currents are
and the breakers high.
contrary
hiv ‘What would bythe fate of the church

be *‘ pricked

tled, of proper sensibility, would suppose

himself the elect one for a vacancy?) yet
this very call may be appointed to lead

to tell me that I am separated from the
pot

know

me,

for

I love

them

with

a

with me on certain points; I believe you

to be a child of God, but I will have noth-

ing to do with'you.’

I should then think

text would bear very hard on me,
‘These are they who separate themselves, sensual, not having the spirit.”

in their hearts” and brought to ask,
“What shall we do?” But it cannot be
purchased with mon ‘(Acts8: 20), neither is it necessarily united with talents,
learning, or. a great name, Only heed’
the command, ** Depart not from Jerusa-.
lem, but wait for the prom ise of the Father.” Wait in Jerusalem—thatis in the
church; there may be wrong doing,
there may be personal enemies there;

may, perhaps, fail to ‘act under the higher than other men, but because he is in
motives which should determine such a Christ and Christ in him. He who is lost
question, It is not personal comfort or is not lost because he is worse than other
even the pleasing of the church which he men; but because he is not in Christ and
now serves which ought to be regarded Christ is not in him. Chgjst’s obedience

yet depart not, but wait till endued with

as conclusive in the matter.

him to consider whether the Lord's hand the

may not be discerned, beckoning him to a
new

field of labor,

The minister who

prefers to stay where he is because he is
comfortable and happy in his pastorate

A minister

power from on high. Wait not in care- ought to ask himself where, in the years
less indifference, but continue in prayer before him, he can West use the gifts and
and supplication with the household of qualifications he has consecrated to
|

I

-

have an interest

ready started in Worcester, which we
have reason to believe is in a healthy
working pnd growing condition. In another city, young, thrifty and prosperous,
located only twenty miles from Boston,

ity, would not hesitate long in initiating pure heart, fervently, and I am not sepaThe pulse of Christ is
a course of action which must issue in a rated from them.
resignation, Nor ought churches to think communion, and woe to the church that
that a pastor is justified in curtly declin- seeks to curé the ills of Christ's Church
ing a “call.” Every church of Christ is by stopping its pulse. I think it is a sin
entitled to the exercise of courtesy, and to refuseto commune with any one who
port, as they practice, the same antecedwhen one declares that, after prayerful is a member of the Church of our Lord
-ence of baptism, leaving, on the matter
of baptism, only the matter of mode tecost showed, the mighty power their consideration, their minds are directed Jesus Christ.
I should think myself
No human genius, no toward a brother as their spiritual leadand subject to adjust, when we shall tarrying secured.
gsly in fault, if at the foot of these
have, as all nature, unity and variety.
natural eloquence, however wonderful, er, he, certainly, would act culpably to stairs I should meet & truly converted
I conclude that it is hardly necessary could have gathered in those 3,000 souls. assume, instantly, that they are under a child of God, who called himself a Prirfor F. Baptists to debate the principles of 1t was a miracle of grace. The power of delusion. Although there may not hith- itive Méthodist, or a Wesleyan, or a
other denominations for them, and so I God through the Holy Ghost was present erto have been any such thought in his Churchman,or an Independent, and I
mind, (and what pastor pleasantly set- should say, No, sir; you do not agree
shall have no occasion to say more, until to convert and heal the people.
thioke, and those only, for whom the chal-

Of course the first thing

A man is not saved because he is better

unto death imputedto us by God, and re-

genial homes at once.
Missionary

4

provision before:

from

One

the others.

The

it bad

been

In 1856 it

began to bear. Itis now the most fruitful tree of all, and every year I get
twelve shillings for the cocoanuts, which
I give to the cause;

and

now 1 have no

trouble when the time comes round to
find money for my contribulion to the

Missionary Society.”
:

* Missionary News
and Notes.

The receipts of ‘the Baptist Missionary
Union for current expenses during the
past year have surpassed those of any
preceding year. The receipts for the
year closing April 1st, are: Donations,
$157,989.57 ; Legacies, $54,462 85; from
the Women's Societies and other sources
$00,132.27. Total, $302,980.58.
The President of the Liberian Govern.
ment promises to enforce-the laws which
enjoin the natives to send. their children
to school. It is believed that this will’
greatly aid the mission work.
The- Methodist Protestant Mission in
Japan is prospering. Forty children are

attending the school and an earnest ap-

peal is made for money
sion premises.
:
The

Rev.

Frederick

to purchase misCruciani,

of the

oman Catholic church, abjured Catholicism in the Methodist Episcopal church
in Rome on Sunday April 1. He is said
to be a man of marked ability.
Miss Sharp of the Liberia Mission of
the Methodist Episcopal church reports a
good revival work in the Monrovia
church.
Thirty persons were received
into the church one Sunday in March.

the importance of

very distant day. We

PUP

except
under the most overpowering
conviction of duty.
But just.
as a man
has the qualifications which, with the di-

vine

and New York.

they were asked, was

planted long before the rest.

timely arti-

to be secured.in Massachusetts is a solid
foundation for cur one lonely church in
Boston, and that we hope to see done at no

BALKY CHUROH-MEMBERS.

OWNERSHIP OF PASTORS.
well

were

2

“ed until the possibility of loss is felt.

>~o-te

When

acts

The religion which is only sunned into

test Magazine.

does

whose

when

it now. yeu-would-<think

‘planting and nursing to a strong maturity
churches ‘in the cities of New. England

Se

lived

give

trees—so much so, that if you were to see

force never suffer

in the Star on

to

mission tree grew faster than the other

Too much’ stress can not be put upon

ed

follows:

told us that owe reason why

was separated

the facts and arguments recently present-

be

as

home I planted five cocoanut trees.

long-continued diminution by the inroads
of sickness and death. - CENTERS OF POWER. .

that is a gift

was

beeause they made no

back by any lack of funds, but that the
treasury be kept. full, and more than full,
so that remittances can be made prompt-

ly, and the working

substance

people complained
that they had no mon-

let us, who stand behind the Board, see
to it that needed recruits be not kept

u2ing by happiness is a suspicious thing.
Affections are never deepened and re-

Mrs. Dawson Burns, in the General Bap-

pastor.

for even

«ot smaller than himself.

Meetings”, ¢ Mothers’ Meetings”,
*« Temperance Societies”,
‘ Bands" of
Hope”, and every evangelizing effort.—

A church

feeling;

No man ever

organizations, such as ‘‘Dorcases”, ‘‘ Sew-

good

The

speakers

cle in the Star of last week. Doubtless
our Foreign Mission Board knows of
some such persons; perhaps it can at any
time, or at short notice, call into its service as many fresh workers as it is likely
to be able to support. If this is so, then

business-like habits, to some

nitably performed.

important,

* Home

filled.

The

“In 1851 I attended a missionary meet.
ing. Among other things, one of the

Plainly by promotions from below. And
now we sec the need of having at call
just that class of persons spoken of by

has given to one man eloquence,

«ithout which some duties could not

body, and the cause is prospering, the re-

Jerusalem, but

of them 1 set apart for the cause, and had
* Mission Tree’ cut into it; so that in time
to come any one might know that that

y another

Sailing o’er life’s troubled main,
Some forlorn and shipwrecked brother,
Seeing, shall take heart again.”

BY 8. 8.C.

prerogatives into which they introduce
the parties; (2) that this is, and always
has been, the position of all Christendom,

' But who will take up the work-that has

:

enalties and hardships upon themselves.

adapted to his field of labor, fulfilling its

WAITING.

oaths precede the permanent relation and

something—for example, plant a tree, and
setit apart for missions —they would never
have cause to complain. When I went

Theoretically all men are equal, and
all have equal rights; but when we ap-

“ Footprints on the sands of time,—
Footprints that perhaps another,

24

G. H. Ball) the rite, logically, is an or‘derly antecedent to a Seripturally constituted church, as these several vows and

this long term of service has already begun to bear fruit, and will continue to
spring up and multiply itself in renewed
harvests for years to come.

Her promotion to the ranks above

leaves a vacancy not easily

subdue him.

«Foreign Missions”, would gai
material support if special commi
women were appointed, and spec
ties left to their tact and persevera:.:
Thebe regulations. are simply ic
tioned as additions to the regular church

The burden-bearers ! ‘God bless them

allegiance”, (see * Christian Baptism” by

ment as to a proposed change, to look on

dues, not

:

to give something to the cause of Mis

band, and that”if they would only do

xquisitely fine feelings, to others a more

a pleasure expresst

how even a poor person could contrive

seed sown by her faithful hand daring all

by ladiés.

unfrequently migk

requesting that it might be read, to show

ey

- God

be gained, and

held a few years

ago in the island of Jamaica, a negro
woman sent ‘up to the platforma paper,

taken.

means of

mistresses not

a missionary meeting

sions.

having them, and -Wwithout
a ‘serious dropped from the hands now folded ian
thought of accepting them. There ave peaceful rest? 1f the place is filled by
men in the ministry who strive for a Sun= "Some transfer from another part of the
day in every vacant church. They make field, there will still be a vacancy to be
a few dollars over what they: give a sup- provided for, and some one must go forply, so. that at least it pays financially, ‘ward from the forces at home, or the
and they may add to the number of their work must in some way be curtailed.
calls. These they obtain with as little Are there not candidates for promotion
conscience, and exhibit with the same
among our workers at home from whose
pleasure, as does -an Indian warrior the number one can be sent at an early day
scalps of his victims. More than one to keep the number good on the other
man of ability has made himself notori- side of the sea?
ous and, it is hoped, despised by such triNor is this all. Others in India may
fling with the churches of Christ.—Bapl. soon be relieved from service ther.” The
Weekly.
veterans are yielding, one after another,
CER
en
to the pressure of the heavy hand.of longFROM ROBERTSON'S SERMONS.
continued york, and the recruits are cut
You must measure the strength of a down by the swift strokes of fatal disman by the power of the feelings he sub- ease. How shall the ranks be kept full?

~The sympathyof mast

Tree.

of Christ and the church on earth; none
more thoroughly consecrated to the Master’'s work has ever been enrolled among
his servants; rarely has any one ever
been more successful in the work under

to encourage calls for the mere sake of

before,

Mission

Churches are sometimes selfish. They
forget-that the ministry belongs to all the
churehes. The chureh at Corinth had an
ownership in Paul, Apollos and Cephas,
but it was not exclusive. The brethren
were to serve any and all the churches.
It may be sometimes the duty of a church,
instead of embarrassing a pastor's judg-

church.
8. Young women in shops, ar
vants in homes, could be better

“ Not many lives, but only one have we,
One, only one;
How sacred should that one life ever be.
Day after day filled up with blessed toil,
‘Hour aftéy hour still bringing in new spoil.”

‘the oath of

ish soul has ever entered into the sérvice

ply this to daily life we are clouded in
uncertainty.
strengthening the young disciplesin the
Breadth of view is not breadth of
vows they have made.
heart.
7. Prayer-meetings occasionally might } Prayer for specific blessings isa very
tell more effectively, and induce a larger different thing from communion with
attendance, if a careful selection was God.
Prayer is one. thing, petition is
made of those women who could pray in quite another.
public. Women have lost the:courage
Pain self-inflicted does no good. It is
for want of the opportunity; yet few can a great error, when men, perceiving that
doubt but that women’ are specially gifted God's natural penalties and hardships
for Divine supplication, and that their si- strengthen and purify the spirit, thiok to
lence’is a “* means of grace” lost
‘itain to a similar good by forcing such
perience, and

C

words can never die,

could hardly be logically denied by any
one. Without disparaging Pedo-Baptist
organizations, I have indeed advocated
(1) that baptism being ¢* as the marriage

practice, support

weeks

A

The Missionary World tells us that at -

. PROMOTED.

But, at the same time, pastors ought not

and classes arranged accordingly.
6. Classes or meetings might be
formed for bringing young believers together to further instruct and fortify them
in their spirithal course, opening up a
sphere of usefulness most suitable for
Christian women of mature years and ex-

age! To leave, when that pilgrimage is

es of Christians are Christian churches”,

lifelong

notified

spoke in the words, ‘I am comme to send

| fire on the earth."— Canon Liddon,

Our readers have already learned of
the death of Miss Crawford, whose name
has so long been indentified with our
Mission work in India. No more unself-

:

esce in his removal.

Church, the rite of Con-

being

To be of some use during earth’s pilgrim--

" notes with him as to which of us more
nearly agrees with the F. Baptists—the
best people in the world, of course. .
The position I have advocated touching
church validity might possibly have been
worse over-colored. That ‘all church-

and

firmation

wood floating down the stream, so useless that no one takes the trouble of gath. =
ering it:

comparison of

Baptist written theology, church

the Established

3

INissions.

Conducted by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

the things of others and cheerfully acqui-

do-nothing Christians compared to. drift ing

3. What Bro. Ball says of my not
s agreeing” with F. Baptists in belief
was not said with sufficient deliberation,

with

Wereit not

how soon’ would the altar fires be extin-

Bro. Ball or any other F. Baptist.

‘“the soldier's oath”,

themselves,

for those who bear these double burdens,

1 did not ask of Bro. Ball in particular.
I was careful to so word my challenge as
that readers of the Star would not understand me as provoking discussion with

vow”,

pledged

are performed by others.

speaker, an unqualified reversion or contradiction of my answers; and even this

1 am sure, to prevoke any

laborers,

earnest

1 have said the few do the work of the
many. But do the unfaithful ones ever
consider that they are placing double burdens upon the shoulders of their brethren ?
If I refuse to perform my portion of the
work, some one must bear.my burden in
Many who wonid
addition to his own.
scorn to be under obligations to a neigh-

since

come from excellent brethren, besides
being quoted, in whole, with approval,

ition.
| 2. Bro.

these

be to-day ?
where would our churches

It has a broader

intended,

words of approval

imcapacity

be true.

cares

¢ bearing the cross through ‘the summer
torrents up rocky hights, along weary
wastes.” But. for these choice spirits,

original one, no less than before.

he says

active,

find

we

always,

and

burden-bearers,

and would take exception to the latter, or
What

nrany

and responsibilities, but nothing is suffered to lessen their interest in their Master's cause. Sacrifices are made, burdens
cheerfully borne, that that cause may
prosper.
And thus in the city, in the country,

between these two statements,

“s discriminate” may

burden-bearers, with

those

discriminate” quitea

I can

No, indeed! That handful

up the battle?

former article to which I took exception,
viz., “ No two bodies more nearly alike.
The only disagreement is respecting two
points;—careful inquiry into the genuineness of faith in one requesting baptism,
and baptism for remission. - The divergence is serious as to words, and trifling
as to substance”,

There is

but a handful to carry on the warfare.
Will they yield to circumstances and give

.

room; for exercise

new

and success.

public announcemernt of the time for the

The society is small and weak.

his

little to the statement in

locks, there

their

silvered

front,

the passing

no ¢ dead line ” for them.

explanation.
:
1. He misstates what I criticised of
Baptists’
his article, putting it “F.
and Disciples gradually approximating in belief”, etc. But this approximates very

Though

work bravely on.

17, Bro. Ball anto his article of

still at the

Others,

toilers.

ish

DR. BALL AND THE CHALLENGE.

find

church may

>ro

workers! Some of them have doffed their
armor, and in the church above are enjoy-

The service wrought in pain

“The

service.

Master's

numbers he can reach, and the influences
he can wield for Christ's cause, are
worthy of most earnest consideration.
He may, without being impelled by any
selfish ambition, accept a trust where the
same qualities which the Lord bas employed for enlarging and developing one

isi
WOMEN IN THE OHURCH.
‘and fireman alive to their duty, there
away
sleep
but
Much
of church routine could be more
do
to
them
for
ng
nothi
:
thoroughly mapped out if this order of fetheir journey in peace.
It can not be denied that, alike in small male officers was instituted :
and large societies, the few do the work | 1. The neat, clean, and orderly appearance. of the house of God would deI well remember a
of the many.
church numbering several hundreds, the cidedly find more efficient overlooking
first in every noble enterprise, active in from women, their own experience being
.| every good ward and work, yet the real a qualification:
2. The distribution of the poor fund
| burden bearers, the numbers who felt
es
ibiliti
to
the aged women and the sick visiting
respons
y
weight
that there were
large.
means
seems
peculiarly woman's. prerogative.
no
by
were
them,
on
resting
3. Bible-classes for young women are
But those burden-bearers !—how vividly
their forms come before me. How through best conducted by comfetent lady teachers.
the winter's cold, and the summer’s heat,
4. The Sabbath-school teacher in her
were: they ever at their posts, never
shirking duty, but alert and vigilant, nev- early attempts would gain much profit
er weary of labors for the prosperity of and “encouragément, could she have the
Noble
thoughtful superintendence of one of her
Christian home.
r
- beloved
thei

=~ ¢

To know and do thy wi'l;
Grant the great joy to me
¢ Of service unto thee;
And I shall e’er rejoice

come

fear

shaken, and

be

soul, through

his

Christ, for

faith; and the powers of darkness will

engineer

the

trustworthy,

-be

conductor

¢ Lord, grant thou but to me

Thy follower to be!
Do thou but make me still

Cs

bear
were it not for the, faithful. ones who
every
In
day?
the
of
heat
and
n
burde
the
too
religious society, (is the assertion
AraCOMPp
are
rs
worke
broad?) the real
gh
tively few. Itsometimes seems as thou
contians
the majority of professing Chris
ly a
sidered the church as, for them, mere
the
If
city.
ial
celest
the
to
car
‘sleeping
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Some

persons in Manchester, England,

have coniBined. to guarantee the means of
support to Pastor Jacobs for a year or
two, to enable him to resign his pastorate
in the Reformed Nestorian church, st
Oroomiah, Persia, that he may devote
himself to the work among the Mohammedan population.
Tae Hesrew CHRISTIAN WORK in
New York City is prospering. A very
interesting service was held Sunday,

April 30.

After the discourse hy the

Rev. Jacob Freshman, and short addresses

from converted

convert and

Israelites, a

Hebrew

wife were formally received

and baptized.

The testimony given was

very affecting, and made a deep impression on the congregatiun. The Sunday-

school in a hall over a Jewish synagogue

Mr. Freshman
continues to flourish.
preaches in English every Sunday in the
hall on Fourth. Avenue near 220d Street,

at 3 p.m.

His address is 25 Seventh

Street. The sympathy and help of all
Christians are needed in this great work.
Contributions may be sent to the Treasur-

er, A. D. F. Randolph, Esq., Publisher,
900

Broadway,

N. Y.—Gospel

in All

Lands.
:
JArAN.—The west-coast region is the
stronghold of Buddhism
in
Japan.
~——The Buddhists of Japan, alarmed 'st
the spread of Christianity, have sent 2

dignitary of high tank to India to inquire
into the state of Buddhism in that empire,

after which he will- visit Germany and
England to study the effects of our na-

Enthusiasm.

Properly speaking, the Church of Christ
is the one great Missionary Society,
(Over her gates we read, from age to age,
the inscription which was traced by her
great Founder in almost His parting
words—*¢
Go, make disciples of all the
nations, baptizing them in the name of
the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost.” If the Church of Christ
should cease to be missionary, she would

tional religion. He is accompanied by
two interpreters, and travels under the
protection of the Japanese Foreign Office.
——One of the missionaries of the Propa-

gation Society says that, owing to the excitement against it, the work of spread
ing Christianity is becoming more diffi-

cult in Japan.
The prejudice against
foreigners is deepened, owing to the delay in revising the treaties.——Although

be utterly untrue to the plainest com-

forbidden by

law, infanticide is common

mands of her Lord. And the missionary
spirit is not by any means only the spirit

in some parts of Japan, where it is the

of actual missionaries;

children ta live,

custom to allow only a certain number of

it is the spirit of

,

CHINA.—The female missionaries in the
heart, who have their Lord's honor at interior of China have adbess to the rich
heart. Every serious Christian is a mis as well a8
poor women. All classes
sionary in intention and within the limits seem interestedSn their labors.——Opi-

all

true Christians who

have the faith at

um-smoking is rare among the women of

that his providential work makes possi-

ble, though he may never have looked

South-eastern China, but is said to be

heart the spirit of the martyrs, though
may never be called upon to witness
faith with. his blood, for the wish
spread the knowledge of the love of

students recently recalled from America

upon the face of a heathen in his life, just more common in other parts of the emas every serious Christian bears within his pire.——It is reported that fifty of the
he
his
to
Je-

are
to be sent back to complete their

studies.

0

CANADIAN Barmisr.—Rev. R. Huthin‘son and wife arrived at their station, Chi-

sus Christ is, if I may so speak, a strong,
overmastering impulse in every man, in
évety woman, who really knows and

cacole,

India,

Dec.

28,

1881,

in

health,——There is need of farther re-6>16ves him. . . The man “who knows the forcements upon the Telugu fleld imme"
happiness of peace with God through our diately.——Five have been recently bap"
Lord Jesus Christ cannot but desire that {ized at Bimliapatam.——Two hundr

and forty-five converts were baptized io

other men should share it; and this desire
in its higher, its stronger, its more heroic

the India stations during 1881, and the
present church-membership is eight hup-

ceived by faith—this is the way, and the

forms, is one of the greatest gifts of God

only way, to holiness and heaven.—David Winters.
r

to his Church.

It is that. divine enthusi-

dred

asm

our

Magazine.

of

which

Lord

Jesus Christ
_

hin

mi

and

hoe
psp

seventy-seven.—Bapl,

Mis:
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Selections.

had the voice of personal want in it. - So
miist we ever take into our own hearts

“I HAVE PRAYED FOR THEE.”

The

11.

father

identitied

himself

with the

the cases of those for whom we would ask
\

For Questions see
Lesson

AFFLICTED

THE

divine mercy and blessing. We must go
to the Saviour ‘with the agonizing earnestness of the distressed father, and then we
shall not go in vain.
he

Star Quarterly
and
Papers.

CHILD.

1V.

DAILY

M.
I.
We.

TT:

READINGS.
The aflicted child: Mark 9: 14-32.

possible

the boy,

TW

ge

Version.)

power

And when they came tothe disciples,
they saw a great mu lituda about them, and
15 scribes questioning with them. And straightway all the multitude, when they saw him,

LL

tm

CB:

asked

him

that

forgettiig that

they

was of God.

The

Saviour

what he meant.

‘were greatly amazed, and running to him
16 saluted him.
And he asked them, What
17 question ye with them?
Amd one of the
multitude answered him, Master, I brought

It was all so different

from what they believed that the Scriptures taught, that they could not grasp the
idea even, much less the facts foretold by

unto thee: wy son, which hath a- dumb
18 spiric: and wheresoever it taketh him, it
dasheth him down; and he foameth and

Jesus.

grindeth his teeth, and pineth away: and I
spake to thy disciples that they should castit
19 out; and they were not able,
Aud he an
swereth them and saith, O faithless generution, how long shall I be with you? how
long shall I bear with you? bring him uxto
20 me.
And they brought him unto bim: and
when he saw him, straightway the spirit
tare him grievously; and he fell on the

THOUGHTS AND

I. Questioning with Christians is not
repenting and believing in Christ.
II. Weshould use the faith we have

and pray for more.

em

I.

93 have compassion on us, and help us. And
Jesus said unto him, If thou canst! All
things are possible to him that believeth,
24 Straightway the father of the child cried
out, and said, I believe: help thou mine
25 unbelief.
And when Jesus saw thst a multitude came running together, he rebuked
the uncléin spirit, saying unto him, Thou
dumb and deaf spirit, [ command thee, come
out of him, and enter no more into him.
26 And baving cried out, and torn bim ‘much,

he came out: and the child

( From

saying,

We

20 could wot cast it out. And he said unto
them, This kind can come out by nothing,
save by prayer.
30
And they went forth from thence, and
passed through Galilee; and he would not
31 that any man should know it. For hetaught
. his disciples, and said unto them, The Son
of msn is delivered up into the hands of
myn, and they shall kill him; and when he
is killed, after three days he shall rise again.
32 Bat they understood not the saying, and
were afraid to ask him.

Rev. Dr. P. S.

questions—

perplexing questions of casuistry.
them unto me, says the Lord,

them in my hands.

Bring

and

leave

There are trials

that

seem too hard for you to bear—people
that try your patience, and exasperate
your temper ; they will not allow you to

ft

unto me."

“The cause of the disciples’ failure—
Prayer represents communion with

in the sunlight of heaven, this isin the
Son

of

Moses and

God,

Elias

here are the

with

spiteful

a spirit of unworldliness in general,

there was heard the sublime voice of ‘the
Eternal Father witnessing to his Son,
here is seen the malignant rage of an evil
spirit manifesting the power and batred
of his Satanic master. Suddenly Jesus
appears among them, and, taking in the
case at once, asks for the cause of the
questioning going on. At once a distressed father comes forward and states the
case of his child. It was the old story of
the power of Satan to bring a human
being under the control of one of his

One may be a Christian, doubtless,

steadfast

faith

in

Christ

not be grandly heroicin
Baptist Teacher.
EE
EE
i fn

nounced from the pulpit

as the source

able to cast out the evil spirit.

It

was a
had
No

age is exempt from the attacks of Satan,
none secure against his designs: He
seems to delight in ensnaring the unwary
feet, of the young, and all the more should
they be surrounded by such safeguards
as will protect them from all his assaults.

- dl.

The distressed father.

that the

Young

Pegple’s Prayer-meeting would, in the
evening, hold its last session for..the
season, having for its topic: ¢* Continuance in well-doing "!" That reminds us
of a man in Illinois who reported to his
County
Sunday-school
Convention,
which was held late in the fall, that he
had just closed his Sunday-school for the
winter—** in good runuin’ order.”

un-

sad case.. In childhood the sufferer
come under this banefal influence.

achievement.—
.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
On a recent Sunday morning,the pastor
of one of the Philadelphia churches an-

exercise

of all power, and had, thus far, been

with-

out this severity of discipline ; but he shall

and icjury upon the victim. The case had
been brought to the disciples and, for
had failed to

that,

for the sake of attaining a high spiritual
condition, is ready to renounce not only
all doubtful indulgences, but even to turn
away for a time from indulgences that in
themselves are innGcent, inorder that
one's whole béing may be devoted to the
infinitely higher concerns of religion.

spirits, and inflict great suffering

some reason, they

heav-

en, and fasting represents letting go of
earth; and we take it that this latter has
respect not merely or chiefly to what we
call fasting, in its corporeal sense, but to

of

scribes with the nine half-baffled disciples ;

wicked

A Brooklyn
successful

As in- the

correspondent

‘series of children’s

tells of

|

a

ing such meétings printed, and

the aspect of affairs. The perplexed and
hard-pressed disciples are at once res
lieved of the burden which had rested
upon them
; the wicked spirit knew that
his hour of defeat had come ; he recogniz-

they can

think,

in

AND

EARS

every breath

two

life—1| J

we are dwelling amid the forms of things
which are seen and passing, and with the
realities which are spiritual and which
cannot pass away.

Two worlds

—this world of shadows,

TOOTH, EAR
HEADACHE,

|

and

unnsub-

|*

stantial forms, which often seem to us to
but not unknown, the world

of thought,

of the

at

a

soup BY ALL DRUGRISTS AMD DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

A. VOGELER & CO.
. Baltimore, Md., U. 8. A.”

time!

apple, Brooklyn, New York. Samples,
with a desoriptive circular, will be for-

Jjequalled

gjcure.

is upheld
all-encom-

But while orthndoxy asserts,

thus,

and made one more fierce munifestation
of his power, knowing that it would be
“the last.
“ids

O-0+o

Eidncy-Wort

assistants.

as a a

Whatever
tho cause, however obstinate”

city,

spirit of the little’child who, when

Wy

i

(i:

ton,

"©

LIVER ANDsystem BOWELS.
Sareadfulof the acrid
ing

It cleances the

ever

"RICE,

manly

indignation,

nevertheless, compassionate

with

a

passing the love of woman—even
he knew that whataver

might

be,

God

would

would be there in the

be

future

where

is,

be done forever!
whose eyes, even

while dim with tears of anguish

for: our

of

our

sin

nent

and

“sorrow,
for the joy set before him endured
the cross,depising the shame—he, the one
‘perfect,

the true revelation

of God,

knew

that eterhity would disclose nothing which

the

and show

universe

that

upon

Love,

infinite,

righteous, Love that can

takes. is Lord and
Smyth, D. D.

the

throne

pure,

make no

King.—Rev.

of

and

mis-

Newman

LOOK OVER IT.
It is said that John Wesley was once
walking along a road with a brother, who
related to him his troubles, saying he did

not know what he should do. They were
at the moment passing a stone fence to a
meadow, over which a cow was looking.
“Do you know,” asked Wesley, ‘ why
that cow looks over that wall?” ¢ No,”
replied the one in trouble. ‘I will tell
you,” said Wesley, ‘* because she cannot
look through it; and that is the way you
must do with your troubles—look over
and gbove them,”
'
v
Depend upon it, in the midst of all the
science about the world and its ways, and
all the ignorance of God and his greatness, the man or

woman

who

can

say,

against _sin

who

cure.

|,

prays

pray against temptation.

-No

man truly Bates gin who does not hate
as lemptaknown
temptation, when

tion.
To guard against temptation
is the snpreme wisdom ; and Christ puts
ih
fi. he SEE

sd

Grace tried is better than grace,and it is
more than grace, it is glory inits infancy.

large or small, not to tell them anything

“ Golden Medical Discovery” is warranted tt.
cleanse the blood frum all impurities, from whall
ever cause arising,
For Scrofula, Sores of ao’

stands between the ¢hild and his Saviour.

that you can get them to tell you—even if
Skin, and Blood Diseasis, its effects are
some of the little folks should sometimes kinds,
marvelous.
Thousands of Testimonials from atl
go home and say they know more than parts. Send stamp for pamphlet of Skin Diseases.
Address WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICAL
AS.
their ig
SOCIATION, Buftalo, N, Y.

1881.

Spring

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

Theological,

Collegi-

Commercial, Pre-

of

ollege.

embracin
Pastoral

History.

the
The-

Theologi-

J.

J.

LER,

Sec.

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for
both sexes.
Full board of teachers.) Expenses low.

Spring

term begins

Monday,

Jan.

g- For Catalogue address
B., Principal,

30th, 1882.

J. H.

}

OCHESTER

Parsons,

SEMINARY.

Full

of teachers and course of study.
fitted for teaching and for college.

are

cour:e

complete

and

practical.

A,

board

Students
Business

Admits

both

sexes.
Secures good influences.
For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.

§
N

TORTHWOOD

N. H.

SEMINARY

—Northwood

Ridge

Three terms per year, commencing on

{ Appetite, Jaundice, Ap-|
joplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

Co., Ohio.
The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,

g10 GRANDE

of

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25 to $28 per
year.

Bitters will speedily cure by removing the cause.’
Keep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
in good working order, and perfect health
will be the result. Ladies and others subject to Sick Headache will find rélief
and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

THE

Grande, Gallia

courses, viz, : €lassical and ScientificCalendar.
First term, Aug. 22.
Second, Oct.
81.. Third, Jan. 23, 1882. Fourth, Apr, 3, 1882.

eases, etc., all of which these

PURIFY

¥
COLLEGE.—Rio

Board, (including room rent)
For further information apply

TON,

A.M.,

Rio

Grande, Gallia

$2,15 per week.
to A. A. MoUL-

Co., Ohio.

EBANON ACADEMY.-—Puplils fitted for busi
4 ness, reientific schools or the: best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B,, Principal.
For further particulars, address the principal,
or
ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

BLOOD

by expelling all Morbid Secretions.
Price 25 cts. per bottle,

ATES

For

gale by all dealers in medicine.
Send
address for
phlet, free, giving full directions,
HENRY, Ji SON & LORD, Props., Burlington, Vt.

COLLEGE

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

—For further information address the Pres
fdent, 0. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL
LONTOY, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

J. A. HOWE, Sec.
y

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.

worerTNE HABIT.

with

No pay till cured: Ten
Joars established, 1,000
cured.
Statte cage, ‘Dr.

now under management

Prof. 0.

G.

ns

This institution is
of Rev. D. Powell

Augir, A.M., principal.

Prof,

Augir is a gradvate of Hilladale College. Those
wishingto attend this Institution will address
Rev, D. POWELFE, Flemington, W, Va.

Marsh, Quincy, Mich.

After forty years of trial, PERRY DAVIS’ Pax KILLER stands unrivaled.
is safe! It acts immediately! It never fails!

BO Oe Pit,
Ao, Dal, Aho, oi
t

N.B,)

6 most effectual

Na amily ob

Tem

News,
we

know

says:

of.

of 1t
d be without a bottle

for a
1e hour.
cinnati Dis
:
From the
‘We have seen 1ts Rado etecs and know
article.
U. 8. Consul at Crefeld,
From 1.5, 8
Rhenish
:
"After long years of use, I am satisf it
3
18
tively efficient ag a healing rei
id Ly
bruises, and sprains.

Postage,

7 cts.

Jlelody

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century o1 our existence
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderabl
detail, the

early

events

of our

denominations

history.
$1.00, including postage.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ive the rise and progress of this body «
Christians in New York, till the time of the
union with the Freewill
The Treatise

Baptists.

$1.00.

contaimne a brief gtatement of the doctrine
held by
the denomination, and our geners
nsages in church-building. It 18 published by an
thority of the General'Conference.
20 cents; pos
tage, 1 cent.
:
octrinal Views
is a emall book in pore covers, embracing
the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cents
or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 eents postage.
Butler's 'T'heotogy
3
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal
theclogy.
and the author’s views

are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60

postage. 12 cents.

.

-

Centennial Record.
i
3
A vcl. of about 300 pages, revicws the denomint
ational progress for
the century, zives a history of
our work
Missions,

in the causes of Foreign aud
Home
Educationl’ Sunday Schools, Temper-

ance and Anti-Slavery. 1f also has articles on the
General Conference, Literary Institutions, Pub-

lications

and Aged

Ministers.

The Tables, Keni

ue for reference.

in number, are

There

are

of great val-

steel

engravings

of

Buzzell, Stinch field, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day,
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby.

=

Price $1.00. Postage 9 cents.
The Minutes of
the General

Conference

gare published-in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the Drossedi 8 of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including
postage.
Lia
Sermons.
=
A volume of 300 pages, contain
twenty-three
different

Price $1. Pos

Butler's
tains

11 cts.

F.

Baptist Minis~

:

Commentary
—Prot. J. J. Butler, con~
volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

two

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

excellent help for Sabbath schools
reading.
88 cts. per vol.;
pos!
fares

tures.”

Twenty-two

lectures

portant points of Bible

on

study,

cts.

It is an

and family
8.

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE;
lent book for all who would “search

an excel
the Scrip

the

1.00;

mest

postage,

im.

9

Minister's Manual,
designed especially for ministers.
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty ditlerent
occasions ; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
meetings;

Formulas

Tre Rules of Order
very concise

and

Suggestions.

are comprehensive,

and well airan,

and

yet

; stating in fifteen

pages all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 76
cents.
The Church Membor’'s Book
is a valuable little work, and every Chnstian
would be benefited by reading it, 25 cts; postage
8 cts.
The Golden Sheat. by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Pindootife

and

Christian

experiences

of Bal,

a converted

heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Rules of Order.

are the

same

as,those

in the Manual,

thick

paper covers. 10 cents.
Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers,
Sabbath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and None
Resident Members, and abont 200 pages of very

nice paper, for the records
§2 50; Postage 25 cts.
Biographies or
Geo. T. Day,
- -

william Burr,

-

Daniel Jackson.
Close or Open

-

-

of the church,

8.

-

#0

09

”

Price

03

»”

05

”
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Communion.

75

An Experience, and an Argument.
175
pages. Price
20 cents,
Christian Baptism
a book ot 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage
cents.

Sabbath

;

School

estéon Books

are for adults and

children.

.

LESSONS for Kvery sunday, ,!b, postage ,02

STORY of Jésus,
3 3,
“
02
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus. 12.
“
SL2
Douglas’s Address on John Brown.
By Frederick Douglas at the laying of the cor»

ner stone, Anthony Hall, Storer College, Harper's
Ferry, West Va,
Pricelb cents,
All the profits go to the college.
Sermon by
REV.
BENJAMIN

RANDALL,

preached

in 1808,

at the death of a child, and printed by request.
The rid published sermon by Randall. Price
cents.
tanks

Mar
Certificates,
10 ota.
- M. Gor. Messengerg’ Certificates, 6 u
td
,
Church Members’
ficales,
Xb
adh
Bagravi
(]
:
Of
Dr. G. T'. Day,
:
ots.
s¢

«J,

L. Phillips,

Small Engravings.

25 and 35 ots.

5 by 8 inches,

the

same

as those in the Centennial Record, 5 cents each, or

20 cents for the seven; the first four on one sheet.
Hlluminated Cards. From one to.ten on @
shoel, 3 by 5 inches. Price from three to six cents
a sheet.
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.

W. Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., says:
y bo 1
RS for all
s andtv burns,
From R.W. Adams, 8aco, Me.:
It gave me immediate relief,
. Lewis
i
B
In forty years’
never has fafled me.
W.W.Lum, Nicholville, N. Y., says!
T use your PAIN KILLER frequently. It
relieves pain and soreness,
and heals wounds
like magic,
J. W.Dee
says:

Por alah: and bras it has no equal,

PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER I8 not a new untried remedy.

Postage 10 cts.

50 cents.

On cloth,

26

by

86

inches

in

size, showing the field and all the stations of the
Free Baptist Mission in India,
with much of the
adjacen country. Price 75 cents.
;
above named books are sold by
the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount or smgle vol., for cash
WIRY @ order, or on receiving the books.
. D. STEWART, Dover
N
a

KILLER

..A Never-Failing Cure for Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Cuts, Sores, etc.
)

in churches.

$150, for single copy.

MAP OF ORISSA.

PAIN

Pip

Tal

postage 4 ceots.

different

AINE

| Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
indigestion, Diseases of
ithe Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,

Loss

;
ERE

Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged .
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
and more than hali of the tunes found in the’
larger book . and is for the vestry and social

ters

cal students haveaccessto the classes and lectures of the college. Financial aid is rendered to

needing it.

when time expires.

“

is the denominational Hymn Book, exten.
sively used. Darge boek, in Sheep,
80; Morocce, 90; Morocco Giit, 1.25; I urkey Gifs, 1.50,
Postage 9 cenis each. Small, Moroeco, 65 cts;

sermons, by as many

Hillsdale

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants.
Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or EB. 8. TASKER, Secretary.

Thy will be done,” with the true heart
of giving up, is nearer the secre} of things
than the geologist or theologian.—George
MeDonal

No man truly

21,

Pittrfleld, Me., July 11, 1880.

After constipation follows

Sick Headache,

should not justify and glorify the ways of

God,

-

Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a perma-

sins, looked farther into the future than
any hnman eyes have ever seen—who
even while gathering around him the
‘heavy folds of dargness

tion

MANDRAKE BITTER:

of his

God

Ph.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condi
tion for doing thorough work in Academie Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
y arranged courses of Spay: The Classical,
Seminary and English Course. For full catalogue,
address the Principal.
R. M. BARRUS.

DR. HENRY BAXTER'S

there—God

perfectness

beauty and his love—and
there no wrong can
Thus Jesus Christ,

the

ad-

Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.

and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of
-

of

our sin, never doubted the Father's good-

Meservey,

Theological Department,

those

and a thousand other diseases that
owe their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,

when

B.

ology, Homiletics and Church

bl

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS

Comnmstigp=m

A.

There are two courses of study,
Scriptures, Systematic Theology,

There
is no excuse for suffering from

love

he was enshrouded in all the darkness
ness;

]

-

but was,

1toffers

INSTITUTION.—New Ham

Rev.

term beging November

ILLSDALE
ate,

whi

KIDNEY:-WORT :

upon

College,

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
.
’
Hillsdale, Mich.

condemna-

fallen

H.

?

CURED.

$1. LIQUIDOL DY,

Bates

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
t of religious in.

WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO.,
Can be sent by mail,
Burlington, Vt.

human ears—he who possessed the power

of perfect

PERFECTLY

to

of a thriving

arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
' Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,

i f tua worst forms of this terrible dis
' \“{:ave been quickly relieved, in a short

0s

N.

Winter

THOUSANDS OF CASES

neither is it afraid. We remember that
the Master was not troubled, that Jesus |
was not afraid for God, as he looked on to
the end of thé world-ages; that he who
have

poison

of J. F. FRISBEE, A.
A. B.,, with competent

fluences.
Thorough ard cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
tion, incidental
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 te 76 cents a week.
Scholl.

RHEUMATISH
+ it is for all diseases of the KIDNEYS!

in God,and wait—its heart is not trou

tion of sin which

Discontinued

Sample copies sent free.
The Psatmody

adulis

the rate of
Payment

cents; postage, 2 cents.

term begins February 6, 1832. Summer term begins April 24, 1882. Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

n ackage will color gre
15 or 25ct.dyeever scld, 21popular

T"HE_GREAT CURE],

as} a,

one single awful word of Jesus con.
ing the day of judgment, will still be

of

and adjacent

for both

is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings. = 20

School.

Situated-in-the suberbs

EW HAMPTON

KIDNEY -WORT:

our history of sin God sees! and evar

spake the strongest words

in advance,

Series,

printed monthly. at
address for $5.00.

For 20 or more, in addition to the Gistaunt of 20
per cent. we pay postage or express.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty,
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State. EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.

t
° The e Simplest,
Simplest, Cheoapantt
oo Ca Strongest and mos
°
Lyesevermade. CrelO cent

{ 4

3

as the railway train swept into a tun
if she were not afraid, replied, ¢ Afr
No, God sees.” Yes, God sees! thre
the darkness, through the deep shado «
ical faith, while it will not deny the n
side of nature, while it will not die:

Internanonal

aud children, are
100 copiesto one

Abridged book, 75 and

vantages superior to those of any School in the
State. The Course of Study
extends over three
years, of three terms each, each term thirteen
weeks in length. Winter term begins December
13. Summer term, March 28th, 1882. Expenses
are as low as in any similar school in New England.
For catalogue, or further particulars,
Send to
J. F. FRISBEE, Principal.

KIDNEY-WORT :

the voice of God ceases to speak, silence |
becomes the only orthodoxy.
Our evan- |!

-It is a good general rule for a Sundayschool teacher, whether the scholars be

--

ecclcbrated

oods than any
a bumble and earnest theology will be
id,
Any he can color, — fabric cr fancy article.
willing to wait for the day of revelation
fond for color want=d and be convinced, Fancy cards,
gammles
of in’. snr pI, ove, all mailed for 10 ets.
to make known the mysteries which still |
WELLS, ®IOIIARDSON & ©O., Burlington,
Vt.
lie like shadows over its own faith. When

But one thing is necessary to the
relief of the child. The father comes to

the Saviour with an «if» upon his lips.
Jesus turns it back upon him. ** If thou
canst believe,” that is all. No other * if”

the

Latin

Under the management
B., and J. F.
PARSONS,

the

gelical theology would enter into
mystery and darkness of this truth in

Papers

TERMS;

Lewiston, Maine.

CONSTIPATION.

shadows,

warded to any address on sending six that wisdom into the prayer he framed
for his people.—Christian Index.
cents for postage."—8. 8. Times.

ed the presence of the Holy One of God,

Nichols

FOR THE PERMANENT CURE OF

restfulness,

lies ensphered, as the earth
quietly and powerfully in the
passing sky.

of the

A'he Nacred

in which this present life, with all its joys
and

Do-

Educational

ble horizoms, but also that world of pow-

and sorrows, all its lights

church,

Lesson

worship,but is often used

—not merely this little earth and its visi-

er, beauty, truth, and eternal

we

A= A box of Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry and
Sarsaparilla Troches sent by mail for 25 cents.
Address AMERICAN MEDICINE CO., Manchester, |
N.H. For sale by leading druggists.
Geo. C.
- Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

A trial entails

its aims, DIRECTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

Take this earth out of the

now

ver, N. J.

but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every
one suffering with pain can have cheap aud positive proof of

soul

in their favor, and

Faithfully yours,
D. D. BISHOP, rector of 8t. John’s

No Preparation on earth equals St. JAcors O15 as a SAFE,

SURK, SIMPLE and OnEAP External Remedy.

Vermont.

{

the mucous membrane.

ACHES

be the only reality ; and that other, better
world, unseen but not unreal, - untouched
the world of love, the world

on them is unanimous

il THE PKS

of

Waterbury

Manchestef, N. H..—

all want more of them. I sincerely believe them
to be of the utmost value to those affected in any
way by temporary difficulties with the voeal organs, or more seriously afflicted by that most provoking annoyance, the catarrhal engorgement of

AND

are ours

this world

echoes, this world of strange

be furnished for the cost and postage by does not
applyingto Dr. H. B. White, 96 Pine-

SPRATNS
{ FROSTED FEET

which we draw, in every beating of our

meetings,

case of the Syro-Phwnician woman, the | maintained for several months past by
one of the teachersin the Mayflower
parent seems to be in great distress.
Moved with great anxiety for the re- Sunday-school. He writes: ¢ Children's
meetings have been held every Wednescovery of his child, he made earnest sup.
day afternoon during the winter at the
plication to the Master in his behalf. The
Mayflower
Sunday -school, . Brooklyn,
child could do nothing for himself; the
under the direction of General S. L.
father brought him in the arms of his
Brown, one of the teachers, with great
love and plead for his cure. So it has
success. His class numbered over one
been ever since. Distressed. fathers and
hundred, with an average attendance of
mothers,despairing of being able to draw
eighty. He adopted the plan of the
their children out from Satanic snares’
into which they have fallen, by their own Children’s Special Service Mission, London, England, and nearly all of the class
power, have called upon God with strong
supplications, and to these fervent pray- signed the children's covenant; and most
ers many a child is indebted for the of these little ones, as well as many of
of the Sunday.
salvation of his soul here, and the hope of the older scholars
school,
have
joined
the
Scripture Union
salvation hereafter.
:
for
daily
Bible
reading.
General Brown
IIL. The mighty deliverer. The gomhas
had
the
necessary
cards
for conducting of Jesus into the company changes

“

1

as well as with the clire for the present;

Here is an incorrigible boy in the Syn-

I. The afflicted child. This lesson affords
a sharp and painful contrast to the last.
That scene was on the mount of glory,

earth ; there were

- AND

f

live with them in peace. What is to- be immediate organic relation bet ween this
life and its future, and while evangelical
done with them? “you despairingly ask. ‘preaching
is burdened, therefore, with
“Bring them unto me,” the Lord gracious- the thought of the unseen and the eternal

day-school, or the home.
Here is somebody very dear to you, who is the victim
Parallel passages, Mutt. 17: 14-28; Luke 9: of evil passions, or evinces an invincible
3T—44,
aversion to religion. You have exhausted
Connecting Link. The next day after the your resources,and are ready to despair.
transfiguration Jesus and the three who were
with him returned to the other disciples and Yet do not; for, clear and cheery rings
out the voice of our Lord—*‘ Bring him
the events of this lesson soon took place.

the

A

THE TWO-FOLD LIFE.
if
It is also a natural as well as moral impossibility for us to have one world at a
time; for, as matter of fact, in every

you would live in one world

Henson.)

ly answers.

the mists

QUINSY,
SWELLINGS

¥
——

soul out of the body—tuake love out of the
heart and thought out of the brain—if

Ey

amid

= |

All thy soul to heaven incline.
He prays tor thee!
EE
—Mrs. A. N. Stow.

divine reality.”

Notes and Hints.

sorrow,

Every doubtful good resign;

Let His whisper, ** Thou art mine,”

skies in which it lies ensphered—take the

There are knotty theological

Torica—The afflicted child.
The distressed father.
The mighty deliverer.
Durk sayings.

lowlands of

:

Orthodoxy at least does this—with un* What to do with hard cases.—Here was hesitating and constant voice evangelical
a case too hard for even the aposties--they preaching asserts this—that the future life
18 vitally related to the present life; that
could do nothing. ** Bring him unto me,”. the unseen universe holds within its largwas the direction of the Lord; and when er sphere the world which is seen; that
the child was brought to him, how easily the one“universe comprehends both, comprehends all—not simply the starry skies, |
t
ork was done!
‘
There be many things too hard for us. but also the heavens in which God dwells

by the hand,

privately,

SORE THROAT,

Fully trust His care. divine;

suffer. { dwelling in the light of spiritual truth and

GLEANINGS.

28 and raised him up; and he arose.
And
when he was come intp the house, his dis.

him

Christ's

Ee

dead; insomuch that the more part said, He

«iples asked

of

ings and death.

became as one

But Jesus took him

The importance

CHEST,

. He prays for thee.

worlds; we are living a two-fold

APPLICATIONS.

SCRENESS
or Tug

!

‘Mong the mansions of the blest.

thought that we

Center,

SEMINARY,

Freewill Baptist Publications,

GOUT,

hearts, we are living all the while in

IIL. Satan will fight for his power to
a1 ground, and wallowed foaming. And he
the iast.
asked his father, How long time is it since
this hath come unto him?
And he said, |
TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.
2 From achild.
And oft-limes it hath cast
him into the fire and into the waters, to
I.
The gronnd of Christ’s authority.
destroy him : but if thou canst do anything,

47 is dead,

'LUMBAGO,
BACKACHE,

MOUNTAIN

While I never wrote a recommendation of any
sort of prepared medicine and do not like the
. Chureh,
at
aterpractice, still in the ctise of Dr. Warren’s Wild
bury, or the Principal, Miss Lizzie Colley. ~
Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches I ought to tell
x
TWOOD INSTITUTE.—8end for circulars to
you tliat they fully accomplish the purposes for
L. C. CHASE, A.M., Principal, Lee, Athens
Co., Ohio.
which they are employed. As an elocutionist, and
with considerable experience in the training of
choirs, etc., I have some knowledge of voices and
throats, my own and other people’s. A troche that
has a curative mstead of a palliative effect, that
The Mornin Star.
”
5
releases the voice and restores the impaired
s a large religious
péper
ight pages
ite
elasticity of the vocal cords by relieving the swolfifiy-third volume.
is able, literary and progressive.
All
communications,
should
be
adlen and overcharged glands instead of merely
dressed to Dover, N. H.
\
causing a temporary relaxation or stimulaation of
Terms ;—§2.00 ES
ear, if paid strictly
the membrane, is felt in every training school and
in advance; $2.20
aid within
the
first thirty days, and
50 If not.
and musical conservatory to be-a great desidera.
Postage ig paid by the publisher.
tum. All preparations for that purpose should be
The Little Star and Jiyrile
;
tried by those tests and qualities.
Your box of
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternaid
paper,
beat
antifully
diussrated
Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches came to ‘weeks, on superior
“Both papers are ol the same size, but the LITTLE
me just at the worst season for those who have
STAR i8 fox, an' older class of reasers thao the
daily and exhausting vocal labors. It found ‘me
MYRTLE.
;
=
;
Terms: single copy, each, 35 cents,
with. the regular breaking-up-of-winter throat,
Packages of ten or more to one ad:
hoarseness, and something of a cold on the Jungs.
dress, each, »
+:
85 cents
I used them for one Sunday myself, getting
Payment always in advance, discontinved when
through three services, including Sunday-school | time expires, and n¢ commission allowed on mo>sent.
with singing, so much easier than usual, that I ‘eySamp
le conies sent free,
was actually better the next day instead of the
8. 8. Quarterly.
.
This Magazine of 32 pages, -oontains the Intercustomary Monday throat and chest lameness.
national
lessons
for
ture
months,
dictionary,
For the mext choir.reliearsal I distributed the
maps and various other helps. It is intended
troches to the members of the choir for the pube equal 4a the best,
:
8: 15 cents per copy in
packages for the
pose of having them compared with such pastiles
year, or 20 cents to single DY rio:
b cents for
or confections as they had used.
The verdict up‘one Copy.
>

NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,

then

with

‘ST. JOHN'S RECTORY,

Bitter draughts thy cup may fll, <
Bat God’s hand shall hold thee still;
Only say, ‘“ Not mine, Thy will.”
He prays for thee.

Which shall lead to glorious rest

were of

spoke to them of the sad fate that ‘was before him, but they could not understand

ial

Work or wait; He knoweth best,
Which shall prove the surest test,

it was

Troubled

DOVER, N. J., March 15, 1882.

Be not overcome of ill}

‘small account in the matter, and that the

14

BEE

they

that Jesus told them plainly

MARK 0: 14—83,
( Revised

Do the Master’s work; take heart!
He prays for thee.

had an interview [with
which

Those

American Medicine Co.,

"In the city’s crowded mart,

4

Catarrhal

| REMEDY

Or in desert wastes apart,

because of their unbelief.
Doubt had
crept into their minds, Perhaps they
began to wonder whether they could cure

9 : 23.

Y—Mark

to him that believeth

ie

-,

Heb. 12: 1—14.

TeXT.—* Al things are

GOLDEN

in

After this miracle

- and

+

REEN

Affections.

Christian, wheresoe’r thou art,

why they were unable to cast out the evil
spirit. We have here but a single sentence of his reply, but Matthew tells us

1: 1-10.

2 Cor.

Comfort in affliction.

Jesus

his disciples

Parental grief. 2 Sam. 12: 15—23.
The widow’s son, Lukei: l1—17.
Peter's testimony. Acts 10: 3443.

F.
S.
S. Affictions sanctified.

NR

of healing

Matt. 17: 14-21.

A lunatic healed.

Dark sayings.

Speakers,

.

Lesson

child ; ** help us” was his cry. His prayer

I

Sunday School.

Interesting to Singers, Pubne

For forty years it has been in

Jp hp

MOKNING

SEAS

withi

sul

of payment

+ Leg

ber will please notice the date
on the label of his paper,

og gion

2

amd

not

ate thei” STATE, as well as town, anc
th the cid and new address whén

t are 1t8 best friends.
constant use; and those who have used it the lo
family should have a bottle ready for
Its success 1s entirely because of its merit.
saved by prompt application of the
i
Much pain and heavy doctors’ bills may often
it 18 perfectly safe even in the hands of a child. Try it
ke most medicines,
IN KILLER.
8 value. Your druggls t has it at 25c., 50c., and $1.00
its
once thoroughly,onand it will
ovidence, R. 1
per bottle,
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The Morning Star.

Finally,

Assistant Editor.

£%~ All communications designed for publication

© should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

on business, remittances of money, &e., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N." H. Contributors will please write only on ene side of

to mailtheir paper and not roll it preparatory
ing. They must send full name and address, not
return
cannot
We
necessarily for publication.
manuscripts unless stanps are sent for that pur-

-

pose. We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributions of amy length.

We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
contibutors and-cannot ply ‘for articles contribut-

ed by others unless an understandingis had to that
effect before publication.
Ve
need
to
help
the
poor
than the poor need to be helped:

Conferences,

those

those

and

churches, and those individuals everywhere, that are concerned at all for the
cause we represent and the welfare of all
our churches, or are desirousof laying up
treasure in heaven by a wise investment,

WEDNESDAY, MAY 31, 1882.
C. A. BICKFORD, Resident Editor.
CYRUS JORDAN,

church belongs.

Boston

the

which

to

the Master's will, of a .part
t& g
accordin

of the money. which he has committed to
:
their ste wardship.
Let clear voices that can speak en-

Breth-

couraging words be now heard.

ren and sisters of all the churches, do, at
least, consider-and pray over this impori

matter..

London is the ¢ Jerusalem” for the
religious
bodies of Great Britain, and anis an outward need and
comparatively.
nually
“thither
the tribes go up” to listen
shallow; ours is an inward néed and deep
to
interesting
reports
and
stirring
as the sources of life—deep as infinity!
and to help financially the
speeches,
What is the true bond of all strong,
many noble enterprises under their care.

hiealthfal,

efficient” party,

church,

or

de-

nominational
existence?
Certainly not
purely selfish
and
material interests.
Such a bond is a rope of sand.
But, rather, community of conviction, of sentiment,
and of purpose.
Such a bond is a bond indeed.

We

behold

that were

the same contrasts to-day

presented

by

Luther and

Eras-

To us,one of the most cheering features

of these gatherings is the fact that the
ablest statesmen and leading merchants
of that country are always in attendance
and often presiding, while their generosi-

ty is most praiseworthy.

When such men

as Earl Cairns, John Bright, Samuel Morley; and others of their position, are fore-

most in their endeavors to promote every
mus.
Said the former, “I will go to
good work, it speaks well for their heads
Worms though devils were against me as |
| and hearts. And as for Lord Shaftesbury,
" numerous as the tiles upon the house- |
| it would hardly seem May in London untops.”
Said Erasmus, ‘‘I will be true to
Christ, at. least so far as the age will per- less his earnest, and always helpful,
“mit me.” What a betrayal of weakness is | words were heard in at least ten or twelve
of these large gatherings. We do not
such a saying as this!
say that our public men who are ChrisIt is sometimes alleged, with how much
tians are fewer than those of England,
truth God knows, that the Christian pulpit
but evidently ours are not so fully identiis not always above the suspicion of being
fied with the work of evangelizing the
subservient to ends less vast, less lofty,
race. It would be rather surprising to
and less enduring, than. thoséof human
see
the names of Frelinghuysen, Brewster,
faith, repentance, and salvation.
Surely,
that is a dark day for the Church and
the world, when

such

an

idea

gains

Blaine, Bayard, and such,

for
con-

siderable prevalence.
Steam

splutters

- a great

flowers

and hisses

ado only when-not

and

makes

at work:

no noise;

the invisible and

as

assemyet it 0
When

the Premier of England, for several suc-

the

cessive Sabbaths, conducts divine service ;-

are all abloom, but the bursting

buds make

announced

speakers at six or seven different
blies of Christian workers; and
would be pleasing, nevertheless!

takes his Bible and reads words of com-

im-

fort to the sick and poor; and goes after
wayward sons and beseeches them to cease
doing evil, while he kneels to implore

plapable fingers of light and ‘moisture and

heat have burst the seeds in’the ground
and opened the buds on the trees, and so,
noiselessly, as the footfalls of approaching

Divine aid, he is no less the brilliant and
able statesman, while the servant of Jesus

night, the miracle of Spring has been
wrought.
Inthe kingdom of grace, like- Christ.
:
wise, a soul is saved, a nation is born in a |
The May meetings,now closing in Londay, and
never a sound
clears its way | dor, seem to have had the right tone for ag“through

the still air.

How

gresssive Christian work. The Irish:Church
(Protestant) Missions Society attracted
mere than its usual attention, owing to

unsearchable,

O God, are thy judgments, and
past finding out!

thy ways
i
;

OUR BOSTON CHURCH.
Have you read the communication
Brother Perkins on our first page?

not, please do so at once.

the direful state of things in Ireland. But
| Romanism is not allowed to proceed’ unby | challenged even there, and when, the
If | Power of the

o

Priest shall

that people, a better

day

be broken
will

dawn

by
for

No finer opening, in the line of special |.-that unhappy country. The meetings of
‘“ home mission” work,has been presented the Congregational Union brought out a
to the Free Baptists of New England for large number of clergy and laymen. The
many years—perhaps never before—than voting for chairman for the ensuing year
is now presented in Boston.

The

oppor-

tunity is inspiring. The pastor of our
church there is a man
than
whom
not one
of our
ministers
enjoys
more fully the confidence and cordial esteem of our people at large. The body
of the membership of the church, though
Ras
small, is Om posed of ¢“s i hid Ng
been tested, as by

fire,

over

and

over

again, and found {rue. When many have
passed by, who should have tarried and
helped

them,

they

have

not

wavered.

When deserted by those who for a time
had clasped hands with them, they have
stood firmly. Amid influences either hostile or subtly disintegrating; bearing
burdens from which the majority of men
shrink ; through darkness that at times
could be felt, they have pushed

ous way for many years.

an

ardu-

We do not need

to have gone with them through all their

struggles to bein sufficient sympathy to
Speak of them in terms which their devotion surely merits. And if every one who
reads these words could feel as we do
the importance of what the hour offers us,
these loyal and battle-scarred Boston vet-

erans, far richer in faith than in purse,
would not want the needed

. the first day of November

funds,
dawns,

when
Yo

se-

cure, not only for themselves, but also for
Free Baptists everywhere,
the church home
in Boston which a kind Providence has
placed

within

our

reach.

asked, longer, to give money

We

‘are

not

for some-

thing in Boston that is half-way, temporary, unpromising, and unsatisfactory.
Tke Shawmut Avenue church building is
something, considered in itself and as to
its location, well worth the possession

any body of Christian people.

of

Its posses-

sionby us will mh far more than any-

thing has ever meant that we have been
able to. call our own in Boston heretofore.
But we say no more now than simply

_ to raise the question, Who should bear

a

part in the purchase of this desirable
piece of property, obtainable, all -things

considered, av so reasonable

a figure?

First,of course, the Boston church and soci-

ety itself; and no one can need assurance
that there

will be

no

remissness . there.

Secondly, sgores upon scores of good peo-

ple in Boston and its suburbs,some acting
‘from one motive and others from another,

but each good and sufficient.

Would it

not be well for many a person who went
to Boston years ago from some Free Baptist home and church or Sunmday-school
in other cities and towns, perhaps among

the hills, and who long since cast his lot

in with some other religious people amid
“whom he means to die—wouldit net be
. well for him, according as the Lord has
prospered him,to do something for the
church which, in solid worth and heroic
purpose, so creditably represents, in the
great city, the peeple whose prayers and
works were familiar to his youth? Third.
ly, the particular Conference of churches

‘was rather spirited, two prominent candidates being in the field, and on the . third

ballot Dr. Fairbairn was elected on' a total vote of 948, with. a majority of fifty

votes over Dr. Joseph Parker.

Near the end of the second century,
the testimony of the

church

if thereby it can

Day,

as the universal. custom

Junior Class Day;

Alpha Kappa Phi,
German®

Dr. Par-

the
ex-

clusively.”

the

After a time,

however,

became
That
certain
should

while

the

Lord’s

Day,

anoual

Commencement,......June

15

:

Hillsdale, May 20, 1382.

rejoice

American
ing in

over

President.

.

the

success

which

religious workers seem

Great

Britain.

Francis

to be havhas

ing eloquence in Scotland ; and'some thousands
of persons

have

abandoned

their

cups

and

brought happiness to their homes.
The work
in Dundee may be called a temperance reformation.
The” entire
city - was stirred, and
after Mr. Murphy left, the work continued,
some ten thousand persons nightly attending
the meetings. Mr. R. T. Booth has been swelling the ranks of the Blue Ribbon Army, recruiting with remarkable effect in Sunderland,
Newcastle, Bristol, Leicester and other large
towns in England.
He has just closed a suecessful work at Brighton where, during a. few
days, 11,754 pledges were taken.
At the commencement of next season he begins meetings
at Mr. Spurgeon’s Tabernacle, London, whith-

the records of time had been so accurateof

Moses;began and ended as Adam's would
nor

can we determine whether our weeks correspond exactly to them.” To keep one
day in seven was the great requirement.
What particular day that might be was
wholly a matterof secondary importance,
which any nation, especially any age,
might determine for itself.” Of course,
convenience and common sense point out
the propriety of a whole community, and,
same day ; but no one should be hindered
from following out his conscientious con-

to labor twelve months in London was signed
by such men as Canon Farrar and Mr. Spurgeon.
He has felt he must
pospone that
work until the autumn of 1883, while. he
spends the mean time.in ‘other togrns of Eng-

victions. The old Jewish day and requirements, then, constituted no binding

petus given to much Christian work. The

Saviour,

spoken

change.

Jesus,

of as ‘‘the

Lord

Sabbath day,” rose from the dead

first day of the week;

the

of

on

our
the

the

great day

{one thousand dollars to Home

Pentecost, when the Holy Spirit descended
upon the assembled disciples

in Jerusa-

lem, was also the first day of the week}
and it is quite evident that the first Christians, in commemoration of these

Missions,

er ourselves,is to commend to that other's

Christian Sab-

commendation is itself an act of deception.

produced

convincing evidence of repentance unto
bath obligation is universal, why this renewal of character.
change of days? The question is import- Of all frauds, those perpetrated in the
name of religion are the most execrable.
ant and interesting.
In selecting the first day of the week to | We deprecate the injustice which the
be kept as the Sabbath, the early Chris- world often exhibits in holding religion
tians did no despite to the divine instito- responsible for the faults of recreant and
tion. Changing the day is by no means faithless professors, but we sympathize
bath is Sunday, the first day.

It the Sab-

changing the institution itself.

We must

distinguish between the original and general law-of a Sabbath, a seventh day of
special worship and rest, and the merely
Jewish expression of that law. While
the Sabbath was instituted for all nations;

nevertheless each nation, especially each
generdtion, may have its own peculiar,

characteristic © mode

of

observing

it

as to outward forms, and also appointed times.” Both the Jew
and
the

Christian may

be under

the same gen-

eral moral law, but, surely, for a proper

most

heartily

with

the

supreme contempt for those

world

in

of the New Testament. Some persons Members in good standing are always ensay, “We understand that the Jewish titledto letters, upon request. Members
Sabbath has never been abrogated.” who are not in good standing have no
Others declare,
It has been abrogated, ‘right to letters of unqualified commenda-

and

methods

of keeping
it, the special

requirements
of the Jewish
lawbooks, have been so far annulled as
to be not binding on the Christian as they
were on the Jew.
pony bod

But how did the change of days come
about?

j

There were some wonderful occurrences

is

learned through immense

financial

loss, and

disgrace before all the world.
We

were

last week.

the

In

* victims

fact, we are

of circumstances”

so

every

week,

tion, and no church has any right to grant
them such letters,

One of our exchanges

recently administered a severe rebuke

to

churches that harbor, or commend to the
confidence of others, ministers who, however attractive in appearance, or eloquent
of speech, or sanctimonious in look, are,

if not actual wolves. in sheep’s clothing,

‘to see the man who would question that
ment.
Now, we feel better.

state~

’

Referring to Mr. Burkholder’s

request

for a

bell for the church at Bhimpore, a correspond
ent writes: - “ Had he specified in his letter

just the amount that should

be sent fo pur-

chase the needed

likely

bell,

very

the

Lord

would have put it into the heart of some

one

to send over just

not

that amount,

It

may

We are about to enlarge its capacity, and

particular mention will be made in due time.
It is now in Boston ready for delivery. Donations from members of the Alumni, and other
friends, for books on any subject oun the same
plan as above named are in order.
J. F,

Dr. Dobbs, the great man
Baptist, says that the man

of the Natibnal
who complains

of

paying $10.00 a year for pew rent, went to the
Barnum show last week, and took his wife
and his five children, paying $1 each for re.
served seats, He is going to take a cheaper

at least indiscreet, unsafe, useless, worse
than useless, pastors. What shall be

pew, and

said of a church that, anxious to rid itself

- Pope Leo thinks things are in a bad way in
Italy, and he don’t feel very well himself.

of a pestilent or worthless pastor, scruples
not to give him lying letters of commend-

is in favor of reducing

the

salary

of

the minister.

‘Rumor,
as usual, represents
ill.
-

him

as

seriously

came
could
pave |
day,

8

They |
baskel
persol

heen
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fle al
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but what is most

needed for transient visitors are society buildings where parties can be accommodated and

desire.

#

The
to

ey

less facts ought to be given.

ses B. Smith, the Treasurer

A card from Mo-

of

the Foreign

‘Mission Society, informs us that at the last of

the present month

Ministers and Churches.
[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ.
ers, not necessarily
for publication, and should
reach this office before Saturday night in order to
get into the next issue of the
Star. We, of
course, reserve the right to condense, and to reject,

when for any reason it shall seem well to do so,
matter thus furnished. |

We

~.

learn

Malne.

that the

there will be due from the

members

of

Bates

The

New (iloucester church

held

an im-

pressive service §#i@®ath, May 1, on the close of
the two and a half years® pastorateof the

Rev.

F. E. Briggs of the senior class of the Theo.
Sem. The Rev. Mr. Morey of the Gray church
was invited to administer the communion as
he had baptized several of the converts for the
. pastor a year ago. The converts are still hold-

ing on and

all present testified.

moved away.

Tears

ran

Some

freely at the

have

thought

of parting with the loved pastor. who

goes

to

Parkman
to settle, the church
being
unable to support him, aside from the aid given
by the Educational Society to Theological students..
Bro. Briggs goes to his new field, fol-

lowed by the prayers and well
many

wishes

of his

friends there,
accepted

a call

Peru.

in

the

church at

Several have lately started in the Chris.

tian life. The Rev. O. Roys has settled with
the Canton church, and preaches at Peru half
of the time.
:

A good minister, with a small
house

family, desir-

of worship, also

a parsonage

move to 8. as soon as the parsonage,

commend so worthy on example.
The Genesee Q. M. has just closed a very
pleasant session at Varysburg.
The mission
meeting on Saturday night was the most inter-

with one acre of land.

and kind-hearted.

The people.

Address

are

soeia

Abner Holt, East

Corinth, Me.

ing repaired, is ready for bim.
Strafford Cerner, N..H.

Strafford church

now

His

be-

address is

We congratulate

‘upon obtaining

the

the services

of Bro. Reed.
New

Water

Village

Xampshire.

.

ehurch continues well united”

and is enjoying a good degree of prosperity.
May 21, every slip in the church was filled.

At the close of the morning services the people
repaired

to the water

side where

four

candi-

esting of uny that-the-W. M. Soc. of thisQ. M.

dates were baptized by the pastor.

has held. The collection on Sunday for missions was unusually large. The new interest
at Bliss has secured to thisQ. M. an additional
pastor.
Varysburg, owing to the feeble health
of Father Jackson, is without a pastor and is

candidates was Willie Howe Ward, only 6
years old, the son of the pastor. The Rev. Mr.

If the right man for the place

can be found soen, there is nothing to hinder
building up a good strong church in that community.
The brethren at Varysburg can hard-

Among the

Barnard, of Ossipee Corner, preached in the
afternoon, after which communion was observed and five received the hand of fellowship.

Others

are soon

to follow

in baptism.

The

church is greatly encouraged.

Rhode Island.
We share in the anxiety of his many

friends

ly appreciate how much they are 18sing by de- - over the serious illness (pneumonia) of the
lay. There is a man somewhere, divinely
Rev. J. M. Brewster, pastor of the Park St.
commissioned to cultivate this field. Where is church, Providence. May the Lord grant his
he? Will he come to the front? A little more recovery.

We are nearing

M. sessions and

the time of holding our, Y.

once more we respectfully re-

quest the Y. M. clerks to report in the Star
the names and Post-office address of al) delegates to the Central Association. This request
has come to be almost a sarcasm, since it is annually madeand never complied with. It is
always necessary to correspond with the delegates, to ascertain who are to be present and
to make up or provide

for failares in the pro-

The annual meeting of the Central

New

York.

The Rev, I. B. Coleman writes:
¢ The
third Sabbath of May was a pleasant and en-

couraging day for the church at West Stephentown. On Saturday a brother and his wife
united with the church, and on the Sabbath,
after services and. communion, we repaired
to the water, where I had the pleasure of
baptizing the wife, the husband having previously been baptized, and extending to them

the hand of fellowship.

As an evidence of the

sincerity and genuineness of the work, when
they turned to the Lord, they turned away
from the sin of trafficking in intoxicating drinks,
closing up the bar and abandoning the business altogether, and they are mow earnest

workers for Christ,

anxious to redeem the

ast.”

vid

’ The F. B. church which is now. situated in

Association, it is expected, will be held at Buf-

the little village of Holmesville was

of men and women who will attend will be ap-

country churches; but during the last few
years great losses have been sustained by
deaths, defections and removals,
so that now
only a handful remains to constitute the resi

falo, but it, is not yet fully determined. Due notice will be given. We hope a full delegation
pointed. It is not Dest to appoint delegates
to confer honor simply, but to uppoint those
who have thé cause at heart and will attend.
The , Trustees of the Central Association will
meet at Potter, June 16, at the time of holding
A full delegation

the Genesee Y, M.,
pected at that place.

is ex-

J. UW. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.

Pike, N. Y., May.

1
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late,

The Rev. F. Reed has closed his labors st
No. Lebanon and accepted a call to the pastor- .
ate of the 2d Strafford church, N. H., and will

glad to set the matter right and also glad

deem

the

There is quite an interest

from

consi
Smit)
Eme
Mun

church at West Waterville and is again occupying his old pulpit.

is a good

they are

the Ww

‘and an original poem, a tribute to the Queen,
was sung, at the close, to the tune of‘ Auld
Lang- Syne >
3

ry to trouble you; but here are the facts.

the sums come in, even though

see th

and responded to. * God Save the Queen”
and ‘* America” were sung at the opening,

question is before you, What will you do
with it? Will you move it be paid and then
move and pay it? Surely $200 is not a large
sum to raise in two States in two weeks.
There may be already in the hands of our various treasurers much of this needed money.
small.
.
;
In previous ‘ Notes” we did the church at
Philadelphia, N. Y.,.an injustice. We should
have said they raise a sum for missions equal
to two dollars a resident member.
We are

Sur

enjoy
preac
the el
$amill

Theological School from the Provinces, with a
few invited guests, celebrated the 63d birthday of Queen Victoria. Toasts were offered

rous of a good field of labor, can find one
with the F. B. society at East Corinth.
There

The

°

of pri

Central Association on salary of Bro. Marshall, $287.89. . Of this amount we have now
on hand just $87.59.
r
Friends of our Foreign Mission, we are sor-

in need of one.

Ley

River
NEW (
meeti
9, to]
tion i
Duno
and &

Com.

from the West, has

0

R. wa
with

that a large number of cottages

may be erected this season;

The Rev, L. Given, who has lately returned

|

gramme.

be too late for him to tell us now.”

May 1
Robin

Swartz, Buchanan,

pent-like-subtlety are habitual servants of 10 some extent; but last week in particular.
the devil. May God keep us in charity "The first copies of the Star that were struck
for ‘the erring and penitent; but the off went to our readers with some typographical errors that hurt: our feelings.
We will
widest stretch of charity can never imply correct one of them. The types made us say than a year ago our church at Warsaw
the indorsement and commendation of a that ** Freewill Baptists are far too numerous was ten per cent, lower and ‘more feeble than
fellow-bearer of the Christian name, of among us!” We are stricken with horror at the Varysburg church, but the brethren rallied, secured a pastor and as a result their delwhose truthfulness and trustworthiness the construction which some of the watchmen egates came up to
this last session of the Q. M+
may
have
put
upon
that
wretched
sentence.
|
.we do not feel assured. To help another
telling of a glorious revival and of a bright
We
protest
that
we
wrote
in
the
copy,
and
reby deceiving a third is never justifiable.
outlook for the future. Our churches must
wrote on the proof, “Freenowill Baptists are
‘What has thus been said has a close far too numerous aniong us,” and we would like never say die.
bers who are going away to other places.

The

But what

already known of the destruction of life and
property, and the lawless abuse of the victims,
is so shocking, that ignorance as to further
proceedings could hardly tend to alleviate our
Judgment of the case. When agreat civilized nation exhibits, in this last quarter of the nineteenth century, so lamentable a disregard of the
principle of toleration, she will receive but
small sympathy if the necessary
lesson is

capital hyp-

the Christian wil! look far less te the leg-

true statement is this: The general institution of the Sabbath, which is not
Jewish, but universal, has never been
abrogated ; but the peculiar Jewish time

deeds of outrageous wickedness.

ocrites who, affecting sanctity, with ser-

islation of Moses than to the instructions

and therefore is not binding on us.”

Brainard,

trait of ene of the most honored names in the

business.

the newspapers of the Empire not to publish
the reports of attacks on the Jews, and not to
enter into discussions on .the subject, looks
like an effort to escape the searching condemnation of the civilized world, by hiding those

its

application to-churches, in the matter of
granting letters of commendation to mem-

expression of that law in outward things,

profitable

them is carried out. He has succeeded in
council, and there will now probably be an effort to-undo the serious mischief as far as possible; but how is not apparent. The order to

Indeed, such

has proved untrue, and has not

the

the

nor

dus of the Jews is not stopped, and threatens
to resign if the policy to rid the Empire of

confidence a person whom we have reason
to believe will deceive him:

neither - pleasant

Her Minister of Finance discovers that heavy
losses to the government must result if the exo-

Next, in culpability, to deceiving anoth-

week—our Saturday:

THE CHANGE OF DAYS.
The Sabbath of the Old Testament,

is

A MATTER WORTH CONSIDERING,

Mosaic Sabbath, is the seventh day of the

,

Judsgns,

history of our Educational enterprise, of which

The
meet-

J.C.

evenil

ft fuud to be raised to be used to aid in the educa
tion of young men for the ministry. It has also

their = sensibly
planned celebration.
dutelligencer notices ‘eur approaching

events,

Revival meetings, and discussions upon praétic
cal Christian work.
It is hoped

cinity!

Sermons,

readings,

Bible

meetings,

Gospel

The
Seipio
B. chu

not our churches erect a number of these?
We hope they may.
:
Reduced rates upon the railroads, as Jast
year, will be announced in due time.

fthey also be requested to contribute liberally to

ed by contributions to the Ministers’ Relief
| i Fund. The Nova Scotia brethren have our best
{ wishes and pravers for the success of

16th,

17th; and a General Christian Convention 18th
~20th, and longer if the interest should warrant, This last gathering will be devoted to

land,

ris’s “ Great Commission”, Dr. R. Anderson's
‘“ Andover
Lectures”,
Dr.
Underwood's
“Great Conquest”, Dr. Anderson's ** Missions
of the American Board in the Pacific Islands”,
ete., Mrs.
Chaplains
“Our
Gold
Mine”,
Wheeler's ¢“ Ten Years on the Eaphrates”, Dr,
Warren's ‘These for Those”, Dr. Laurie's
“Ely Volume”, the lives of Fidelia Fisk, the

of the Indian Review, a valuable missionary

yi

New

(evening),

respon

tribut

Moffat, Morrison, Xavier, Dr. Goodell, and Alexander Duff, together with various valuable
missionary reports, periodicals, etc. By the
way, through the kindness of Dr. P. himself,
we have for.several years been in the receipt

been thought proper thay the occasion be signal-

13th—15th;

15th

Association

Any

jng10

Will

put it into a better state of repair, preparatory,
among other things, to banging in it a fine por-

and

Here i

provide for themselves, if they

ton.

Missions;

that th

those of which we have copies already: Har-

and

to Foreign

Congress

Laymen’s

England

and

11th

Institute

Sunday-school

10th;

12th;

The

concert.

a bell

with

Convention will be held on the 9th

Woman's

One shelf is already well: filled, and

that

an equal sum

of

We are not more guilty if we purposely
cheat in trade, or. knowingly pass a spurious coin. ‘We can scarcely tell a plainer falsehood than to become party to recommending to private confidence or public esteem a person who, in our opinion,

earth.

and

quarterly, published at Calcutta, London and
Boston.
The last time our enthusiastic misprecedent for the Christian. If there land, and also in Ireland and Wales.
sionary was here, when he saw on our shelves
seemed an adequate reason for selecting | We learn from the Religious Intelligencer some six or eight volumes of this work neatly
another day, the Christian was as much that the Free Christian Baptist Conference of bound and labele 1, his eyes fairly danced with
p
at libertyto adopt it as he was, following Nova Scotia, which was organized in 1832, will delight!
i
the example of the Master, to deviate celebrate its semi-centennial next October. As to | Now, any of the above named volumes,or
from the standard mode of observing the the form of the celebration it has been resolv- others of ihe hundreds on kindred subjects
ed (1) that there be prepared for the occasion
now in the market, will be acceptable.
If
sacred day.
a sketch of the rise and progress of the denommore consenient, as in most cases it may be,
The grounds, then, on which we, as ination; (2) that there be a service of thanks- to send the money, forward to us from one to
Christians, observe the first day of the giving, at which there shall be preached a any number of dollars, either with the books
week
as our Sabbath are these: It is * memorial sermon, and testimonies given. by the designated,or to be selected by us, and they
enough that one day in seven is kept; we fathers of the denomination; (3) that during shall be put upon the shelves properly marked
:
are not under the letter of the Mosaic kthe year ending with 30th September, 1882, with the donor's name.
the churches be requested to contribute, as an
This suggests that our library wofully needs
law, and so may keep some other day } offering of thanks to God for his gracious dealreplenishing generally,
Searcely a donation
than Saturday, if there seems adequate ings with the denomination, a sum of at least has been made to it since its removal to Lewis.

reason for making a

‘tion meetings will.eontinue through the eighth

I\had in mind at the time a missionary divisiol iu the library, embracing some half & dozen

Mrs.

invitation which recently came to Moody

The Assembly opens on the evening of the
third .of August; after the close of Dr. Callis’s
meeting in the morning. Ocean Park Associaof August, closing

ity is more valuable than that of those of us
who have not made missionary intelligence a
speciality, I will copy the main portion of the
list of books he gives, omitting, of course,

their accustomed earnestness and effectiveness.

The

The meetings this year will be a very ate
tractive feature.
There will be more in num.
ber than last year, but less each day, as the af.
ternoons will be left open for the pleasure ang
;
social enjoyment of visitors.

He states-that the thoughts of the ar-

and at the same time, as Dr. Phillips's author-

er he has been invited by the pastor himself.
Messrs. Moody and Sankey are laboring with

indeed,all Christian nations,observing the

keeps the dining hall, Her patrons will nq
everything in first-class order.

we wish to commence on another at once.
This furnishes a timely opportunity for all
our missionary lovers and workers to do a
good and encouraging thing by presenting to
the school, at least, a single volume each for this
purpose.
To render this plan the more feasible,

been telling the old story of his life with thrill

observe the same identical points of time
in beginning and ending their Sabbath.”
«It is impossible for us to tell whether

Last year was our first and we had but

that that is thie extent of our wish, or purpose.
sh

some

Murphy

already

‘ready early and 1a charge of Mrs. Estesywho

literature.” I do not doubt,in writing to him, I

NOTES.
We

are

The corporation will §pare no pains to make

used the term shelf without explanatien; but I
should not wish to be understood as intimating ]

of the coHege:

.D. W. C. DURGIN,

observed, and believed they were authorker's many friends in this country will reized to observe, this first day asa day of ings at Ocean Park, and adds, * Perhaps some
gret the result. But, according to present
of the brethren from New Brunswick and
| Sabbath sacredness. Acts 20:6, 7; 1 Nova Scotia may be able to spend a part of
3
Dr.
i
Cor. 16: 2; Rev, 1: 10. Moreover, the their summer vacation there.
The
place
to be Dr. Fairbairn’s successor. The refirst day has now, for eighteen centuries, is convenient and pleasant, while the company
port of the Committee states that in no
been celebrated as the Sabbath day by } to be found there is sure to be most excellent.
previous year of the Union’s history has
the Christian church. In view of all these We advise those of N. B. and N. 8., who can,
so much been attempted. Topics of vital
things, we do well to observe the first to visit their Yankee brethren.” Yes, come and
receive a Yankee welcome.
Come yourself,
and urgent momentto all sections of the
day of the week as our Sabbath.
Brother McLeod.
>
One Church of Jesus Christ have been discussed with much ability, and a new imRussia is beginning to learn that persecution
assemblies are now dispersing, and thousands of ministers and other Christian laborers returning to their own field. May
great blessings attend them, and this
year prove one of triumph for the Re1 deemer’s Kingdom in all parts of the

plete.”

The eXercises, as given above, promise {o be of
an unusually
interesting “character, and it ip
hoped that we may have the pleasure of weltoming to these anniversaries a large number of the
friends and patrons

Some

dations were somewhat limited, but they will
be much batter this year and will improve eve
ery season.
:
:

ticle were suggested by a statement of raine in a"
recent letter to him; viz., that ‘we have commenced furnishing a ‘‘ shelf” in the library of
the Bates Theological School with missionary

day evening...
a. iavaiiivsanninenninii June14

should

have done, had he lived to that time;

9

Concert by the Beethoven Society, WednesTwenty fifth

season, at the Park

encampment.

it a first-class resort. The lodging-house, a. .
ready referred to in the Star, located
the
Missionary Phillips has furnished the Bates
+
temple;
will add very much to the accommodaStudent with a very interesting and readable
articlé on missionary literature by way af rec- tion of attendants on the meetings. It will be

President’s Reception, Tuesday evening,..June13

Sunday,

ly kept, as that the weeks in the days

there.

ommending
a department for it in
every
school Hbrary, every minister’s library, every
Annual meeting of Board of Trustees, Mon| scholar’s library, indeed, in every library that
day, TP; Moeesniaianns Hopi SE June 12
can lay claim to being either select or com-

everywhere carefully kept.
the Jews had always observed a
day was no reasen why Christians
observe the same day. It can

not be necessary that all mankind

evening,...... June

new

a few weeks for preparation, so our accommo.

Missionary Shelf.

Biccalaureate Sermon, Sunday 2 P. M,,...June 11
Annual Sermon before the Theological
School, Sunday A.MjesesessiverenesssJune 11
Class Day, Monaay,.esessrsssscrscensvonies June 12,

apostle Paul endeavored to relieve their
consciences of the obligation to keep the
seventh day; and gradually it fell into
disuse;

T

8

Friday

ber of them, the coming

our

|, Denominational.

evening,....June

the

and th

meuntains, and we hope to greet a large num-

’

5

Thursday evening,....June

Sodales,

tions at the seaside,in the country, or at

A third of the Baptists in the United States
are of African descent. Not less than 800,000
are connected with Baptist churches.

twen-

Amphictyon, Saturday evening,.....siress June 10

observ-

ance of the seventh day ¢‘to which
name Sabbath continued to be given

the

Monday,..............:;.June

Ladies’ Literary Union, Wed.

we

established

their

be thus observed.

ty fifth annual commencement of Hillsdale

of the church.

they continued

exercises of

Ocean Park,

People are already preparing for their vagy.

has been set apart by our denomination, as
well as others, as “‘children’s day,” and should

_—

College will occur as follows :

observe the seventh day also. They
observed the Lords Day with other Christians; but

Pastors and superintendents should nét forget that the second Sunday in June of each year

his exodus

Hillsdale College Anniversaries.

find the observance of the first day, under
the name of the Lord’s

hasten
Us

The anniversary

by

Fathers

but

from itself?

For some time after the ascension of,
Christ, the Jewish Christians continued to

THE MAY MEETINGS IN LONDON.

more
theirs

that led the early Christians to feel a ation to other churches needing pastors,

‘special regard and reverence for the first
day of the week. Christ rose from the
dead on'this day. The ‘descent of the
Holy Spirit at Pentecost also occurred
on this first day. On account of these
things, the day naturally came to seem
very sacred to the Christians, and it was
set apart as a day for special religious assemblies and worship.

organ-

1zed more than fifty years ago, and has long
been one of our strongest und most efficient

dent membership, and these had become so dis-

heartened that the church-building, a neat and
commodious structure, had been closed for
several months. Recently the pastor of the
Norwich church has visited Holmesville several times, preaching on Sunday afternoons,

a mil
Sense
ture
more

teil.
Low

=

:

New

Ue

—

Jersey.
Pennsylvania

the laurels. The

fog to secure pastoral work is invited to cor-

devotional exercises and preach-

ing"df the Word wae very enjoyable.

On Sunday,

respond with the Rev. J. B. Laighton, Vine

atll o'clock, a very large audience was in attendance. After thé sermon the Lord’s Supper

ind,

was administered
to.a large number of participants.
The meeting then closed to meet with
he Rock Spring church 5th Sabbath in July.

NES-

Ome,

Scipio, Lykins, South: Bloom

&

Bloom

of ‘the

friends

The members and

and viB. churches and friends in Bloomville
cinity met in Bloomville at the residence of Rev.

Springfield Me.)—Held
ner, in March.
Brethren
present from Houlton Q.

J.C. Robinson, pastor of the above churches,
Mrs.
Robinson.

R. was

to spend the day
country, but company

in the

Dr.

They came for miles, bringing their well filled

:

R.

All

excellent

not

srs.

ape

recipient’s

to

every

heart

is

full

of

May 21,

enjoyable day

was

of my
Oil

at Riley

Center.

The

families except two. It was a precious sight to
see the expressions of joy, and hear the songs

ness of life.

as they rose from

acting

heaven

for

Tired

has

done my

food

does

A second

bottle

a

make

pastor,

this office the means of

each

relief

yegr

and

sent

cure

manity,
I gladly

known

disease.

assuiné

The

to

Master's

cause.

May.

we

have

more such men... A faithful pastor’s work will

tell. We may expect to hear good news from
Lower Gilmanton.
F. D. GEORGE, Scribe.’
Atthe

Pine

Ordinations.
Street F. B. church

)
in

iston, Me., Mav 25, Bro. John

B. Jordan

examined in the p. M. by the

following

Lew-

was
coun-

the duty

of making

to others. . Address me, with

stamp,

Bowen, D. D.; Charge to tbe

Mariner; Charge

to

Rev. W.

pastor,

H.

Rey.

J.

the church, Rev. H. J.

White; Hand of fellowship to FreeBaptist
ministry, Rev, J, J. Hall; Welcome to the min“istty, Rev. I, Luce; Welcome to the work
in Lewiston, Rev. G. S. Dickerman; Hymn—
Choir and Congregation; Benediction by the
pastor,
>

Quarterly eetings.
Lansing
Ledge church,

were

(Mich.)—Held
with
the Grand
May 12—14. Most of the churches

represented

by

letter

or delegates.

The

Lansitg church reports 24 additions during the
Licenses to preach were
vear,and Duplain 13.
requested for J. I, Towner and G. R. Bigh , both
he ses:
ofthe Bath church. But the event
sion was the raising of funds to free the Grand

church from the burden of indebtedness
Ledge
that had hung over it so long. Rev. G. P. Lin-

“= derman-of Phoenix, N. Y., was present

and

took

charge of this work. The amount needed was $3,100,
with six months interest on
the

morning

the

sermon,

At the close of

it.

matler was

presented

and $2,700 was pledged and in the evening $500

amore. A few old pledges
felt that all was provided

are held still, so it was
for. It was a day of

‘rejoicing and shows what can be done if the peo-

‘ple have a mind to work. The church has secared the labors of Rev. W. DePuy of Ortonville
for the ensuing year and everything bids fair for
9 year of success. The Orange church has purchased a new organ, and is having preaching
rs.
Thad Sabbath, for the first time in some
, The Middlebury ¢ rch
The interest is

has finally disbanded; the most. of its ‘members
“a
joining the Duplain church.
session with the Lansing chuzch, Aug. 11—
1
Lig

ning

z

sermon

y

ev.

W.

Detuy.

I. P. BATES) Clerk.

Spafford (N. Y.)—Héld_ with the Summer
moderahill'church, Feb, 25, 26, Rev. W. e Brown,
was done With
tor. The busmess Of Gonferenc
Bro.
requested
church
Richford
The
‘Lopaion,
be examined for license to
J. Scobey
G.
preach.
The examination proved satisfactory,
and license to preach the gospel for one year was
Next session ‘with the Richford church, June
10,11. Bro. A. J. Uooley will preach the opeving
sermon, Friday SYeniog, and Bro. Scobey will

deliver the Sunday-school address Sat. evening.
‘Conference Friday evening at 6 o'clock,
JOHN TYLER, Clerk.

Looney Spring gi) -Held with the Ora
30.
nly
six churches out of
: church, April 20,
sixteen were represented by letters, while three
“were represented
by delegation and no letters.
The mix that sent in their statistical reports
showed
an increase of 36. Also one new church
with
2¢ members was received into the Q. M. A
number of questions was discussed; but none of

them moré enthusiastically than the prohibition

question—a subject which to-day is assuming a
political attitude of no small importance in the

stateof Ill.

No denomination of Christians do

we
permit to march in advance of us in that
work; and
we as ministers and members of the
Central II. Y. M. of Freewill Baptists
could
hardly feel that we could die happy, until éntire

on

Temperance,

C.

* A. Fox and Mrs.

Baxter's

Mandrake

forthwith.
The Rev. Chas,
writes:

E.

“I have used

Bitters

business

EW.

sent

us.

To
No
umn

any time

Mandrake

been an invalid for

Bitters have cured her.”--Price 20

Bitters

QUERU’S

COD LIVER

years, but

To

GOLD
.

2. Prayer

bottle.

mode,

W.

Whitaker;

Bixby; Prayer,

States,

and

has

been

ealth to the child it rests the mother.
.

by

cocoa

the

A

Household

Need

mil.

25

Malaria, etc.

Address

1yl8

“The

New York.

Constipation,

Dyspepsia,

Dr. Sanford, 24 Duane

:

St.,

4t21eow

. Dutices

Post-Office Addresses.
Rev. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies
should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.

All money contributed for the Maine State Misgion shouldbe sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
J
(25622)
Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (5238)
Rev.L.P Potter Lansing, Mich., to whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F.M.,, H. M.

;

tion Societies.

aud Educa-

.

Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M, work should be sent. (10t28)
Rev. E. D. Lewis, Oak Center, Wis., Treasurer
of the Home Mission Board, to whom all money
should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

Harper's Ferry, W. Va,
Rev. N. C. Brackett,
Tregaurer of §torer College and Agent of Shenan.
doah Mission,
B. Smith, Treasurer of the Freewill
Banat. Foreign Home Mission and Education
(1362
z
:
Societies,Goncord, N. H.
Treasurer of
N. Y.,
. J. H. Durkee, Pike,
‘Association, to whom all its . contribuBE.
Rd
tions should be sent.
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdaie, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education So. ; to whom contributions
preparing for the ;
may be sentin aid of those Wi
"
Gospel ministry.
asul
eb.
. 8.F. Smith, Fairbur;

HEM, a

Re

ian. & u, Neb. Y. M., to on

all money for this So. should be sent.

Rov. A. B. Loomis, Oxford, N. Y.
Rev. R. Clark, Lenox, Ohio.

v. O. Roys, Canton,

Rev: Thos.

Me.

H. Smithers, West

Campton,

flavored

with

delicious article,

recommended

by

BAKER & COs.
Dorchester, Mass.

N.

H,

Skeleton

Fuiton,

every

grade

ting.

All that

ported this season,
fresh grass. We

desires

who

Linderman,

furnish

to

for all visitors and delegates.

New Hampshire
annual meeting in
shester, June 14,
:
Rogie

‘Waterville (M@&.)
. M.,-and

JE

R. J. RUSSELL,

the

with

Shooj-honse,

Continue over

with

variety of Foreign

the

Stomach.

potions.

sickening

pills.

Forbear to
Don’t drench it

All

the

purgative,

“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
nuwhich govern the operations of digestion and
trition, and by a careful application of the. fine
properties of well selected Jocoa, Mr. Epps has
Providen our breakfast tables with a .delicatelvsave us many
avered neverage, which may
1t 18 by
the judicious use of
heavy doctors’ bills.
be gradtionmay
such articles of diet thata constitu
uall
built up until strong enough to resist every
sease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
tendency to
are floating around us, ready to attack wheyever

‘

a fatal
thereis a weak point. We may escape many
h pure
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
— Civi Serbleod,and a properly nourished frame.”
vice
.
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)
water
g
2
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e
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All the leading artists of the past few years endorse these instruments as the best.
Send for Catalogue, and inspect them at the
Warerooms,

VERY LOW PRICES.

Washington

608

ESTEY

St.,

ORGAN

C0.

HLPRAY SONS&CO. BEST WHEAT
560 Washington

« ano GRAZING LANDS 1z< rouno on

St.,

. Northern Pacific R.R.

. 1» MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
. ano MONTANA.
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LOW PRICES ; LONG TIME; REBATE FOR IMPROVEMENT; REDUCED FARE AND FREIGHT TO SETTLERS,
FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

R. M. NEW ORT, GEN. LAND AGT.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
PURE WHITE LEAD,
CORRODERS AND GRINDERS

ANTED -S¥

AND MANUFACTURERS

LEAD
AND

ar ONCE as it is ONE

FIELD

PIPE

NARROW

SHEET

"

LEAD.

SALEM,

F ANE A. BROWN, Treas.

WORKS.
61

ST. Paul, INNS

MENTION THIS PAPER.

¢3lFor the NEW BOOK by Rev. Daniel March,
OF
axlD. D., entitled ** DAYS OF THE SON
an au-

BEST

5

MASS.

y

Mass.

on EG

MILANO

IN

MUSICALE

ESPOSIZIONE

Sotto il Patrocinio di S. M, 1a Regina,
Conservatorio.
Del R.
Palazzo

a

A

AT THE GREAT ITALIAN MUSICAL EXPOSITION
was

at Milan,

closed

INSTRUMENTS,

probably the

EXTRAORDINARY

N

COLLECTION

the great

old and new, ever brought together; fully illustrating

OF

pro-

After
and present high excellence in this department of manufactures.
of several
through a period
Sxtending
comparisons,
and
tests

GRAND

THE

MEDAL,

SILVER

being the only highest award in this devartment, was conferred upon the

ORGANS.

HAMLIN

&

MASON

because of the imporr manufactures value this extraordinary distinction the more highlyINDUSTRIA
L COMPETIMUSICAL
Mla the occasion, especiall T an INTERNATIONAL The
Hamlin .Organs were
&
Mason
MUSICAL.
NTLY
TION IN A COUNTRY SO PRE-EMINE
of Rome, and warm comhonored by especial exhibition before the Royal Court by CARLO DUCCI

mendation from their Majesties the King and Queen.
ans
RIAL EXPOSITIONS for fourteen years these
At all the great WORLD'S INDUS
Organs which have received
have received the HIGHEST HONORS, being the only American
such at any.
have introduced improvements of
During the year just closed this company
.
greater value than in any similax period since the introduction of the AmeriImprovements,
since.
can !' Organ by them, twenty years
and exare now received from their factories daily, surpassing in capacity

Elegant Styles,

cellence anything which has before

certainly worthy

and

produced,

been

They are in cases of solid
the very flnest musical instruments in the world.
with
i
to be’ ranked
$360, $390,
$330,
$240,
black walnut, mahogany, ash, ebonized, etc., at net cash . prices,

and 000.

$480, $570, $840
Po

$557,

Eas

ular

te

les.

S

$66, $72,

Pa

including, also, the most valuable of the recent improvements,

$84, $90,

$93, $99,

$102,

payments, or will

rent pays for an organ.

ust issued,

fully

$30,

up.

and

$105 to $200

These organs are sold for cash or easy

ments.

Catalogue,
AnetpriceNew lists llustrated
circulars, will be “sent
an

describing

and

be rented until

illustrating

MORE

with
STYLES OF ORGANS,
HANanyONEone HUNDRED
no one should
Certainly
desiring them.

to
free

information

contain much usefal

buy or rent any organ without having seen these circulars, which

Show, organs,

and adapted

to all nses, public and private, in plain and elegant cases, are at $33,

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO CO.

154 Tremont St., BOSTON;

46 E. 14th St., (Union 8q.); NEW YORK;

149 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO,
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CO,

Gardiser,
at
attendi ng will

‘CORALINE

ad.
Sabbath-school serviee, an
Migs, meeting; §, h-schoo
l work, to be followed by

will be paid for any corset in whitch the Coraline breaks with six
months ordinary wear,
Price by mail, W. B.

dress on SBabbat
Sermon on the
disoussion and the question box; 7, import
ance of
its design; and the
Lord's Supper:
tobe followed

its observance, by Rev. J. J. Hall, 9 A.M, Social
y
Church, by
Service; 10.80, Temperance and the

Rev. B. M, Ed

; 7, Gospel service, in charge of Rev.J, B,
Sermon
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half a dozen sanitary blessings mingled in one
cooling, foaming febrifuge.
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Friday preceding at 2 o’clock.

TON

of Fancy Patterns and Plain White, and

Recentl

by steamboat, lsdvias NS. at 2 P.
all who
Phoenix at 6 o'clock. It is desirable that to: G. P.
can do so, will forward their names
homes

plaints, you can be inand cured by § «-

unusual-

of Straw

offer

i881,

Syracuse
Those who desire can come directly from
M., reaching

pleasant

quality

we.

8

Phenix.

by stage to

.

direct from China, of

4

the cars at

R. R. will leave

conveyed

and

of a

and
stop at Pennelville, where they will be met
brought to Pheuig in the stage, which meels
Y..
N.
(he
ou
Those coming
regular train.
be

have this Spring received

OD)

CO.

wi

enuine without signature of Hiscox & Co.
in drugs. Large Saving Buying $1 Size.

ones

Sixteen (16) Crades.
All Quick-Train Railroad Watches.

works wonders,
GENERAL DEBILITY,
MNIA.

or

® | | Highiylnvigorating Medicine that Never Intoxicates

pone WATCH oe

Delegates and others who expect to attend the
Central (N. Y.) Y. M. at Phenix, commencing
evening,
with the Ministers’ Conference, Wed.
on
June 21, will bear in mind that those coming will
the Delaware, Lackawana=&-Western R.R.

Lamsons, and

\

LANCASTER

T., E. PEDEN, Cerk.

=o

Jreaching;

b

ASK YOUR JEWELER FOR THE

-

Mothers

work

If'you are wasting away with Consumption, Age,
or any disease or weakness, you will find the Tonica

Whelesale and Retail,

arrange to stay until
subjects have been

M

Business men,

ion &c., who are tired

BOSTON.

of

Restores

& prevents baldness,

50c,& $1 sizesat

ly large shipments,

for sale at

=

>

All Farmers,

es

tionery, it is a

for
preparation
sermon ; Wm. Starkey, Moral
reaching ; T. P. Taylor, Vices of the pulpit ;
rank Price, Ministerial biography; T. E. Peden,
'L, Huntley, Basis of
M.
The Chinese question;
objects of
free communion; S. H. prolly Je
salaries.
Ministers’.
hing : L.C. Chase,

Ontario % Western

AYERS
SARSAPARILLA
operates
directly upon the blood to remove
im=
purities. It also restores the blood=-make=
ing organs to healthy
action, causing
them to strain out from the blood, reject
and expel, all poisonous elements.
It is
just what you want for a Spring medicine, superior to all others.
Sold by all druggists. Ask for AYER’S
SARSAPARILLA, and do not be per=
suaded to take any other.
Price, $1; six
bottles for $5.
:

v

Henry

style of sermons;

N

558 and

of a sermon ; J. Sheritt,
W. J. Hartsook, Sketch
The proper use of sermons ; Thos. H. Fierce, The

Liver, its diseases and treatment,” with treatises
upon Liver Complaints, Torpid Liver, Jaundice,

Billiousness, Headache,

|=

H. Jones. Proprieties of the pulpit; T. J.. W.
preparation for preaching;
Rogers, Educational

Free.

Send address on postal for 100-page book.

A

PETINGS,

W.

meeting; D. Powell, Doctrinal preaching; J. Ww.
Martin, Our Sabbath laws; W. J. Fulton, Selecttion of texis; A. A. Moulton, Political duties of
Christians; J. M. Davis, Revivals at Q. M. and Y.
of sermons ; J.
Ms.; T. J. Ferguson, Preparation

marvel

Pa.

sugar,

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

am a Freewill Baptist ? O. H. Denney, The prayer-

All fits stopped

Send to 931 Arch St. Philadelphia,

M

tourists.

Carr, Mission work among miners; R. M. Cloud,
Rs R. ChanThe example of Christ as 3 preachit
T. S. Williams, Why I
nell, Toned commandment;

52t21

is

and

I4, at8

Aug.

y

ndi-

PARKE

pure vanilla bean. Served as a
drink or eaten dry as confecand is highly

B. V. Tewksbury, Exposition of Matt. 5: 17; J.
J. Peden, Skeleton sermou, James 1:27; G. R.
Walker, Divine assistance m prenchings H. J.

Heally’s Vegetable Tonic Pills contain the ac
tive principle of Black Cohosh, a valuable uterine
remedy, commended by the best physicians.
Dr. Kline’s Great'Nerve Restorer

Like all our chocolates, is prepared with the greatest care, and
consists of a superior quality of

Clerk.
Laymen’s

assigned:

used

Price

.

of the age for all Nervé Diseases.

Vanilla Chocolate,

GBD

de.

Exegesis

AUGIR,

at Coalton,

A.M. All members please
the 15th. The followmg

9

for forty years with never failing success

Patrons.

its nature aod

Ministers’ and

Y. M.

River

Conference will be hell

Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP is the pregeription of one of the best female physicians and
nurses in the United

F.P.

Ohio

oil, and
the most delicate stomach will not re ect
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,

I

J.

and

Wo

App
PPE

fiee.

sign

|.

speptics

A perfect drewing , logray pufumed “and

idney or

Prohibition asthe

H. Kettlewell; Baptism—its

[J

AREKEBR’
aR 8
r

d
who are miseral
bag
withDys
i

D. C. Curtis; Religion in the family, D.N; Thompsen. Other ministers of the Y. M. will prepare a

OIL JELLY

New York.

have

effects, C. H. True; Doctrine of the resurrection,
D. B. Anderson; Mission of the Church of Christ,

York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oi¥can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
208 Pearl St.,

If at

MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.
BAKERS

RICKE

vinity of Christ,

Rom. 8: 26, Li. E.

these

cts. per

managers

best means of Promoting temperance, E Tibbetts;
Denominational Sabbath-school work, C. A. Ba
ker; Second coming of Christ, F. H. Bacheler;
Foreign missions, 8. Summerlin; Ministerial education,
Judson B. Palmer;
Witness of the Holy
pint E. Jenkins; The best means of Shstalning
ome Mis, work, Rk. Norton; The local church, J.
H. Moxom ;- Church unity, J. W. Drew;
The in.
termediate state of the dead, D. N. Coats; The
harmony of the Bible and Science in reference to
the origin of the human races, O. E. Aldrich;
Di-

in my family for over two
years, and as & result
have not called a Physician in the whole time.
My wife had

the

P. Augir; The elements of pastoral success, H. J.
Brown; Best financial system to secure ministeri.
al support, R. A.
Coats;
Qualifications of the

nd us twelve dozen

Baxter's

evidence is wanting.

it shall appear that

application.

Street, Chicago.

oul

We

been deceived, the deception will be exposed.

on

'76 East Ninth Street, New York.
81 Randolph

of Salisbury.

will be admitted to the colof whose pure and
truthful

shape,

BICLOW & MAIN,

©
1tf

28

tianity in peril from attacks of modern infidehty ? F.

J.
WERTS & SON.
of Wakefield, R. I,

Piper,

advertisements
8 of this paper,

free

gesiivje food. Sold enly in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York."

Advertisers.

character satisfactory

by

All delegates and others who expect to attend
the N. H. Y. M., will please send their names to
A. S. Parshly, Rochester, N. H. © Brother, if you
knew the importance to us of this little matter of
sending the name,you would certainly do so.

. They

be eaten

pages

of Seabrook,

both

and

copy in paper cover sent.on receipt of 25 cts.

AF-Speeimen

. Field

William

Eliza S. Dow,

E. P. MoCLTRON,, § Com:

Christian Minister, L. D. Felt;

Can

without fear of the ills resulting rom it

at the residence of the bride’s father, by the Rev.
H. Lockhart, Mr. Charles 8. Ward, of St’ Johns.
bury, and Miss Bettie E. Randall, of Danville.

A. B. Drew;

of Conference;

2)

13413

you

and Miss

Olmstead—Peck.—In Sand Lake, N. Y,, at
the residence of the bride’s paients, May 25, by
the Rev.d.B. Coleman, Mr. Henry B. Olmstead:
and Miss Cornelia Peck, both of Sand Lake.
Ward—Randall—In No. Danville, Vt, May 25,

Harper's

addresses

Mr.

BA

Graffam—Reed.—May 15, by the same, Mr.
Benjamin F. Graffam and Miss Ellen F. Reed,
both ot Salisbury.
Fox—Dow.—May 21, by the same. Mr. Charles

greeting ; 9.30,

DeMerritte,

uxurious pastry.

Lovejoy

giz3

Price,in Board Covers, $30. per 100 Copies.

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prepJustion makes such, lights Sapn Hot Dreads, or

of Salisbury, and Miss Susie J. Dow

meeting, led bf Rev. C. L. Pinkham; 2.30, Sermon |
by Rev. G. H. Pinkham, followed by communion.”

it

cents a bottle.

Rev. J.J. Hall; Hyman, read by

Resolution

M., Closing

nam-

evening as follows:
Voluntary; Invocation,
lev. G. W. Gould; Scripture selections, Prof.
Serraon, Rev. C. F. Penney; Ordaining prayer,

by the Rev.J. D. Waldron,

addressby Rev. C. D. Dudley; 11, Sermon; 1.30 P.

ing this paper, and I will mail you, free of charge,
the recipe of this wonderful remedy, with full
directions for its preparation and use, printed in
German, French or English. W. A. NOYES, 149

lions of mothers for their children.
It relieves the
child from pain, cures dysentery and diarrhea,
griping in the bowels and wind colic.
By giving

(selected), choir;

A.

Dunn

The book is very convenient in

and may be easily carried in the pocket:

Absolutely Pure.

Mo

Harriet Etta Patten, both of Burrillville.
Field ~-Dow.—In Salisbury, Mass., April

thous.

cil: Rev’s J. J. Hall, H. J. White, G. W.
Gould,E. G. Page. Ordaining service in the
B. I", Hayes, D. D.; Hymn

A. Lovejoy, Mr. Ransom

339 NUMBERS BY THE BEST WRITERS.
MUSIC BY FAVORITE COMPOSERS.

POWDER

Pavried.

correspondence

give universal satisfaction.

a minister with that hearty zeal and sound
sense which promise well for a successful fu-

L.

Bag

Forwarded

Lovejoy—Patten.—In Pascoag, R. 1., May
18, at the house of the bride’s father, by the Rev.

All persons Passin g over the Bosten, Concord &
necesitated by this work becoming too
heavy for | Montreal Railroad will pass for half fare; tickets
to be purchased of conductors on the trains.
Per:
him, [ came to his aid.
He now feels constrained
80ns passing over the Concord, Boston & Maine
to relinquish it entirely, and has placed in my
and Eastern Railroads, will algo pass for half fare;
handsthe formula of that simple vegetable remeTickets to be purchased at the stations.
CoM,
dy discovered by an East Inaia missionary, and
found so effective for the speedy and permanent
Conference
at Spencer, Co.
Jowa
Ministers’
cure of Consumptisn, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthgeat of Clay Co,onthe C.M. & St.
Paul R. R,
ma and all Throat and Lung Diseases; also a posiWednesday, June 7, at 7.30 P. M. Assignments:
tive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
Thursday A. M,,
Opening by Rev. E. Dudley.
all Nervous Complaints.
Its remarkable curative
Essays— History of F. B. Denomination continued,
powers have been proven in many thousand cases,
N.
W. Bixby;
What change takes
place in Regen
and, actuated by the desire to relieve suffering hu- eration, and how is it effected ? C. Pierce; Is Chris-

ands afflicted with

a. M. Order of exercises:
Invocation; Voluntary; Reading of Seripture, C. E. Hurd;
Munsey; Ocdalaing prayer, M. A. Quimby;
Charge to candidate, F, L. Wiley; Hand of fellowship, C. M. Emery ; Charge to church, W.
H. Yeoman; Hymu; Benediction by the candidate. The church is well united in Bro. Hall,
who, though young, enters upon his labors as

by Miss

H

9.30, | Resolution on’ State Sunday-school
No further guaranty concerning advertisements
work, addréss by Rev. H. F. Wood; 10, Resolu- .can be given than
\
Readers must exerthe above.
tion on N.
Charitable Society, address by Rev. | cise their own judgment on articles advertised.
M. A. Quimby; 10.80, Resolution on Foreign Miss.,

from

Special Telegram to Henry, Johnsen & Lord. .
Freedomville, Ohio,.—We have sold all those

Prayer, Joseph Harvey; Hymn; Sermon, J. G.

Christian

Weymouth—L

| Song in the Sunday School.

ness;

Cared.

has

for

by

H

W H Magers North Danville Va
R Hayes 3415 Cozzen Street St Louis

Rev’s Lewis Malvern and J. W. Scribaer; 8.30,
Education, by Rev. W. H. Bowen. THURS. 5.30
AM. Prayes mesiing. led by Rev. Ira Emery; 8,
Prayer-meeting, led by Rev. J. Rand; 8.30,
Busi-

face

tirely satisfactory, the couacil voted to proceed with the ordination on May 25 at 10.30

the

1.30,

newConsumption

Recess

led

NEW SONGS OF GREAT SUPERIORITY FOR
THE SERVICE OF

BY MAIL.
NH
:

A Herne Rye

Ferry and Miss L. Brackett’s salary, by Mrs. G. C.
Waterman, —, Mrs. V. G. Ramsey; 7, Prayer for

_
Education begins the gentleman, but reading,
‘good company and reflection must finish him.

Since 1870 Dr. Sherar

Prayer-meeting

the Temperance cause, led by Rev.

the

glow and the eye sparkle with health.

9,

Society,

conand

fo

jyman E. Hall. After a thorough examina.
tion, May 24, into Bro, Hall's Christian exper.
Powers' Block, Rochester, N. Y.
ince, call to the ministry, doctrinal views and
ideas of church government, which was en-}
Sold Out.

ture in

Rev.C. E.

All Ladies know their faces are more -attractrve
when free from pimples. Parker’s Ginger Tonic
is popular among them, because it banishes imand

Wilder—Mrs

Books

ConferChase.

W.

editor himself,

purities from blood and skin,

Vickers—T

Rev.

Rev.

Nelson;8,

Hosanna

Winslow—C
Whipple—Mrs M
E Whitney—O
Winghip—W B Willhelm—H G Wheeler.

Business; at same hour Woman’s Mission Meet:
ing in the vestry; 11.45, Adjournment; 1.30 p. M.,
Prayer-meeting led by Rev. A. K¥. Hutchinson; 2,
Business, presentation of resolution
on State
Home Mission work, address by Rev. T. Spooner,
followed by discussion; 3.45, Woman's
Mission
Meeting, report of District
Sec’y,
Mrs. J. T.
Weeks, review of the work of the
Woman’s Miss

not

effected

of
K.

F Roberts—W N

Roberts—J N Robertson—G P Rice—R J Russell
—O Roys~D L Rice—D M L Rollin—J C Robinson—A C Stamm—I Slater—P C Tolford—L W
Throgmorton-8 J Tuarner—H Van Duzee—S D

Congrega-

WED. 5.30 A. M., Prayer-meeting led by
Hurd;

Cen-

Feeling.

first bottle

kis—D I Quint—J C Robmnson—S

Those intending to come

J. 8. Neal;7, Business, Organization
ence; 8, Annual sermon by Rev. F.

life.

Ready!

By Rev. R. Lowry and W. H, Doane,

P

—W Neal—A T Newkirk—C # Penney—J M Pur.

TUESDAY, 2.30 P. M., Prayer-meeting led by

having

my

Eddy—J

W Holmes—D Hexie—H T Hall—M B Jamison—T

i

church, June 13--15.
(Meetings in the
tional church.)
Programme:

St.

An exchange thus enumerates the *“ Newspaper
Plagues.” The ten plagues of a newspaper office
are bores, poets, cranks, rats, cockroaches, typographical errors, exchange flends, hook canvass.
ers, delinquent subseribers, and the man who always knows how to run a paper better than the

At the last session of Belknap Q. M. held,
May i523, at Lower Gilmanton, by request
ef the Lower Gilmanton church, a council
consistingof Rev's W. H. Yeomin, A. D.
Smith, M. “A. Quimby, C. E, Hurd, C. M.
Emery, Fy. L. Wiley, F. D. George, and J. G,
Munsey, wus appointed to examine and, if

ordain. their

try

invigorating properties as Hood's doled

‘They-all received the hand of fel”

proper,

thank

Hood’s Sarsapaniia.”

lowship, thus making 10 that have united with
the church in the last three months.
Others
will go forward soon.
The church is greatly
encouraged.

deemed

to

cure. No other preparation contains such a
centration of vitalizing, enriching, purifying

pastor

in

me

distress her now, nor does she suffer from that extreme tired feeling which she did before taking

of

Christ

I

A lady tells us ‘the

the close bapticed

the watery grave to walk with

advised

daughter a great deal of good, her

at

of praise from the dear ones

entirely cured.

Extreme

and

converts,
-all heads

so

tipedes are not.

preached to a very large congregation, and

11

life, when some one

Alligators are sold in Florida by the foot.

gratitude

pleasant

suffered

A

joy—Mrs GB
G
Jincolo—.
i
oy—t LoveoyMrs
Lincom—tW ; Lil
F. Mitchell
bridge—P H Miller —A H Macurda—W
cn
hel

Ashley, on the lll. Central R. R., Friday before the
1st Sunday in Sept., instead of at Bed
as
formerly appointed. The Brethren have seen
proper to make. this change.
:
G. A. GORDON, Clerk.
Ohio River at Coalton, Jackson Co., O., Aug.
11, at 2,p. M:— A-full delegationis very desirable.
Coalton is at the junction of the Springfield
Southern and Dayton and South-eastern Ek Rs. ©
:
THOMAS E. PEDEN, Clerk.
New Hampshire,
with Rochester Village

House,

used this wonderful remedy, for it saved
It also cared my wife.
Be

* The St. Joseph

a very

a

Jacobs Oil. I did so, and as if by magic, I was instantly relieved, and by the continued use of the

Liver Valley F. B. church will dedicate their
The
new church, the Lord willing, June 11.
meetingis to commence Friday evening, June
g. to hold through Saturday; and the dedication is to take place June 11, A. M. Prof,
Dano of Hillsdale is to be with us. Come one
and all.”
Sunday,

ties

Elsbee—Miss

Hammers—P R.Hilton—W G'Hart—J M Hurd—S

Central Illinois with Fairview church, near

much with Rheumatism that my arm withered,
and physicians could help me. I was in despair

of them.
The
amount contributed in the day time was $60, and in the
evening, $28.70—total $128.75.
Michigan.

»

Weakness,

I

:

Penn Yan about 2 P.M.

lliott—A C

as above will please drop
me a card, so we shall
know how many to provide teams for.
@an
. E. CARTWRIGHT, Potter, N. Y.

Galvasion, Roxen.
yard,

Gran-

Yan and Canandaigua on Thursday and Friday,
to ¢ofivey them to Potter. Those coming
from
north and west will be at Canandaigua about 3
| RB. Mspandthose coming from the south will be at

~~ Yours truly,

speaking to us recently, observed:

one

tev. C. D. Berry writes:

from Female

T. H. LONG,

(Port Huron Commercial.)
Charls Nelson, Ezq., Proprietor Nelson

and -general good cheer.
in deportment

Lut

Sir—Your

der, washes paint and raises the old boy generally, and imagines that she is ‘cleaning house,”
when she 18 merely working herself to death out
of respect to spring customs.

given,

amount

the

in

Dear

¥. & Pa.) at West

23.

—

~ Now

5.00

Eaton—G W Elliott—T A Easton—S Farrar—L D

Ministers and delegates who attend the Genesee
Y. M. held with the Potter church,
June 16—18,
and who come by rail, will
find
teams at Penn

bandkerchief around ber head, climbs a step-lad-

gathering

the

pronounced

only

:

hold Joods, throws ‘em into toe back

to by

and responded

Hart

Y

tian—T

with the Willet church, June 16.

(N:

~~ 118

7

Fairbanks—C C Foster—W H Forrest—H M Ford
a i
pe
W Gonld—M E_Greathouse—A
F
Huthinson—B A Harkoess~J F Heath—8 N

June 2. Iona is 13 miles west of St. Thomas on
the Canada SBouthera R. R., where all preparations
will be made to receive visitors.

Now the good“ housekeeper Fips up the house-

sood order and everybody was in the best of
spirits. The presentation speech was made

.bv the Rev. Mr.

N.

I am with grateful feelings.

in

conducted

Buffalo,

bed-fast for eight months

presents met and greet-

Everything was

ed her return.

Pierce,

(N. Y.)

-

oo

£.00

Mrs M J Allen—M Adams—H Anderson—A W
Ayer—J D Ashbaugh—L Adkinson—S B Bean—
J E Bayless—N Bridges—J C Blaisdell-N W
Bixby —C W Baker—L Chaney—H F Corson—M
T Colby—A K Currier—C Corsant—G W Colby—J
B O Colby—D Cox—J Coffin—A. Chute—P Chris-

Ontario (Can.) Association with the Tona Ch.,

“ Golden Medieal Discovery”
and ‘“Puargative -Pel«
lets” have cured my daughter of Scrofulous Swell
ings and Open Sores about the néck; and your
“Favorite Prescription” has accomplishéd wonders in restoring to health my wife who had been

100
baskets and beautiful presents until nearly
persons were present. After the presents had
peen arranged, a list was read with donors
pames. Prayer was offered by the Rev. Mr.
Hart of the Presbyterian church in the place.
Ile also made 8 beautiful presentation speech
which was responded to by the Rev. Mr. Robjnson in behalfof his wife, after which a bountif] dinner was partaken of. In the evening
in and
Ars. R. went to church sad the friends
around Bloomville, to the pamber of 115, with
refreshments and nice

Union

+

.

oc

—

Ivouey Letters Received.

Philadelphia, June
f|

Susquehanna
ville, Juue

With Grateful Feelings.

in the evening.

dav, and those in the village

night.

“ What
a change,” exclaims the novelist Roe,
“one little woman can make in: a man’s life!”
Exactly;
and what a heap of ‘ change”
she re.
quires while doiag it.

the

in during

come

were
good

a

that she
came in so fast from 9 to 11 A. M.
could not get away. The arrangement was to
pave those in the country

till Monday

Y.) at

Central Ohio with Union church, June 9.
Iowa at Spencer Juoe 8.
New York
& Penn. at Chatham, June 9.
Southern Minn. st Wykoff, June 23.’

Cor- +

and Carr
rendered

(N.

\

23.

Next sessionat Lowell's Mills, June 93-25. 3
J
J
« GRAVES, Clerk.

Mrs.

dressed, intending

friends

with

service, remaining

of

a surprise.

was

The party

at Springfield

Gidney
M. and

Lawrence

Ohio at Mainville church, June 2—4.
Illinoisat Liberty, June2,
;
Holland Purchase (N.Y.) at Sherman, June

H. 8S. GORDON, Mod.
G. A. GORDON, Clerk. -

and Venice F.

Miy-13, to celebrate the 47th birthday

St

31, 1882,

~~"

|

momen

a

.

.

.

11.
L.L. HARMON.

Ohio & Penn., Waterford Ch., June 23.

23-25.

"MAY

—

-

s
Home Mission.
From Danville church for Philadelphia Ch
.* Manchester Merrimack St Ch do

Maine Western at Canton, June 20.
. Genesee (N. Y.) at Potter, June 16.
Minnesota at Rock Elm, Wis,, June 2.
Michigan, Commerce Ch., June 2—43.
Illinois, Liberty Ch., June 2.
Central N. Y., Phenix, June 23,
‘Wisconsin, Winnebago Ch., June 23.

lished, and ignorance and superstition banished.
Then righteousness, sobriety, peace, happiness
and virtue. shall take the place of vice, crime,
‘| poverty
and
ignorance.
Then
with victory
wishherched upon our banners, to the victors belong

Any church in Western

]

Yearly Meeting Notices.

and
complete prohibition is secured, the rum
trafic
destroyed, intelligence and virtue estab.

n

-

STAR;

MORNING
-

THE

7

=

)

and there seems to be brightening prospects
that the church will once morebe revived.
Here it a great and promising field of labor.

or
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Saas

:

B. ny.

(eontilD), $150: Abdomi:

nal,
2.00; Health or
Nursing, $1.50; Coraline
or Flexible Hip, $1.25;

.

Misses’,

hoi

WARNER

a

$1.00:

For sale by leading
merchants.
Beware of worthless
. imitations boned with
cord,

BRO'S.. 372 Broadway, N.Y.

ANNUAL

SALE

All Farmers wishing

use this old and tried

OVER

350,000

TONS.

to make their business a success, should
plant food.

Its use. pays

better

than

any other investment, gi aga direct return of m
times
its cost in the increase of yield. It is rich in ammonia, bone
._ phosphate of lime aud potash, and is a complete manure,
suitable for all crops. For sale by local agents. Pamhlets with testimonials, directiops for use and much . valuable information mailed free on auplication.

GLIDDEN & CURTIS,

K GENERAL SELLING AGENTS, - - - BOSTON, MASS:
JI. A. BLAKE, Sutton, Vt., Special Agent for Vermont and New Hampshire.
JOIN B. MORRISON, No. Chesterville, Me., Special gent for Maine,
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habits now that will make or mar your
| future life. It would pain me exceedingly, but it would grieve your kind
I have not heard of the grave;

“The grave?

.

It must be far away.

\

+ Often the sailors have told me
Of lands where the palm trees wave,
Of lands of beauty and wonder;
But they never spoke of the grave.”

4\

must place you where you will be taught
to remember.”
:
Mr.

Naught he knéw of the silent grave,
Naught knew but his play and prayer;
Yet his life’s travel was nearly o'er,

were

not

words

and

so stern as he

blue eyes that fell

manner

had intend-

looked into

beneath

his gaze,

ers of this his eldest son, who

“ Ah! from the golden Jand of love

neath the

It must be'many a mile!
¢ Our road lies yet in the sunshine,

Through song ani through scented May,
off is the silent grave,

daisies,

stirred

his

heart

“You

:

were

improving?”

asked his

the

cover

had
of the

curb at the spring, and never dreaming
that he had left an open gate of death be- |
Lind hin.
S0-O-0-O

utterly sweeps
away
the long received and
practically unqytstioned belief {hat
John

Drink not in spring, when flowers arise
Clad in the rainbow’s varied dyes;
‘Their cups, more fine than porcelain,
They hold to catch the'dew and rain.
The birds dip not their bills to slake
Their thirst with what wine-bibbers take;
- They taste the dew and rain, and raise
Their little heads in grateful praise.

Smyth,

MOTHER.

Thank God, some of us have an oldfashioned mother! Not a woman of the

the

England,

fptinder

of.the

ifmersed

himself.

Baptist body

It is a little

his conclusion, that Mr. Smyth
by affusion. «
7

Strikes with his lance the reckless one. .
Can fire within keep off the heat
Aud make the heart with vigor beat ?
Effect is sure to follow cause;
Nature has writ her code of laws

was

The case, in short, is this: about

baptized

1578,

father.

me, mother?

‘When drooping pleasure turns to grief,
And trembling faith is changed to fear,
The murmuring wind, the quivering leaf,
+ Shall softly tell us, Thou art near!

ber

OF ONE “ LITTLE FOX.”
I.

“Take us the foxes, the little foxes, that
-8poil the vines; for our vines have tender
grapes.” Cant. 2:15.

said
Mr.

dimpled

out

Graham,

with
as

arms

to the

I

ever

can

for

‘¢ Amie.”

to hide the tears,
wood-house,

and

box, and bringing a pail of water from
the spring at the foot of the garden,
while his mother,

BY MRS. ADA KENNAN,

wife,”

but you must

buised himself filling the kitchen wood-

W. Holmes.

>

Jamie,

rosy,

he went

Living or dying, Thou art near.

“1 really don’t know what to do

are,

I don’t believe

Hastily turning away

Content to suffer whilewe know,

A STORY

you

remember everything if you den't, and I
don’t want to be sent away from—-"
and his eyes filled with tears as his
glance rested on baby- Susie stretching

On Thee we fling our burdening Woe,
0 Love Divine, forever dear,

" —0.

I hope

he

came into the neat kitchen one bright
summer morning.
‘
“Why, what is wrong now, William?”
asked his wife as she placed a plate of
* toast on the breakfast table.

with

a

silent

prayer,

resolved to aid him all in her power.
Jamie Graham was not a bad boy.
On the contrary, he was one of those
whom men call
courteous in his
erous, he would
wrong any one ;

ous fault caused
and often
loved best.

good.
Honest, truthful,
bearing, kind and gennot intentionally harm or
but, alas! his one griev-

much

pain,

inconvenience
:

to

annoyance
those
AL

he

Mr. Graham was a traveling salesman
for a large commercial house, and, therefore, away from home the. most of the

The greatest. men in the worl!
been noted for their politeness.
many have owed their greatness :
to their popular manners,

the people whom

they

which

i

pleased

t

+ ume road to ruin.”

Surely the Quaker had the best

was sent to procure fromt Edward

said

Mrs.

Graham,

Ido

sin,

and,

as

during

the

winter

there

of the

he more respectable and attractive any

abli¢ house is, the greater the mischief it

i able to do in any decent commanity.—

«

the proof-sheets of a book he ha¢
examining. The boy entered th:

>

to meet him.

and dreaded |

Bat Mr. Everett, turning

from the desk where he was writing,

the pulpits.

re

The Pond
effect, and
have closed
not pay the

bade him sit down, chatted kindly as he

gone into
of saloons
they could
is agitated

meetings are held all over the State;
ministerial conventions and preachers’
meetings declare strongly for the enforce-

unsatisfac-

the

Sunday law there can be no doubt. * Eastern cities have such a law and it is a
powerful restraint upon drinking and dis-order, and an important influence in se-

curing
a peacefal Sabbath and a day of

knows more than you.

i

did

not venture

to

break

the

silence. At its close, after a good-bye
kisito the sleeping baby and waiting

wife,a8 Mr, Graham drew on his gloves,

he saidto Jamie,

come with me.”

“Get

your

The lad obeyed at once,

reluctance.

:

hat

though

and
with

They.walked up the street

towa
‘the rd
village,

Jamie casting far-

tive glancateshis father’s stern counte-

nance, hastening his laggard footsteps to

keep pace with the elder's rapid strides,
and wondering with secret forebodings
What his father proposed to do.
a

with'a brooklet some rods distant. A
cover hung on hinges was kept locked
to prevent any possibility of accidents,

his watch,

and turning laid a hand

heavily on Jamie's shoulder,

|

making
a still hunt,

“and

their heavy

campaign fund is being carefully hoarded
fora short, quick, decisive campaign just
before election.”
PP

A Sunday-school teacher in Michigan,
at the close of the lesson on a recent Sun-

One bright May morning Jamie went
to the spring for a pail of water for the

a pretty good-looking colored man, and
asked if he could recommend ‘a good day, handed to her scholars little slips of
servant. The colored man regretted that ‘paperon which was printed the guestion,

ing home for school. As he lifted the
bucket of -sparkling water from the curb,
he thought, ** There is no
bothering

he could not. ‘Why can’t
you? ‘I am not doing any
now,’ was the reply, ‘but I
bave a seat in Congress in a

kitchen, as was his custom belore leav-

Wlock it.

Jim coming

another pajlful for the Ler nery,

back for

»

Half way to the village, an aged ma: Just as he was entering
the back door,
ple stood beside the road, and when

‘they reached its pleasant shade Mr.
. Grabam suddenly paused, glanced at

The Washington Star tells a good

anecdote which reminds us of the great
change which bas taken place with us the
ob ‘8 nai
v- | last few years. ‘“‘A prominent ex-Con9 the
key trunk-of
slays Haug
OB @elm,
sai] which
def
federate,” it says, * started out the other
en33d into
an old
evening to find a man servant. He met
overshadowed the spring.

Harry Waters, a neighbor and
mate, called to him, ** Ho Jamie,

schoolJamie,

come over here quick! My gray squirrel
has got out ; [ want you to help-me catch

bim.”

'

.

.

I employ
thing just
expectto
few days.

My name is Lynch, and I am contesting
the seat of Gen. Chalmers.’ ”
He who expresses in his conduct justice

and charify accomplishes the most bean-

tiful of all works ; the good man is, in
his way, the greatest of all artists,— Victor
Cousin,

.

* What have I to be thankful for?” ask-

ing that each should take time to consider and answer on the fellowiug Sunday.
Among the replies that were then given,
was the following pathetic sentence,
written by a little girl who had doubtless
learned by bitter
“processes the painful
trath it told.. ** I ankthankful that there
are no rum shops inheaven.”— Signal.
Some things are past finding out. The
love for whisky is what staggersa man.

For sale by E. J. Lane &

Slierne

Riverside

by

Bion:

[this
8ratefy)
Prolix

y

which-form the great bulk of fiction ag
present day. They strike one oddly
with their abruptness and energy; theirat first,
rapid
and even viol
_ transi
en
tions,
t
their Queer)
intermingling amusing and pathetic
Son

.

but we feel their breezy naturalness, their
their purity of

tone, (hej,

Christian spirit, and a certain indefinable
ten.
derness and beauty that pervades them. Tp,

present story was published simultaneous
|y in
Norway and Germany some" years #80,
ung jg
one of the most popular of the author's
works,

It contains some of his finest POEmS, present
eq

in the body of the narrative, and is understopq

oe

:

ROCKY FORK. By Mnry Hartwell Cather.
wood. Boston: D. Lothrop
$1.00.
op && Co. Co. Pri

The author of this book has, within the pag
three years.roade herself a place among Amer.

ican writers. There are few who possess her
peculisr talent of telling a story in a natury

and effective manner, or whose deseriptions
of people and places are so vivid and life-like,

One

cannot

help being

charmed

with

story, which bas for its principal

this

character 3

motherless little girl, the danghter of a country

doctor, who is brought up by humble relatives

in the country until she is taken away by a
rich aunt to. be “finished” at .a boarding

school.

Fork are

The pictures drawn of life at Rocky

of the most fascinating ‘character,

and the book is one

which

will

be read with

equal delight by young and old.

;

o> >

PAMPHLETS,
The National

MAGAZINES,
&o.

Temperance

Socfety

has

Just

Ecclesiastical,:

by

Dr.

published a new volume, entitled, Wines,
Scriptural

and

Norman Kerr, of London.
It presents a very
complete and convincing array of authorities,

ancient and modern, demonstrating beyond
question the existence of two kinds of wine— A

the fermented and unfermented, the former
intoxicating and barmful,
the Iatter noaalcoholic and wholesome.
It fsa most copclusive answer to the unwarranted assumpt
ion
that Jesus made and commended aleoholic,and,
therefore, intoxicating and poisonous wine;
is

one of the most valuable scholarly contrib.
tions yet made to the literature of the Bible.’
wine

question.

It should

be

widely

read

especially by every clergymun and by all friends

of temperance in the
Price

50

cents

land.

12mo.

130 pages.”

in cloth; 25 cents in paper

covers.
Address
J. N. Stearns,
agent, 58 Reade St., New York.

Publishing

The Old Tavern, is a new story, No. 6, in
the celebrated * Fife and Dram Series ” of
cheap temperance tales now being published

which

Williams

became

which comes from
the

life of abstinence

Everybody should

earnest toil

re

Address J. N.

rum-

blessings

. Price 1
y 08 Reade

8t.,

New York.

a

a whole church

a

cents,

found their way to New

Roger

the curse

selling in the *‘ old tavern” and

brings.

immersed.

son for the belief that these Welsh Baptists are
successors of the earliest churches planted in
Britain. The British were early converts to
Christianity,
and Augustine found flourishing
churches among them when Pope Gregory
sent him to proselyte England.
A little band
of Britains never submitted to the Saxons,

heroes,

knownas

Welsh

well.

retained

as

They

15th century.

sustain these bills, an advance movement

About

always

their

in-

have got light.
This work of Dr. Dfxter is a “valuable contribution to church history, and his example
should induce ‘others to like exhaustive research into the history of churches since the

bill is a little

future.

Co.

» The June number of the Eclectic contains,
with other valuable “articles, the following:
“A Few Words about the Nineteenth
Century,” by Frederick Harrison; * The Relation
of Insects to. Flowers,” by Professor A:s
Gray; “ Emigration from Ireland;” “ A Now

Pelton, 25 Bond St., New York.
per year; single copy, #0 cents:

scription for three months, $1.

Terms, &
Trial sub-

The pumbers of The Living Age for May
13th- and 20th contain Rosetti’s Poems; A
Sketch of the Criminal Law ;.On the Develop-

ment of

the

Color-sense,

and

The

Life of

James Mill; Jane Austen and Charlotte Bronte,
a Contrast; and

Alfonso

La Marmora;

Ostia,

resisted the efforts of Augus- | a Port of the Past, and Twenty-four . hours-tine, and refused all slliance with Rome.
with a Neapolitan
Street-boy; A Norman
Out
of this ancient hive these Welsh Baptists Priest; Economic Geology of India, Art
sprang, and from them Roger Williams may
Metal-work of Japan; and The Wild Silks of

tory; bugif public sentiment is brought to
can be made in - the

Biorust;

the Norse

Mass. Now, Roger Williams may have re- Theoryof the Sun,” by Prof. C. William Sic-|
ceived his first suggestions concerning baptism mens; ‘“Perry’s Greek and Roman Sculpture,”
from some Welsh Baptists, rather than from by Sir G. W. Cox, M. A.; and * The Future
English Humor.” Published by E. Rk.
English Baptists. Indeed, there is some rea- [of

pendence.

thought of the temperance people of Ohio.
respects,

they

their early religious faith as

ment of the law.
;
We hope this attitude is the wise second
It may be that the Pond

before

and these

from one end to the other ; law-and-order

crude and, in some

that

came over from Wales and settled in Swansea,

of
It is respected now in nearly
Tax Law has aléo
a large number
their doors because
tax. The State

and

Baptist; not long afterwards

o»

all portions of the State.

ceived the lad with re-assuring courtesy,

Eoglish,
Eogland

' The Smith Sunday Law has now been
n force in Ohio over a month, dnd has
library, lined from floor to ceilin:
books, in fear and trembling. He stood | 0een the subject of discussion in the en-

in-awe of this famous man,

mode, in those early days.
Since there is none
at all,;'we must conclude that the same form
has been observed from the days of Roger
Williams to the present.
Moreover, it isa
well known
fact that
the Welsh Baptists
claim an origin much farther back than the

Welsh Baptists had

‘vangelical Messenger.

think he is improving. We can’t expect were not so many duties to attend to,
innocent and healthful rest. We have no
If the love ot God sets us at work, the
him to break off such a habit all at once, he did not again incur the displeasure of
doubt a vast majority of the people of
God of love will find us wages. .
his father. He thought he had fully
without any backsliding.”
Ohio are in fuvor of a Sunday of that
Fretting cares create grey hairs.
‘It must be done,” was the firm reply, conquered his forgetfulness, and Mrs.
oe
Keep your hand out of the fire, and kind.
#the'very next time he is guilty of such Graham congratulated herself upon his yourself out of a quarrel.
Miss France8 E. Willard will spend the
annoying carelessness I shall find him a improvement, and was especially gratiWhen an old dog barks, there's a reason most of the month of June in Towa. Her
fied
when,
before
his
departure
in
April
place with a man who will teach him to
for it.
:
deep interest in the Iowa constitutional
for an extended trip, Mr. Graham said,
remember.”
Open doors invite thieves.
amendment leads to this - decision. EmiThe entrance of Jamie prevented the ¢¢ Well, mother, I begin to think our boy
The breath of prayer comes from the
nent speakers are hard at work there.
‘Words on his mother’s lips, and saying in- Jamie will make considerable of a man life of faith.
The
eyes of the nation are upon Iowa.. If.
stead, ‘Sit right down; breakfast is after all.”
Make your pudding according to your
-the friends of temperance fail not in their
ready,” she placed the coffee -upon its
At the foot of the garden was a living | plams.
!
tray, and seated herself at the head of spring of water, which was a source of
Be not all rake nor all fork, all screw duty, the 27th of June will bring a glorious victory. Still let every thing possi' the table.
much enjoyment and some pride to the nor all cork.
But little was said during the meal be- Grahams. A curb of heavy oak plank
If you say nothing, nobody will repeat ble be done. The prohibitory amendment is meeting. unexpected opposition.
yond the commion courtesies. Mr. and was sunken around the spring, withan it.
Some
of the strongest papers in the State
* Mrs. Graham were occupied with their inch pipe through it on the lower side,
Do not blow hot and cold with the same
are
working
to defeat it. The antiown thoughts, and Jamie, who suspected thus permitting the surplus water to flow breath.
\
O-o-&
amendment. people are believed to be
himself to be the cause of their grave de- away in a small stream until it mingled
+o
meanor,

:

rgument, for he had the facts on his side.

them an opportunity to show their
Many years ago the errand
boy ¢
ed by a publishing house ina gre

and protracted discussions, on the question of

.

PP

by the National Temperance
Society and
If that was vo, there certainly would have been | written by that most popular writer, Mary
Dwinell Chellis.
Like all her other stories,
tome record of the change to immersion, in
Baptist history, or allusion to it in the sharp this is one of Intense and thrilling interest,
showing

when their character and money are gone,

thee kicks them out, and turns the over
—=:-other shops
to be finished off ; and thee
18nares others, and sends them on the

EVE™™"T

‘ Some more of his negligence!
He
looked through the proof-sheets, and askforgot to water the strawberry
bed
‘ed, “Shall I put a paper round them for
time.
He
saw,
in
his
intercour
se with
again last night, and if ‘it is forgotten a
you?” as politely as if his visitor were the
few more times, we shall not be likely to .business men, so many fair and goodly President. The boy departed in a very
have any berries. I am sometimes in- vines injured by the depredations of that comfortable state of mind. He had
been
clined to hire him out for the season to sly fox, ¢ I forgot,” that he was resolved, raised in
his own esteem by Everett's
some farmer where he will have to at- if possible, to prevent hissecuring a kindness,
and he has never forgotten the
foothold in his son's character;
and he
tend to his duties more faithfully.”
lesson it taught him.— Selected.
had seriously thought, before the incident
“0, no, William,” plead the gentle
<O
mother, ‘he is 80 young yet; he will here recorded, of placing Jamie where
WIT AND WISDOMM OF JOHN PLOUGHs
surely learn to be mere thoughtful as he he would be subjected to some of life's
discipline, which he feared was lacking.
gets older. Try him a little longer.”
Keep such company as God keeps.
“That is what you said, when,
a under the home, influence of his gentle
Old foxes are caught at last.
few weeks ago, he forgot to shut the wife.
To desire happiness is nataral; to dehens in at night, and we had such a
By the constabt watch-care and fre- sire holiness is supernatural.
chase after them the next day through quent reminders of Mrs. Graham, Jamie
A good friend is better than a near relathe neighbors’ gardens,” was the re- was enableto get through the summer
tion.
sponse.
without another lapse into his besetting
Boast not of your wisdom; Satan
“Well,”

Ithas been
assumed, not by Dr. Dexter
however, that Roger Williams was sprinkled,
because his baptism occurred before immersion was adopted by the Baptists in England.

of them; but thee takes the young, the
sight the glory of her pure,unselfish love.. |poor, the innocent and the unsuspected,
and makes drunkards of them.. And:
—Selecled.
“a
and us, but they have notchidden from our

POLITENESS OF EDWARD

Houghton, Mifflin &

abl

Jolm

he left England and went to Amsterdam ; there
he concluded infant baptism to be unscriptur-

' By

to be, to a considerable degree, autobiograph
;.

Smyth was a minister in the Church of
Eogland; becoming dissatisfied with his church

period, enameled and painted, with her
In charactere of light, and plain
great chignon, her curls and bustle, whose |
As truth : “From alcohol abstain 1”
aland was rebaptized, or baptized himself.
break short off, turn over a new leaf,
He could not see that his darling,
white, jeweled hands never felt the clasp
Until recently it was supposed that he was
Drink
not
in
autuma,
when
the
chill,
With the bride-flowers in her hair,
allow no more neglect to happen. I of baby fingers; but-a dear, old-fashionimmersed, but Dr. Dexter has mined among
Raw
blast
pipes
loud upon the hill;
Aud the wedding token en her hand,
~1 old records until evidenceno ran can gainmust go to be in time for the train. Let me ed, sweet voiced mother, with eyes, in
’Tis then Boreas, raving cold,
‘Was almost, almost there.
say is produced that -he was not immersed,
hear a good report of you on my return, whose clear depth the love-light shone,
. Scatters the leaves of red and gold.
but merely sprinkled, or poured. He says of
With lips invisible at flues
and don’t spoil it by forgetting while I and brown hair just threaded with silver,
‘‘ How far is it called to the grave?’
his work: “I have, so far as I am aware, for
He whispers of the wrecks of Crews,
The mother turned with a tear;
am athome!
Good-bye!” and turning he lying smooth
upon her faded cheek,
And shakes the shutters while be roars
the first time, attempted some bibliographical
White grew the roses in her cheek,
strode rapidly away, leaving Jamie gaz- Those dear hands, worn with toil, gently
Like drunken men at tavern-doors.
account of the Baptist controversy in England
Her heart stood still with fear.
ing after his retreating figure with varied guided our tottering steps in childhood,
— National Temperance Advocate.
from 1640 to 1700 inclusive; and, while I am
emotions.
far from supposing the result to be compléte,
“ How far? ’Tis close to the hearthstone ;
and smoothed eur pillow in sickness,
Alas! for the baby feet—
I am disposed to think it includes every utAs he retraced his steps to the house, evér reaching out to us in yearning ten- “RESPECTABLE” WHISKY SELLING.
The little bare feet that all unled
terance of much consequence on every side.”
he resolved to be more careful in the fu- derness. Blessed is the memory -of an
A temperance discussion once sprung
Haste there with steps so fleet!
The author frankly admits, as every person
ture, and a great sob escaped the lips of old-fashioned mother. It floats to us now up in a large coach crossing the
Alleghan- . must see at a glance, that the mode of John
the lad of fourteen,, who deemed it be- like the beautiful perfume from some ies, and the subject was
“ And alas for, the aged footsteps,
handled without Smyth’s baptism does notin the least affect
And those that have gone astray !
neath his manly dignity to give way to wooded blossoms. The music of other gloves. One genileman
maintained a the question of the right or wrong of immerAnd alas for the broken-hearted!
sion. The Papal and the English church _be| tears, as he thought of being sent from voices may be lost, but the entrancing stoical silence until
he could endure it no
They find it far away.
gan to sprinkle as early. as the 10th century;
the loved presence of mother, and the
longer
;
then
he
memory of hers will echo in our souls
broke out strongly, say- Jobn Calvin and the Puritans followed their
sweet baby sister, who was almost an forever. Other faces may fade away and ing: ‘Gentlemen, I want
* Yet longest journeys have their end,
you to under- example. "It was not strange that Johu Smyth
And the darkest shadows flee,
idol of his boy heart. As he entered the be forgotten, but hers will shine on.
stand that I am a liquor seller.” I keep a should do the same. The issue he made was
And even the drearest rivers find
room where his mother was giving Susie
When in the fitful pauses of busy -life public house, but I would have you know about infant baptism, not the mode of baptizTheir way unto the sea.”
her morning bath, he exclaimed, *O our feet wander back to the old home- that I have a license,
and keep a decent “ing. It was not till 1641 that Baptists opened
“ How far is it called to the grave?”
their eves to their error in reapect to the
mother, father says if 1 forget again, stead, and crossing the well-worn thresh- house. I don’t keep loafers and loun
gers apostolic mode, So soon as they saw the truth
“It is only a lite, dear friend;
just once, mother, he shall send me away old, stand once more in the room-so. hal- about my place, and when a
man
has
And the longest life is short at last
they obeyed it and were imwersed.
For this
| from home! How can he be so cruel ?”
lowed by her presence, how the feeling of enough he can get no more at my bar. I they were ridiculed,but really deserved praise.
When heaven is at the end!”
‘
Hush,
hush,
Jamie,
your
father
is
childish innocence and dependence comes sell to decent people, and do a respectable { Edward Barber was the first to insist on
—Christian Advocate. not cruel, but he sees you are becom&.
business.”
immersion at that date as the apostolic bapover us, and we kneel down in the molten
ks
ing such a slave to your bad. habit that, if
When he had delivered himself, he tism and the only Scriptural form, His first
sunshine streaming through the open
HYMN OF TRUST.
something is not soon dona, you will fail
window—just where, long years ago, we seemed to think he had put a quietus to treatise bears the date of 1641. Its publication
O Love Divine, that stooped to share
prompted the study of early church history,
to become the useful, noble man he would
Our sharpest pang, our bitterest tear,
knelt by our mother’s knee, lisping ** Our the subject, and that no answer could be | and the fact was clearly set forth, that the
have you be, and Jamie,” continued his
On Thee we cast each earth-born care,
Father.” How many times, when the given. Not so thought a Quaker, who apostles and the churches, for several cenmother, ‘ you were doing better, and I
We smile at pain while Thou art near |
tempter lured us on, has. the memory of was one of the company. Said he: luries, immersed without exception. The
am so sorry that twice during the few
“Friend, that is the most damning part English cburch down to the 13th century
those sacred hours, that
ther's words,
Though long the weary way we tread,
was also found to have practised immersion,
days that father was at home you should. her faith and prayers, saved us from of thy business.
Aud sorrow crown each lingering year,
If thee would sell to and
every one now knows that the Greek
have forgotten a duty.”
No path we shun, no darkness dread,
drunk
ards and loafers, thee would help
plunging into the deep abyss of sin.
church
continues to do so to the present day.
Our hearts still whispering, Thou art near!
“So am I, mother, but won't you help Years have filled great drifts between Ber kill off the race, and’society would be rid
And its shadows cold and gray!”

MAIDEN.

Travslated from

B. Anderson.

bracing vigor,

in

tough for us Baptists to give up what we supposed to rest ona firm
historic basis, still,
always preferring truth to fiction, we thank Dr.
‘Dexter for his service und cordially accept

Drink not in summer, when the sun

.

OLD-FASHIONED

chills the hear t°that beats within :

The blood that pulses through the veins
Beats beést’in him who best abstains.

road towards the village to sehool, in all
the excitement of the chase and the fear

to

tenderness towards the erring one.
¢« O father, I do mean to do better! and
| I thought=———" and Jamie hesitated.

Wine makes the best blood blue and thin,
And

Rasmus

A boek of great interest to those who care
for the history of baptism; and of still more
interest to such as delight in examples of
historic research and acute scrutiny of evi.
dence. It is really the finest example of careful,
painstaking, sharp discrimination we have
met for many
a day. The author upsets and

And clouds sail like a scattered fleet,

and

brushing-of hair, the speedy arrangement
of collar and tie by mother’s dextrous
fingers, and then Jamie sped down the

neither shut or locked

a

slept be-

a.

A hasty bathing of face and hands

of being tardy, forgetting that he

the

memory of the two fair-haired only broth-

far is it called to the grave?”

The lover looked up with a smile,—

Far, far

Graham's

ed them to be; for, as he

His little feet just there,
‘‘ How

nine.

mother more, to, send you from home.
But I must do what is best for you, and
if you will not break yourself of this, I

FISHER

Bjoroson.

THE TRUR STORY OF JOHN SMYTH, THE 8ktBAPTIST.
By Henry Martyn Dexter. Boston: Lee & Shepard.
Price,75 cents.

Drink'ndtin winter, when the wind
Is fickle as a wandering mind—
When snow falls like a winding-sheet,

the clock pointing to twenty minutes of

looked up from bis play,—

WORD IN SEASON.
BY GEORGE. W. BUNGAY.

THE

- Great labor

Las

been devoted

to church history prior to that period but there
is a sud dearth of critical and complete histories covering the period since that date.
Even the early history of American churches
is by no means as thoroughly
written as its
importance demands;
conclusions are drawn
from partial data, and pass into current belief. The idea that the first Baptist churches

com.

prohibitory

or

in Americgvere close,

munionists, is one of them.

India; with
* Emilia,”
‘‘The Bandmean's
Story,” and the conclusion
of ‘* Pentock.”
- Littell & Co., Boston, are the publishers.

That elegant and valuable publication,
Magaziiie of Art, deserves what
it enjoys, a large and increasing
Itis a true art-educator, pure,

instructive and stimulating. We can safely
commend it to every home. It is a marvel of
cheapness, considering

the evident costof its

publication. The June number is promptly
on band. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., New

York.

For sale at all news stands.

cents a number.

The reputation of

The

Century

number by a brilliant

Price, 35
Magazine

as an art educator Is emphasized in

PRACTICAL LIFE;or Ways
Developing Character and
Mrs. Julia McNair Wright.

7h«

we belicve
circulation.
delightful,

the June

frontispiece portrait

of

and Means for
Resources.
By
J.C. McCurdy

Cardinal Newman, engraved by Cole, from
Rajon's etching after Ouless’s portrait; by the

Louis.
Bound in fine English cloth, black
and gold ornaments, pluin edges, $2.75, A
cheaper edition, on good white paper, one
Hiustration,, securely bound in plain cloth,

opening jllustrated paper entitled ‘* Around
Cape Horn,” and by Mrs. Scuyler van Rensselner’s article on ** Wood Engraving and the

This volume

companying this paper sustain the opinion of

& Co., Philadelphia, Cincinpati, Chicago, St.

inimitably racy and breezy sea sketches

Century

contains

something of

almost

everything pertaining to life's active duties
and personal responsibilities. The themes
discussed are of great practical

moment,

such

a8 lie at the basis of all usefulness and happiness. Many curious and interesting facts are
also given. A group of young people are
presented, and their discussions form a thread
of narrative. which: serves to connect
the

whol
The e.
‘ Bureau Miscellany”

at the

close, contains directions for games of various
sorts, An idea of the range of this volume
may be gained by mentioning some of the
topics: Common Sense; Physical Culture;
Living foran Object; Discussion of Amuse
ments; Practical Religion; Education, How to
Acquire it; Avenues Opening on Life ; Especiul

Employments for Women; - Pursuits for : Men

‘and

Women;

Notes,

Letters

and

Business

Forms: General Rules of Society and Clubs;

Entrance into Society; Value of General

In-

formation; Acquiring and Using a Library;
General Principles of Etiquette; Propriety and
Elegance of Dress; Divorces and Hasty Marriages; Things not to be Done; The World's
Wedding Day.
:
-

The paper, type and binding are excellent,

and it is a beautiful volume
~—Jjust the book to be taken
hours.
0-0

for a center table
up for spare half

6-0

“Another biography of Thomas Carlyle is
shortly to be published in London, the author
of it being Mrs. Alexander Carlyle, a neice
of the gubject.

Prizes.”

the committee

The

of the

prize engravings

ac-

that the results of the second

year’s competition show marked improvement
over the competition of 1880, and the Magazine
renews the competition for the coming year
with an additional prize, in earnestof its purpose to encourage beginners. The editorial sn-

nouncing this third offer declares that*‘it 1s
safe to regard it as confirmed that the present
high state of the art (of engraving) in America
is not accidental, but is in the: constitution of

the national mind and hand.”

Century Co.

New York.

The first number of the Bixty-filth Volume
of Harper's Magazine fully sustains tbe
well-earned reputation of the periodical, both
by the interest of ite reading matter and the
charm of its illustrations.

The

reader

will

naturally turn first to George William Curtis's
paper on Longfellow. Theré could be no

finer interpretation ‘of Longfellow’s poetic
genius or of his character than is given in this
article, which is accompanied by an

excellent

portrait, printed separately on heavy paper:
The whole number will

repay reading. Har
per & Bros., New York,
‘The Wide Awake is unsurpassed as 80

lllustrated magazine for young people. The

June number is

a beautiful

issue, fairly

radiant with the joy ‘and. hopefulness Of
youth. It crowns its series of fine frontis-

pieces with the $600.00 First Prize drawing,
entitled “ A-Maying.”
Only $2.50 a year.
Ella Farman, Editor, D. Lothrop & ©0:»
Publishers, Boston.

Tay

was safely caged again, Jamie returned
to the home kitchen to find the hands of

“ How far is it called to the grave?’
The boy

A

Book Table. :

an

GRAVE"?

Walter's

garden. - An exciting chase followed,
and when, Half an hour later, the squirrel

ken up! If you want to stay with mother and Susie, you must not let another
act of neglect occur. You are forming

“HOW FAR IS IT CALLED TO THE

sink, Jamie rushed over to Mr.

31, 1S82.

Temperance.

Hastily placing his pail in the kitchen

of for-

MAY

RVR

habit

STAR,

aly

‘‘your

getfulness, of negligence, must be bro-
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he,
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was rebel, condottiere,
bron, Michal was

in a

kingliest

The

king

mistress

in

None. braver,

more-

statelier, none

none

lift Michal,
the number.
much as he
had wooed

‘and won-80 many since, that

there

ing
bined the most opposite and startl
«qualities. Moody, stern, implacable, he
was & mad monareh, with good and evil
angels ever struggling at his heartstrings

as they never struggled with any other

y by

a

arding
Rocky

bined in fearful extremes in this one
man. And there is so much of good and

racter,
d with

failure in the man, when we do not like
We feel only
him, we are drawn to him.
pity for him when we know that he deserves fo ig punished. Good, great, inspired things were in ‘the maa, yet he
fell, fell through his own fault and died
in dishenor for his own transgressions.
This man was the father of Michal.
In some respects she was like him. She
had the same regal soul ; she was generous: she had all the beauty, softer indeed and more feminine, that distinguish
ed her father ; and she had his pride and
naughty sell-will, too, that pride that
ever goeth before destruction. - * Unstable as water” could be said of her as
well as it was said of the arrogant elder

8 just
Vines,
Pr.
very
rities,
eyoud

ring—
)rmer
noncon
ption
and,

1e; is
ribu-

Bible-

readfends

ages,

8, in
» of
shed

Michal is a fair young

and
Mary
ries,

father’s palace when she is first introduced to us. ,She was the youngest, and ,
“doubtless, the favorite daughter, Her
name signifies perfection. Furthermore
the word *¢ younger,” as applied to her,
has a peculiar meaning, comprehending
everything endearing and lovely. Her
power over her father was great, surpassing the influence of any of his sons,

Testy

rum
logs
toil
10

8t.,
ains,
ag:
ition
Now
Sie-|
ire,”
ture

v R.

not but see at once

lope of

Uurs-—-~

-

not have been the "case,
had not his’ affections al-

ready gone cut to the younger princess.

Again, his ready acquiescence to the
king's proposal that he should slay a
bundred

hand

Michal’s

for

Philistines

proves conclusively the ardor of his passion far the fair maiden.
Miokal became his wife, and she was
a true wilés=The honey-moon was brief
David's life was an active
but sweet.

at court

position

and busy one, and

his

ing with the bow,

bis

was such as entailed upon him much labor. But for all that, we can fancy him giving up for her his hard sports, his shoot-

occasion,

one

was

me of
stratagem she counteracted Lhe sche

It was at the risk of her

not
own life that she did so, but she did
.after
in
aps
Perh
then.
that
of
think

‘days ‘she thought
would
‘not.

have been

* ‘Many years

She

of ‘it.

a woman

elapsed before

and wife met again,

and

transpired meanwhile.

hardly

did

if she

many

s

husband
changes

Durker grew the

dreary, stormy reign of the mad king.

For Michal there could.not have beer
much joy. , Her husband an outcast, her
sister absent, her mother

dead,

and

the

concubine Rizpah ruling in the house of
her father, who daily grew more violent
and dejected, the heart of the unlucky
princess must have often sunk within

ther.

Little spirit was left ber, and when

her suffering

converts

the

in the

Starch

and

that,

-young;

aspirants.

lavished

was

She

when

his

a

‘She

had no

child unto the day of her death” is the
language of Scripture, meaning that she
wis no longer a wife.
When she died,
or how she died, we are not informed.
Life may have been long, or it may have
been short, but its end was gloom.
Saul's race perished, and David's went
on to increase of royalty and of fame.

He seldom
institution, or manifests

any interest

nal organ or organs, whose

action

» derange,

the blood.
When they are £08,
they produce disappear, such
as

the disorders
Ulcerations of

the Liver, Stomach,

and

horses.

His

subjects think that he regards. Greece
merely as a rented -estate, out of which
he {s- striving to make as much money
as possible while his tenure lasts.
is so wholesome, nothing does
so much Hy people's Jooks as a little interchange of the small coin of benevolence.— Ruffini.
Nothing
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for a
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was not far from 60 years of age.
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DR.

WARREN’S

WILD CHERRY AND SARCAPARILLA
TROCHES'
THE. MAGICAL REMEDY
For Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds, Bronchial -Catarrh; Hoarseness;
and
—All
Throat and Lung Troubles.
For the Throat and Lungs.
“ When I received Dr. Warren’sy’
Wild Cherry
and Sarsaparilla Troches I was guffering with a
cold and they helped me at oncg. 1 huve found
them superiorto an

hing

er

throat and lungs.”—|[ Rev.

used

for

the

N. Stackpole, Plymouth,

Maine, Feb. 27.
:

Bronchitis.

«1 think the trial box of Warren’s Troches

you

sent is doing me
much good.
Having
troubled many years with bronchitis I have
various remedies,.s0 far none have given

been
‘tried
such

Yarmouth,

Me., March 3.
For

Catarrh.

“ The box of troches sent to me proved of great
benefit. I have been suffering from chronic ca-

‘When I gay cure I do not mean merely
to stop them

for a time and then have them return again, I mean a.
radical cure, Ihave made the disease of
”

- Fits, Epilepsy or Falling Sickness

tarrh and have positive relief from
Cherry and Sarsaparilla 'Froches.
done me

more

good

than

any

other

your Wild
hey have

medicine

have ever taken.”—[ Rev. 8. F, Strout, Saccarappa,
Me., Feb. 23
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Being the Great Central Line, affords to travelers, by reason of its unrivaled geographical position, the shortest and best route between the East, Northeast and
’
Scutheast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It is literally and

its connections

strictly true, that

of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.

are all of the principal lines

;

By its ‘main line and branches it reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Geneseo, Moline and Rock Island, in llfnois j Davenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines, West Liberty,
lowa City, Atlantic, Avoca; Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Coungil Blufts,
Leavenin lowa; Callatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, in Missouri, and
worth and Atchison In Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villages and towns
Intermediate. The

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

As it is familiarly: called, offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points,
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES; a lineof the
MOST MACNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built; PULLMAN'S
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that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
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.
Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Intermediate points.
;
‘All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more degaWed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, as
well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices in the United States and Canada, or of

R. R. CABLE,

Vice-Pres’t & Gen’! Manager,

CHICAGO.
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Diphtheria, and the persistency with ©
which it clings to the patient, are well
known to all who have had any experience
with this terrible disease.
The following letter shows how the restoring and invigorating properties of
and
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CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS.
¢ BOSTON STAR BRAND.”

immediate relief.”
—| Rev. R. A. York,
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Blood, and
completely change the blood in
the entire system in three months. Any person
who will rake 1 pill. éach night from 1 to 12 weeks
maybe restored
to sound health, if sucha thing

to

sons

|

circle of friends and

a member of the Freewill

not

struggled against their father. But her
intemperate heat, her haughty, impetu-

ous spirit ruined her,

a wide

-Smith.—Bro. Edwin Smith departed
life Nov. 24,1881. Bro. S. was a true
faithful follower of our Lord and Saviour,

upon

unfilial

Christian

.

neighbors, mourn their loss. She was'a member of the Freewill Baptist church.
CoM.

she could not forget that in the

gloom and trial,

for sixteen days with

eight children,

longer

no

+c RICH BLOOD

‘ag.

=

were

had saved his throne, and dispatched assassing ' after his son-in-law. David es.caped only through the fidelity and
George I., King of Greece, is perhaps
Inthe hour of danger
"craft of hiswife.
unpopular monarch in Europe.
the"most
+
‘
n's
-.—..the young wife was true. Bya woma
visits any public assembly or
his enemies.

which

Ptyaline

ae

Juskes out the
umors in the

=

and whose substance they disease and destroy.
_AYER’S SARSAPARILLA expels these humors from

for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses
socommon toour
best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Femald Come
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and’ Displacements, and the eonsequent
Spinal Weakness.
and is particularly
adapted
to the
‘Changeof Life.
:
:
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uternsin
to candency
t. The
dev l
an early stage of
cerous humorsthereis
checked very speedily
by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach,
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstgnces act in

Varied «Properties.

the

Sugar of the food into glucose.
A defiefency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring of the food in the stomach. If

fortitude.
Mrs. Epps was born in N. Carolina in 1820. Afterwards she moved to Indiana, |,
where she was married March 7, 1841; thus
she lived with her companion 41 years lacking
three days. They removed to Iowa in 1853: :
She was the mother of fourteen “Children, six
of whom she followed to the cemetery, where
her remains now lie. A faithful wife and
mother, and a kind and generous neighbor, she
lived and died in Christ.
A husband and

not

presence of her younger rivals, who may
have made sport over her declining
charms. But she was a queen still,
though a fallen one. The proud blood of
from breaking,
| her race kept her spirit
“though it made her only chafe the more.
Better for her had she been meek and
patient, enduring calmly the disappointments of her position. David might never have loved her again; but she would
have escaped her last sad disgrace. - She
could-have won his respect, perhaps his
pity, by patient waiting. She could have
cheered his sad heart in those days of

riding after the

than

more

Stimulates

Saliva,

mother of Mrs. Robert Graham of Cresco,
died of lung fever, March 4.
She endured

rela-

There

see caresses and treasures

later

playing upon the harp for her amusement. Yes, it was a happy honey-moon,
but a short one.
Saul, in his rage, sought to slay the
on

true

forget that, jealous, impatient, angry,

house, and passed his leisure hours in

who,

the

She was David's first wife, she could

For her bright
Philistines to battle.
eyes and loving smile he lingered in the

man

of

princess accustomed all her life to courts.

quency and Merab's betrothal to Adriel
of Meholath was unneticed by David,
which would
we gre sure,

councils

Saul's daughter, she never forgot

Sauls advised delin-

Philistine giant.

It

heaven,
3
M. A. QUIMB®
Epps.—Malinda, wife of Joel J. Epps

bickerings and jealousies in the palace,
and, doubtless, Michal’s high and retaliatory spirit performed its part. She was

mutual, At any rate, in DO
can we account for the indifDavid to Merab who had been
him at the time he slew the

have been
other way
ference of
. promised

what

household, we are not told.

to

The regard seems

. have begun then.

ate,
tia,

Bottles
11,000,000
SOLD SINCE 1870,"
This Syrup possesses

£
53
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LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
"\YEGETAELE COMPOUND,

Nervous debility, etc.

Tho Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!

a

his favorite. She was not the mother of
his children.
Just how Michal comported herself in
the altered circumstances of David's

bly playmates in that earlier time when
the young shepherd had been a guest at
may
the royal court, and the attachment

A

on

She might be his wife, but she

were proba-

She and David

not know.

May

had

tions were between herself and the king.

How long she had been in love we ‘do

sub-

{ousness,

NZD
fr
CavE
BNE
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t
pr
3

Diseases Fever &
Ague,
RheumaHeart Disease, Bil-

tism, Dropsy,

Christlan and ready to meet the messenger of

state, and who had only courteous greeting for his long absent wife. She could

enoughto love and she loved worthily.

, 8

He
¢

contained warrior, intent

and we fancy her a dark and stately
beauty in contrast to Michal’s -more flexible, winning and alluring manners.
Michal could not have been more than
“seventeen years of age, but she was old

Asa

CURE Si:zzis

in 1868 into the Union

F.
B. church, he continued to sustain the same
relations to it of deacon until his decease.
In
social worship he was devoted, often remarking t
he wanted to live as it became the

old

|8

?

5

BRE

-

that undermine health and settle into troublesome
disorders. Eruptions of the skin are the appearance
‘on the surface of humors that should be expelled
from the blood. Internal derangements are the
determination of these same humors to some inter

wearerme EMPIRE

even that of the princely Jonathan.
Merab means discordant or disputing,

Cen-

HEART DISEASE: ai’
(TRADE MARK.)

later became one of

its deacons.
With zeal he labored for its
prosperity, being the first superintendent of
the Sabbath-school organized in 1857. With the

Derging of this church

BLOOD.

®

N of MA

in her

girl

church, and a-few years

xr€

&

3

Ey |

hood. In‘1851 he was one of 8 that composed
the organization .of the South Foster
¥. B.

E/

KIDNEYS; SKI,

SARS

of man-

Man-

\~ plaints which are very
revalent and. Acting.
t purifies the blood,

Agents Wanted for DAYS of the”

nothing of the meek, humble Griselda
in her character, She could give all, but
she must also have all or nothing. Above
all, the pride of high descent was the
bane of her life. She could never forget that she was king Saul’s daughter.

hing

of 19 chil-

age

s

and

\“Z cure of a series of com-

p-

i Sa

There was

patriarch.

son of the old

/

aper

e

and

bad, strength and weakness, success

the

Stillingia,

drake, with the Todides
of Potash
and. Irom,
makes a most effectual

$

£

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER

This . compound
ef
the Vegetable Alteratives, Sarsaparilla,Doek,

£;

H

the
pamother
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Hall.—Sister Sally Hall died in Candia, N.
H., May 6, aged 77 years and 5 months,
‘Her
sickness was short, but she was prepared for
the summons.
She
was
converted
when
eleven years of age and her consistent life for
As for Michal, we know that she was sixty-six years proves the reality and genuineglad to go back to the bridegroom of her ness of childhood conversion. She was never
It
Promotes Digestion.
demonstrative, but constant and * ready for
It Nourishes, Strengthens and Invigorates.
girlhood. She was now a mature wom- every good work,”—ever ready to own her
It carries off the Old Blood and makes new
not ashamed to be known
as aFreeIt
opens the pores of the skin and induces
an of thirty. Fourteen years had elapsed Saviour,
will Baptist. By prudence, she succeeded in
Healthy Perspiration.
since she and David had
parted at saving some property with which she assisted
1t neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
harmony. with the laws that govern the female system.
in the blood, which generates Serofula, EryFor the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
friends that needed, and
always
had
Gibeah, since she had watched him dis- her
sipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
,
Compound is unsurpassed.
something to help Support the means of grace
humors.
appear down the cord into the darkness, in her church, and to give to benevolent internal
LYDIA E. PINKIAM’S VEGETABLE COMThere are no spirits employed in its manu.
POUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
and at her decease she bequeathed
to ,. facture, and it can be taken by the most deliand had periled her own life for his causes;
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesfor §5. Sent by mail
the church in Candia fifty dollars, to the
Wom?
cate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
in
the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
against the rage of her insane father. Mis. Soc, a hundred,
being requi
in attention to directions.
the Foreign’ Mis. Soc. a
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
the Home Mis. Soc. two humdred
DRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.
But a woman's love does not grow old hundred,
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphand the Educational Soc. two hundred.
Her
Laboratory,
72
West 3d St.,
let. Address as above. Mention this Paper,
with years. He had been the idol of her life was that of serving, for she seemed called
NEW YORK CITY.
:
care for friends that needed her service;
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
girlbood, he was still the idol of" her to
and we feel that it can be truly said of her,
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
LIVER PILLS. They cure
istipation, bili
»
womanhood.
No other eyes could be so ¢¢ She hath done what she could.” In her
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my
Breast, and
and torpidity of the liver.
25 cents per box.
last
sickness
she
calmly
surveyed
the
scene
70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
4a Sold by all Druggists. <&8
dear as those which had looked into her and quietly gave herself up to the will of the being
with no appetite,
I concluded
to try Dr.
own with love-light burning tender, in Lord, *‘choosing rather to depart.”
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
THAT
== “AND NOT
. J. N. RICH.
I had little faith in it; but, to’ my surprise, it
the long ago. No other voice could ever
hmak
By mai.
cts.
Circu
soon
made
a
great
change
in
my
appetite
and
C., only
daughter of Dea.
PRPRTROH & OO., 38 Dey StuN.Y.
be so dear, not even that of the aged J. Young.—Ella
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I
and Martha Young, died in Gilmanton, N.
cheerfully
recommend
the
medicine
to
old
and
Phaltiel, who followed her ‘bewailing on H., May 5, aged 23 years, 9 months and 1 day.
young, for purifying the Blood.
was baptized by Rev. J. C. Osgood and
the road leading up from the Jordan val- Ella
EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
united with this church at the age of 13 years,
DN
ley to the Mount of Olives, as she was and has maintained a good “Christian characFisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
SO
"
ter through life.
Her health had noi been
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Dr.
arch’s Creat WORK Just
ut.
en roule to David at Hebron, under the firm for some time, but no real danger was
The result of years of patient study and travel. A
k to
Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
charm the young, delight the old, i
the
student;
a
book
escort of the King's guards and those apprehended till early in the spring, on her Blood
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
for everybody.
The style is elegant and forcible; the lanreturning from a visit to Boston.
At first troubled since. I never knew a well day begauge pure and
pleasi
Finely and
ately ill
d
twenty brave men of Abner’s.. The old strong hopes were entertained of her recovartistic binding. Commended by the press and clergy. Will
sell on sight. A
re
portunity for Ladies, Ministers,
man had been like a father to her. Tn ery, but it was soon apparent that consump- fore I took your medicine.
Students, Teachers and others wanting
paying employment.
Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.
Address J. 0. McOURDY & ©0.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
tion was bearing her away to an early. grave.
his quiet home she had been supreme But our young sister was prepared for the
_ Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach.and was unable
Christ had the first place in her
mistress, every wish gratified,
her slight- worst.
BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
to attendte my work, as I could not eat to
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
heart and she could trust all in his hands.
est caprice law. But she was going to Sbe
Schools; Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULLY
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
was calm, patient, resigned and peaceful
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.
the husband ot her youth, and she was to the end. She made arrangements for her Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.
was greatly benefited by its use. I recomfuneral, and when asked by her father, whethglad.
er she desired the services fo be held at her mend it to be a reliable remedy.
“ - JOSEPH WAINE.
A great disappointment awaited her, home or at the church, said, * Carry me to
made
Agents wanted. 85 a Di
church; that is my home.”
The large
A
gelling
our NEW
HOUSEHOLD
Manchester, 'N. H.
Doubtless she still fancied David the the
audience and beautiful flowers on her casket
A
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and
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SOALE,
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past
two
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and
consider
it
the
best
liant man-at-arms of twenty-five, who
in-death, She loved the place of worship.
T"rmedicine
known. When: the children
popular book, The
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As
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happy
spirit
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In my
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in America.- Immense profitstoagents,
Every intelligent perase I use it, and think it the best mediLiberal
a successful agent.
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Anyone
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fancied him the ardent, eager lover still, an upward look and with uplifted < hands,
* ever took for bronchial difficulty ~and
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. + ipation, which has become chronic and
to be swayed by the very breath of repeated
the arms of Jesus,” and then Ella was gon
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vorced her, and the separation had been

man’s. The character of no other king
that we read of in history was ever so

ountry

dren who lived to attain

could

echo of that

Ferses are in

death,
Consistency was one of his pradtical virlove left in his heart.- Policy, therefore, tues, and no question of importance came behim but was
duly
considered; thereb:
not passion, may have dictated his course fore
he avoided ary
which sometimes occur 4
of action, Besides, King David was a the life of muny that are well disposed.
In
man who always wanted his own, and his death the church loses a pillar of strength,
his neighbors and the helpless a true friend,
sometimes that which belonged to others. his family a kind husband and affectionate
father.
;
8. GRIFFETHS,
Michal was his wife, he had never di-

com-

he

the prophet,

of

have been only a mere

words.

cheerful, that had been the parents

he

hud already married since he
and he afterwards added to
‘Much as he owed to Michal,
had-loved her in the past, he

handsome, amobg all the hosts of Israel;
yet with the courage of the hero. and the
religious geal

Six wives

that cash

committed to her charge, in making
ternal home of his aged father and

en his interest by showing his affinity to
the house of Saul. David was not proverbial for his constancy.

Siar, it is expec

do

Randall.—Died in Foster, R. I., March 17,Dea. Flavel W. Randall, of pneumonia, aged
68 years,
He found peace through faith in
Christ at the age of 18 years, and was married
in 1850 to Miss Carolina Burdick in whom re- |“
posed the integrity of fulfilling the duties

quiet,

had been chosen, and Saul, the son “of We imagine; however, that it was not 80
ite, swayed the scepter, much for love of heras it was to strength,
Benjam
Kiash

sometimes holding his court at Gibeah,
with all the paraphernalia of royalty
about him, but oftener pitching his ban-\
his
ner in the tented field-at the head of
army. More of a military chieftain than
a true ruter was the. anointed sovereign
of Iscacl. A strange man. was Saul.
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the
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At the earliest” opportunity, David
claimed the wife of his early manhood.

sons

of its

dred words, and

orderly household of the aged Phaltiel.

spirit of caprice or ambition declared for

*q royal rule.

and
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and for the public. For the excess over one hun:

landto land, through all the years that he

four hundred
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by

had been ruled

could

Ea

years

that she

| have made was hopeless. So, while the
husband of her love was wandering from

nation
Israel had- 8 king.” The
under
Egypt
of
out
up
which had come
Moses, and for the space of

resistance
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MICHAL, THE DAUGHTER OF SAUL.
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the
king commanded that she should wed
Phaltiel of Gallim, one of her father's
friends,

31. 1882.
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OLD TESTAMENT WOMEN.
BY FRED MYEON COLBY.

STAR, “MAY

—

"THE MORNING

E. ST. JOHN,

Gen'l T'k't & Pass'r Ag'te

cerne to attend the ceremonies at the opening

of the St. Gothard Railway.

WEDNESDAY,

MAY

24——The

Russian

Government has resolved to -punish- all outrages against the person or property of Jews
in that country.——The situation in Egypt is
more critical. Arabi Bey still maintains his
belligerent attitude.

THURSDAY, MAY. 25.—The

ultimatum cf

France and England on the Egyptian question
is declared at Cairo.
Tbe temporary removal
of "Arabi Bey from the country and the resignation of the present Ministry is recommended;
if necessary, this
will be demanded

by the two

Governments.——It is reported

that a terrible conflagration is raging
Russia.

at

Kief,

FriDAY, MAY
26.
Albert Young
has
been sentenced to ten years’ peval servitude
for threatening the life of Queen Victoria.——
The Egyptian Ministry, after rejecting the ultimatum of England and France, resigns and
their resignations are accepted.
SATURDAY,
:
: MAY

a

27.——The

AE ee

officers of the

iti

MONDAY,
May
29.—The
Khedive
of
Egypt, late yesterday afternoon. at the argent

entreaty

of the entire

Chamber

of Notables,

and upen representations-that-the army insisted upon such a course, restored Arabi/!
his former position of Minister of W
ally.

snrrendering

to the

reyolutionists.

"Tur-

key is accused of double-dealing,—acting in
collusion with Arabi Bey, and at/the same

time urging
mands,

The Senate

the

Khedive to resist

his

de-

E—
—_’” omsiBb
Cengress.

has passed the Geméva

Award

bill as it came from the House without amendment and with the President’s signature it will
become a law. It provides that the remaining
ten millions of the Geneva’ Award
shall be
. paid to persons whose ships were destroyed by
Confederate cruisers, and that whatever re-

mains shall be distributed among those who
paid high war premiums to insure their ships
and cargoes. After-a protracted struggle of
eight years, the people, through their representatives, have triumphed, and
the insurance
corporations have suffered defeat.
;
The Senate has voted $200,000 prize money
to Admiral Worden and the officers and crew
of the * Monitor”, which defeated the Confederate ram * Merrimac” at Hampton Roads in
1862.. We are glad to see the heroes and sufferers in the late war recognized and rewarded.
Business in the House has been suspended
for several days on acceunt of a dead-lock between the two parties over a contested election
case between Mackey and. O'Connor. from
South Carolina, and neither side seems disposed to yield.

Co., N.Y.

and- this

The spring term of Ridgeville (Ind.) College.
ear may be imperfet. or be a cob with little or no
has had a larger attendance of students than
It the ears selected for seed have
corn op it.
the corresponding term for several years. The
college is enjoying a real prosperity and the '| been fertilized by a rubbin stalk, the nubbin fm-

,outlook for the future is good.

-The commence-

Mr, Beach had suffered

since

times, to whom Mr.

Beach

and

the

summer

term

Professor C.- D. Hartranft,-of the

Hartford

Theological Seminary,
is to deliver, June
25, the annual
address before. the Christian
Fraternity of Dartmouth College.
Le
The Journal of Chemistry declares that
‘* The ordinary school course not only involves
mental effort, but nervous tension, anxiety as
well as work; and this worry, which is not
put down in the ¢ course of study,’ and which
is not measurable, or even recognizable by the
usual school tests, is far more mischievous
than the work.”

On

the

contrary,

the

kohl-rabi, and salsify, are

among those that may
hs
P
sill be Sowy and wake a crop before srost are
rives.—American Agriculturist,
:

=

FOG
:

FERTILIZING

:

i

Pastures are continually being taken
unless something is returned, the

come whea they will

Patents, cholee...., IRI
t

PASTURES.

become

time

teats, common

Ohio... ... EL

:

Many

pastures have been grazed for years, the elements
Rye Flour
which make milk and flesh being continually re- | Oat Meal, com. to good

moved, and vo fertilizer applied

West.

to make good | Oat Meal, fancy brands. ............ +I

Canada

School
the loss.
As a result, the suil hus become impoyJournal says,** It iy neither work or worry erished, and the land produces
not more than half
it is weariness.
the cattle-food that it did years ago. Something
It is not the amount of study, but its unintermustbe done to restore the lost fertility and
rupted duration that exhausts the nervous
bring them back to their former productiveness.
systems of young pupils, and
renders them
unfit to resist disease when it attacks them.” ~ The application of ground bone has .been found
in increasing
the fertility
of
phs.
But whoever of these doctors may be right, [very J effectual
pvotua:
§ _CTeasing 28 pd
iy 0 oy
-the following advice from the Popular Science
tures where dairy
cattle had been kept.
Ie
Monthly may tend to cure the disease whatmost important element removed by mileh cows
ever the cause. It says ** In choosing the
is phosphate of lime. The ground bone suppies
mode of a child’s recreation it should be
borne in mind that brain-workers need a re- that element and to a large extent restores phe
fertility of the exhausted pasture. A field éxcreation that - : combines
amusement
with
hausted by the saje-of Hay would not be restored
physical exercise,—the unloose ing
of the
brain-fibre. with the tension of the muscles.
On the play-ground, such exercises should be
bone. In such a case something more than phisdiverted from the least appearanceof beinga phate of ume has been removed and
something
task,—even children cannot
be happy
more
must be added. Such land willbe best eon
compulsion.”
stored

“BUTTER.

There

has

down in prices, owing

been

a

Art.

Already about forty expeditions bave been
projected forthe observation of the coming
transit of Venus.
The number will be considerably increased by those of the United States,
Italy dnd Austria, yet'to be announced.
The
French have fixed upon eight stations: In the

north, Florida, Col. Perrier;

Cuba,

M.

d’Ab-

badie{ Mexico, M. Bouquet de la Grye; Martinique, M. Tisserand.
n the south, Santiago
du Chili, M. Leclér¢; Santa Cruz, M. Fleuriais;
Rio Negro, M. Perrotin: Port Desire, or Chubutt (Patagonia), M.
Hatt. These missions
will start in July.
Each will have two equa-

torials, one 8 inch and one 6 inch.

The influence of atmospheric Searels
on
vines hus been tried, and grapes produced
under it have been found to be richer in sugar,

and poorer in acid,than those
natural conditions.

The

produced under
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Oats grownon clay land make the best
keep longest and bring the highest price.
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By MARY HARTWELL CATHERWOOL.

|.

12mo., lust, $1.50,

ralgia, hysteria, and kindred com-

‘® A sweet and merry new story for little Women;
and we commend

plaints, will find it without an equal.

it to such mothers as are growing anxious about the Hterary character
books their young daughters read, for this of the
is the

work of an author who writés exquisite English.
English as fragrant of the out-of-door world 1s

.

Spencer's or Chaucer's,

R=

D.

LOTHROP

32 Franklin
St.,,

&

«

«

CO.

Roston, Mass,
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™ BEST THING KNOWN™*
WASHING vo BLEACHING

4

20

@

18

M 8

1B

In Hard or Soft Hot or Cold Water.
SAVES LABOR, TIME, and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives
universal satisfaction.
No
family, rich or poor, should be without it.
sold by Grocers ever
here, but beware of
imitations well designe
to mislead.
PEARL~JANK is the only safe labor saving compound, and
always
rs the above symbol, and name of
26t18e0
JAMES
PYLE
New York,

SUMMER
Togporapce
School

|

1 85@1 10; Burbank Seed-

1 10a 1 ito.

$5 00; Baldwins, choice, $4 00 @ $4 50; Baldwins,
4

a

is

said to prove as destructive to
current worm and rose bug as héllebore.

c.

SEND

Sunday
sical

School,
:

MCINTOSH.

Banner
of Yictory.
#5C

ABBEY

ear over 3000 tous were sold against 100

ms three years ago, showing that it is {i}
liked by the farmers. If there is no local |
tll, agent near you, send to us.

Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

Shining with Gospel
Light.
Replete with
,

& MUNGER.

BEACON, LIGHT.
TENNEY & HOFFMAN,

the

Life

of

The

joyous

childhood.
In the front rank.

WILL NOT FAIL TO USE
Bells (30-vts.) for Common Schools, or Wel.
come Choras A) for Righ Schools.
LOVERS OF GOsP EL MUSIC WILL LIKE
CHOIR

(50

ots.)

by

as it has-a capital 8et of tunes and hymns,
sing and of moderate compass.

OLIVER

|

Best

HEART: VOICE

No better hymns.
No better musie can

be found anywhere.

Song

VOICE

|

Sunday-School Song Book!

Will be received with
a shout
by
happy
| young singers.

‘SCHOOL TEACHERS

MALE

PAMPHLET.

ma: Apel pds
in the hill
or drill |
| or broad
either wif)
and will pr:
rand
crop. In the Reportof the Mass.
of Fertilizers, its valuation is Hom
# $10 per ton higher than other
pi tes |{f|
which sell at the same price.. The past |!

Mu=-

o ASSENBL KS

LIGHT.35 CENTS,
and LIFE.
R.M.

FOR

Thists a true bone superphosphate,
and i

OR CONVENTIONS, CAN NOT DO BETTER THAN TO
EXAMINE; APPROVE AND ADOPT DITsoN & Co.'s
CHOICE SERIES OF MUSIC BOOKS.
:
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS can not belp
being taken with our truly golden trio of Sundayschool singers.

Russets, choice, ¥ bb! 84 50 @,

common to good, $300 @ $3 50.
~ DRIED APPEES.
Southern, quartered, ¥ hb,

:
in Prem!
moet estab.

Xx

n

4¥c; Souisers, Sliced 1% @ 3 New York. uartered
5 @ 6c;
New
York, slice
8X; astern
the
and Northern,
quartered
Eucalyptus Amygdalina, or
5 @ 6Xc;@ Eastern
and
* pe permint
Arctic Exploration.
tree,” growing in the Dandenong district of
Northern, sticed 5 8 63¢c; Evaporated, choice 14 @
The discovery of the dead bodies of Lieut.
Victoria, Australia, which is said to measure
Instead of overloading the market the unusual- | 1 5¢; Evaporated, common to good 10 @ 18.
‘De Long and his eleven companions in the 370 feet to the starting point of the crown, and | ly large sales .of Jersey cattle
HAY AND STRAW. Northern and Eastern—Choice
only seem to in- coarse $218 $22; Good £18 @ $20; Fine $15 @g17:
dreary and desolate waste, lying in Siberia to 417 feet to the top, and another specimen of crease (the
demand’fo
r
this
favorite
breed
of
dairy
Poor $12 @ #14; Swale
Hay $9; Rye Siraw
the same species, mentioned by Baron Ferdlthe west of the Lena delts, bas ser® a thrill
choice §18a@$19; Rye Straw common to good $16 8
nand von Muller as haying attained the height cattle.
of pain and sorrow all through Christendom.
$17; Oat Straw $9,
3
;
of 480 feet.
Ir will be remembered that the crew of the
POULTRY & GAME, Western—Turkeys, choice 22
‘‘Jeannette”
THIS
AND
THAT.
left the ice-fields of the Arcticsea
@ 23¢; fair to good, 20 @ 21c: Chickens, choice 22
for
‘Of
the
sense
of
teste, Prof. McKendrick
the main land, in three boats, one of which, con@ 23¢; Fair to good, 20.@ 21; Northern—Turkeys,
states that the base of the tongue is most sen(Fort Wayne, Ind. Sentincl.)
choice 23 @ 25¢; Fair to good, 21 @ 22¢; Chickens,
taining Lieut. Chipp and seven men, has never
sitive "to bitters, and the tip to sweets.
When about twelve years old, said Mr. Geisman,
23
@ 25¢; Fair to good, 20 @ 22¢;" live fowl 12 @ 15¢;
A
been heard from, and was doubtless swamped
substance must be soluble in the fluid of the of the Globe Chop House to our representative, I
Wild Pigeons, $1 Thc.
in the icy gale that swooped down upon them
mouth to create taste, but no definite relation met with an accident with a horse, by which my
"PORK. There has been a fair demand and
in a few hours after they had set out. Melprices are firm. Sales of extra prime have: been
has been found between the chemical condi- skull was fractured, and ever since I have suffered
With the most excruciating rheumatic pains. Of
ville, in charge of another cutter, effected a tion of bodies and their taste.
at $1750 @ $18; mess at $20 50 @ $21; clear at $2¢
late I have applied St. Jacobs Oil which has given
landing and after encountering untold suffer- |
@ $24 50; and backs at $25 ¥ bbl.
“The “thicroscope has
BEEF. The market continues firm with a small
ings from cold, hunger and exposure, made his
detected Hood cor- me almost tetal relicf.
EE
mg
>
stock. Sales of Western extra at #14 50 @ $15, and
puscles on steel after an exposure of two years
way to a Russian settlement where his men
He was a fine looking man, and he proudly
extra
plate and family at $1650 @ $1x # bb).
with ruined eyes and frozen limbs were cared
in the woods.
strutted down the sidewalk with an gir of proprieSMOKED HAMS, The sales have been at 14 @
for until they recovered their strength suffi{ torship in every movement.
“ Beg pardon, sir,” | 1 4}c ¥ Bb for Boston and Western.
Miss
Anne
:
Whitney,
of Boston, has made a said a siranger,
ciently to embark for America, where they
he stepped up
to him, hat in
LARD.
Prices are firmer, with sales at12 @ 12°»
very successful statue of Harriet Martineau, if hand, in utmost as
humility, * do I have permission
have
already
arrived.
Lieut.
De
Long
cents¥ Bb,
the critics ot the conservative old city may be to stay in town over night ?”
2
and
his heroic
followers
were ‘less successful and, after wading a mile and a half credited, and they are a pretty sound sort of
Part
of
a
bottle
of
Parker's Ginger Tonic cured
critics. The cast has been exhibited, and rewith, their supplies and baggage upon their
me of rheumatism.
My dyspeptic wile got 80
presents Miss Martipeau sitting in a straightbacks, réached the shores of the continent, onl
much relief from the balance that she tried anoth
acked
garden-cha
ir.
She
bus a manuscript
to take up their dreary and painful mare
er bottle, and now we can truly say we never
had
on her lap, upon which her hands are crossed
through blinding storms, drifting snows and
better health.—Aie
Boston—————
Mechanic.
naturally.
The expression of the face indiicy rivers,to that barren, uninhabitable, and
The
man
who
goes
fishing,
#bd sits in a cram
cates deep meditation, The statue is said to
frozen marsh where they perished hopelessly,
inviting position on a na
thwart, from poy
be a good likeness, though somewhat idealized.
with all the miseries of cold and starvation.
morn Lo dewy eve, and calls it * fine,” is the same
Sinee its consolidation with the New York. Evening
It'is
to
be
executed
in
marble
and
will
It is gratifying, however, in this connection to
cost,
man who never goes to church because the pews
Post, has increased its facilities 'in avery depart.
Know that James Gordon Bennett, by whose when finished, something like $12,000, all of are not comfortable.
which has been subscribed by women.—Inment, enlarged its size ta twenty-four pages, and
munificence the expedition was undertaken,
No
molasses
and water mixture, but a concendependent.
i
added many able writers to. ifs’ previous list.
has publicly announced his purpose to provide
It
trated extract of the active medicinal
ro
es |
jg
for the maintenance of the families of those
of roots, barks, &e., is Hood’s Sarsaparilla. re
The
Lowell
Art
Gallery,
in
Boston,
has
beIsow
ro umoel rainy of Ua readers to be
who bave thus heroically sacrificed their lives
come a very popular place of resort and is well
b penetrate the great mysteries of the Arctic
Mark Twain remarks that all we ueed, to posworth visitin
Established in 1865, the Nation was a pioneer in
to see Mr. Bicknell’s superb
cean.n
and some remarkable specimens of sess the finest navy in the world, is ships—for - we
this country as a weekly journal of literary and
A Dill has recently been introduced in Con- monotypes
water.
of
plenty
have
steel engravin,
recently executed under Mr.
gress for the purpose of equipping another
political criticism of the highest order, conducted
John A, Lowell’s direction.
ship for Arctic exploration ; Pot Secretary
free from the control of party or interest of any
Flies and Bugs.
Chandler, it is said, does not favor it
A school of fine arts isto be established at
Flies, roaches, ants, bed-bugs, rats, mice, gosort. Despite a precarious support during the first
and, in
.view of the recent tragic end of the
Princeton College, Dr. W. C. Prime, of New
Jory, chipmunks, cleared out by ‘ Rough on
few years, it held persistently to its original aim
* Jeants.” lsc.
nette” expedition, there is little likelihood
York city, and Ge mera) McClellan were apMeanuntil its financial success was assured.
that the project will succeed.
pointed the first directors. They were reThe mowhile it had become a recognized authority at
Decline of Man,
py
tive, however, which has impelled heroic men
quested
to draw up a plan of the new instituhom
and abroad;
e
its editoridl ‘management has’
for Joversl senerations Po do battle with the tion to stand alongside of the academic and
Nervous Weakness
sia, Impotence, Sexual Debility, cured by Abels Health Renewer.” been unchanged from the first, and
relentless
storms and
darkness and cold of
scientific departments.
its projectors
$1.
Depot
Lothrops
&
Pi
, Dover; No. H,
northern ocean still remains,
intend that, with the present.facilities, the Nation
North
The
auroras
observed
by
Baron
Nordenski-,
Pole has not been discovered.
Kidney Disease.
shall become more than ever before the medium of
pFonched) Within four Dundred miles of it; but old at the winter qusrters o the Vega,in latitude
Pain, Irritation, Retention lucontinence, De. | the ablest thought ot the time,
‘
mystery is yel unraveled, and the
67 degrees, 5 minutes north, were mostly
very dif. feeble and Jtacked the Foliike formation so oft- posits, Gravel, &e., cured by ve Buchupaiba.”
"The form and style of the paper are chosen with
[
1,
4
fieuitios of its solution will continue to Hon
pot
Lothrops
& Pinkham, Dover, N. H,
‘en
:
a view to the most suitable shape for binding, and
characteristic of
these phenomena. A
late the curiosit
simple luminous.are, low in the sky, was most
a set of the Nation preserved, bound, and indexed,
men, till the Pole is reached or till it
A tramp who wanted a meal said he was‘ not
nguished pavigator’s afraid of work.” A dinner
makes the most complete-and readable record of
provided for him,
imeory i is rnd diaarc forms aa portio n of a per per- after which a job was given was
Notwithstanding
him to do. To show
current events of importance in -the political and
manent luminous crown above the earth’s pole. that be was ** not afraid of work” he lay down
beliterary world available for the American public.
side it and went to sleep,
@
Mrs. Mark Hopkins has presented to the
The subscription price has been
:
a8 In religion 1have been
University of
ifornis Emmanuel lh
The American Swedenborg Printing and Pube world | historical
ure, ‘‘ Washington
at Mon- lishing Society, No.
Reduced
to $3 per Annum,
20 Cooper Union, New York,
as boon 8
and uplifted mainly by mouth.”
painting is insured for $20,000. offer to
all Clergymen a full set. of 19 volumes: of
livesof men whose
1 devotion to
Specimen
copies
sent on request. Address the
A
mineral
spring
in Arkansas, whose water, Swedenborg’s Theological Works, boxed
‘truth has been none the} urns
for ship- Publisher, 210 Broadway, New York,
as red as blood when, con
in
a
Wests
for
$7.50;
omitting
those
previously given,
bottle,
and an oil well.in Kentucky, from
which flows an abundant sapply of refined
.
eee
Petroleum, all readyto p rodu oe a pure and
Thousands of ladies to-day cherish grateful re.
int flame, are among the new wonders m
ances of the help derived from the use of
H. K. JOHNSON & CO.
Lydia
of
the
country.
EK.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It
that th e age ofof chivalry
chivi
ah
Sianked
was Jah
no
gone,
ively curek all female complaints. Send to
Mrs. Patent
ER
—————
Agents,
Washington, D.
nd thut the world was ROC yet wholly In posLydia E Pinkham, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn,
session of economists
, 934 F St, Near Patent Office.
and calculators.”
To Consumptives,
a8s., for pamphlets.
References, Hon. John A, Logan, U, 8. Senate,
or those
weak lungs, gpitting
Persons recovering from
of blood, bronTake it-Easy and Live-Long aro brothers, and
Hon. W. B. Allison, U. 8. Senate.
g diseases, suc chitis, or with
The Chicago
kindred affections of throat or lungs,
fs malaria, levers, efc., willwastin
News,
The Farmers’ Review, Chicago.
be greatdy benefited sand two stamps for Dr, R. V, Plerce’s trealise
ure related to-Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, which has
Circular,
the use of
on
<8!
how
Brown's Iron Bitiars, a ri
ing
cost,
and
how
to
get
Patents,
tonic.
sent on ap1 taiese maladies.
Address the doctor, Buffalo, N.Y.
lengthened many a life.
plication.
18tf
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largest trees
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Ladies and all sufferers fromnen-.

Prolifics,1 2081 25; Peerless 1 1081 15; Jack-

15; Seedlings
eaten | lings 1350; White
Brooke
meal;

]

Wow

bu, by freight or Xpand

pero onsda.
Fer
¥

flats, 310 @ 3 15; Yellow Eyes, common,3-00 @ 3 05;
floated plumbago “(grapbite, black lead).
Red Kidneys, 2 75 @ 2 90.
¥or
P EAS.
ada, choice, ¥ bu $1058 110; Canacooling heated journals use flour of sulphuj and
1a
aL sommon 8b @ 95¢; Green Peas, Northern $1 20
olive oil. For curing badly scored journals use
é 145: Green Peas, Western $1 60°g@ $1 65¢.
lead filings.
POTATOES. Aroostook Rose, # bu., 1258 1 30c;
ok
J
Maine Central Rose, ! 2541 30; Northern Rose,1 20a
Auy article of food containi

garden

‘en, Conn.
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avd heavy pressures, add finest am-

& moderation.
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SCRAP BOOK CARDS —Thébap.

Ll

290 @ 350; Medium, choice hand picked
Lubrication .—For general purposes, sperm an- | 3 60 @3 63; Medium, choice screened 855 @ 360;
Medium,
common to good 280 @ 835; Yellow
swers best;
next, Winter-strain
lard oil. Bor
Eyes, improved 320 @ 3 25; Yellow Eyes, choice
high speed

ng

N

settling

Nes

_iuirto good...

s cured.

and choice
@ 4c # 1B,

Creamery, Cho108.. ..caivviinneanirerans.
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references from

Postal
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ae 12
bure, which contains all the elements removed in | Fair to good...........
10
the hay. Ground bone is quite exteasively used
8
Common skims....
for increasing the fertility of pastures in England,
Eggs. Eastern, ¥ doz. 18% @19¢; N.Y. and Ver.
mont, 18%c; Canada, 18 & 18%¢c; P. E.lsland 18 g
and should be more generally used in this coun18i{¢e; Western, Isc.
try.— Selected.
BANS, Pea, Northern, H. P., ¥ bu.,$3 75 @ 3 80;
Pes,
. Y., H.P..365 @ 875; Pea:N. Y. eommon
ov

he

N EW

N.Y. and Vermont, choice............ .
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CURED.

AX
DY SET.
Most comical set ever issue,
“The Old Folks laugh till they weep, the Babies
laugh till they sleep” Price 10 ets. per set, New
list free. NATIONAL CARD WORKS, New Hay.

Occasional extra lots of Franklin County sold at
pJ Ac,
but 24c is top for the best Vermont lots at
3the close.
re
«= NORTHERN.
| Creamery
choice siisssisavivinis viii
an
Do fairto good......coneenens
ond
@ NH
| Prankiin County, fine,# ....
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to fertility by the application of barn ma- | Choice, full cream, ¥ Bb
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_other Iron preparations will,

%

@

H. D. FOWLE, Chemist, 14 Centr)

Wharf, Boston.

is the only Iron
preparation that
does not color the a and will not
cause headache or constipation, as

EpIiTtep By

|

W.

Emerson,

easy

to

DITSON & CO., Boston.

F.

SHERWIN.

Special Contributors :
F. ROOT and JAS. R. MURRAY.

GEO.

192 pages.

Printed
on toned paper

somely bound

The Amerie
Popular Dictionar
dn y, $1.00

®he Nation,
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ful cures.
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from, and,
will
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to good.
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IRON
BITTERS

AYavkets,

JiScouBin, i tissearasane Sennbvanes v » a
mnesota,
bakers...... sensane snasseeal i
@
Minnesota and Wisconsin, pateots..... §30@
owt
WINTER WHEATS.

lack

energy, etc, Trya bottle.

paid hundreds. of

WHAT OAN BE SOWN IN JUNE.

Lhe

cures weakness,

system;

or Stone in the right kidney.
No less than:
seven physicians were employed at different

perfection goes down ‘to posterity. In a small
piece of corn planted remote from other corn we
may guard agaist the aceidents of promiscuous

I WARRANT
ONE BOTTLE A PERFECT
CURE for. all the wotst forms of PILES, 2 1 | do,
inthe worst cases of LEPROSY,
SCROFUT,
say
PSORIASIS , MY
E CZEMA, + SAL
RHEUM; RHEUMATI N, KIDNEYS, DYSPED. :
SIA, CATARRH, and all diseasesof the SKI¥ aq
BLOOD. $1 a bottle. Sold everywhere. Seng.
for 32 page Jempelet free, showing its wondey

enriches the blood and purifies the

dollars for medical treatment, with only tem
porary relief from his agony.
By the earnest solicitations of his friends he
fertilization, and secure, as far as possible, corn
was induced to try Dr. David Kennedy's ** FaAt the recent matriculation examination of with a good pedigree, and perfect after its kind.
the~Calcutts
University, eight women pass- All barren stalks should be cut out, and no more
vorite Remedy”—experienced a marked imed successfully,
of
whom
six are natives
stalks be left in the hill than will give perfect: provement from the first day he began to use
of India: and
at Bombay
seven
women
the
medicine; on the 15th day of September he
ears.
LI the owner will select from thas patch the
were
successful, including four
frem
the
voided a stone as large as could be passed
earliest
and
best
formed
ears
for his seed, and
city of Poonah.
At the fine arts examination
through the natural channel.
at Calcutta a female
candidate
obtained a follow up this practice for a few years, he will
_Mr. Beach concludes a long letter to Dr.
scholarship of the first grade.
have anew variety and a large increase in his Kennedyby saying:
* It will always afford
me
pleasure to recommend the ** Favorite
yield.
—dmerican
Agriculturist for June.
Professor Johnson of Bowdoin College is
Remedy”
to
those
en
4
who
may be suffering from
proposing, after commencement, to pass a few
difficulties of thie Kidneys and Bladder, or any
years in Europe in close study of its languages
disorder
s
arising
from
an
impure state of the
and literature.
blood.
Those who have a time of “ making gardens” in druggist The * Favorite Remedy” sold by all
s. The Doctor's only address is RondThe Peabody Summer School of Biology will early spring, and doing up the sowing all at once,
out, New York.
commence at Salem, July 11.
:
:
do not get the greatest good from their gardens.
‘
President White, of Cornell University, will
There are many vegetables of which the season
deliver the annual address before the Adelphi
canbe greatly prolonged by making successive
)
fw
i»
.
Union at the commencement exercises of. Wil
SOwWings.
A striking example of this is sweet
liams College next month.
‘corn, which, by judicious-sewings may be had
Boston Prodace Report.
Mr. Eben Tourjée, Director of the New
every day until frost stops its growth. In many
England Conservatory of Music, proposes to localities,
Ee
rtedby HILTON BROS & CO., Commiasion
the
most
thoroughly
tropical
plants,
purchase the St. James Hotel in Boston, and
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese
and
such as lima beans, okra, and the melons, do betmake it the headquarters for a great educa8, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 2,
tional institution, in which music shall be a ter if put in row than if sown earlier, For sucQuincy Market. Boston.
s
cession, after the first sowing, put in bush beans,
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, May 27, 1882,
leading fepture.
The building is to be refitted
and accomodations arranged for 530 students,
beets (allowing plenty to be used as beet greens,)
WR
erie
NS VHEATS,
4258
475
women exclusively.
cucumbers, and other pickle plants. Carrots,
Common extras...eeeeenes. ley
8 5D
ment occurs June 3,
will begin June 13.
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tober 18th, 1874, from the presence of Calculus

ra

seed,

selected

from
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The pollen from a barren stalk may fall

upon the ear grown

IRON

ever been brought to the noticevof the public is
that of Mr. J. 8. Beach,of Stone Bridge, Ulster

open

the

Stone in the Kidney Expelled after Using
Dr, David Hennedy’s * Favorite
Remedy?’ about twe Weeks,
One of the most remarkable cases that has

+ Send
for Oa.

See

any plant is grown in

BROWN'S

..80ld at reasonable prices for cash, or on

YD Ca rep mcr Or TE

field.

MR. JOSEPH BEACH.

+

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
malas of NEW ENGL

TE LTE
PT

sre

\

to

[VPRERE

fertilization when

ria, kidney disease, liver complaint,
and other wasting diseases,

Trial bottles, 10 ets.

Happened

FIANOS,

curing

breathing.

To A

coin

upon the same plant, there is no security for self:

such able productions as his lectures have been.

le deposition of ie Le hue the Sil bo Sacer:

Khedive in favor of Halim Pacha.——There
are now 15,000 Russian Jewish refugees at
Brody, Eastern Galacia.
:

the

in

PR) a at ad hf A Se bm

TUESDAY. MAY 23.—The coronation of
the Czar of Russia has been postponed one year.
——The Crivoscian revolt is at an end, the revolutionists haying surrendered to the Montenegrin troops.——Turkey has demanded the recall of the allied fleet from Egyptian waters.
——One hundred and five houses were burned
by fire in the Jewish quarter of Kovno, Russia,
on Sunday.—— Visitors are gathering at Lu-

in

day

heed

Dr. Newcomb, Jack Cole and €barles Ton
Sing, survivors of the lost ,Arctic steamer
* Jeannette”, arrived in New York yesterday
morning by
the steamer ‘ Celtic”, and were
heartily greeted by their friends.
ABROAD.

blossoms

the

all difficult

IVER
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Lieut. Danenhower,

It should be thoronghly cul.

female

and

ev-

dhe

in calf; 40d ‘the silk and the tassel are both
factors in giving. character to ithe ear. Though
and

Colds,

What

tivated every two or three'weeke, until the grain
is full in the ear. Like produces like, in corn as
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Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel
Workers, at Pittsburg, Penn., itis decided to
increase the rates.——The Secretary of the
Treasury issues a call for $15,000,000 continued
six - per cent. bonds of the series of March 3,
1863, which mature on the 1st of August next.
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fore they go we wish to inform
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SATURDAY, MAY 27.—At a meeting of the

lects the best he can find in his crib at planting
time, and finds that this pays.
It pays still better to select ears from the field the fall previous to
planting, fram stalks that bear two or more perfect ears. A belter practice still is to plant the
corn for seed in a small patch by itself, and guard
it against all the accidents that must attend its
growth and cultivation in the larger fiexd. The
ground should be specially prepared for this pur.
pose, and made neh enough to supply all the
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& Co., HARTFORD, CONN.
Readers will do well. to improve this opportunity for securing the magnificent book described
above. Itis'a complete encye lopmdia of useful
knowledge and statistics, as well as the best
Dictionary in the world. The firm is perfectly
reliable. "Note the price, only $1.00.
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ERIDAY, MAY 26.——The business portion
of Tombstone, Arizons; was destroyed by fire
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THURSDAY,
MaY 25.——The condition
of
Bishop Foss i$ again very ecritical.— Payne,
the troublesome Kansas colonist, and twentynine of his followers were captured recently
by troops sent.out from Fort Reno while’ attempting to invade the Indian Territory.
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The Senior ctass has engaged the Rev. T.
Dewitt Talmage to deliver the usual oration
commencement week,
Los
Thursday, May 24, the Rev. Dr. Hill delivered his ninth and tenth lectures of the series
on the Postulates of Revelation. . Subject of
ninth, *‘ Moral nature in man as evidence of a
moral government by “the Creator,” and of the
tenth, ** Conception of Moral
perfection
as
evidence that such perfection exists in God.”
On Friday the last two of the series were delivered. At the close resolutions were read
expressing the thanks of students and citizens
to Dr. Hill for the opportunity -which he has
sd generously afforded them of listening to
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Shenandoah, Pénh., killing six men and’ boys

and fatally injuring two others,—Apn attempt
is made te wreck, the * owl train” on the Shore
Line between Madison and East River, Conn.
—There is great distress. in. Arkgnsas from
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Large Demand for Beatty's Organs.
WASHINGTON, N. J.—Beatty’s Organ Factory,
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Prof. Mauck:has been again called to
Ohio.
This time by the death of his father.
Prof. Dunn went with him to
attend the
funeral,
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located here,
is running until midnight.
The demand
for Beatty’s Organs is imcreasing daily.
Mayor Beatty informs your correspondent to-night

to the yield of corn on any farm by using seed
that has been carefully
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SEED CORN.

. The time to plan for this is now while the corn
crop is going in, or under cultivation. Itis a rea-

nineteenth and twentieth.
President Durgin
gave two lectures last week at Rio Grande
College, Ohio, and participated also in the exercises of the Quarterly Meetingat Cleveland.
During the present week he is to lecture before
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